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INTRODUCTION 

This book has been written for the benefit of the band director to enable 
him/her to present an artistic performance. Often the training of a band conductor 
falls short in the many interpretive elements in presenting an artistic musical 
performance and in rehearsing a band for a performance. While there are classes in 
conducting which stress the physical necessities, the necessary musical 
interpretation skills are neglected. Even in practice teaching the student does not 
receive the necessary skills that usually only come with experience and the 
information that can be passed on by an experienced conductor. This book is 
written to give the new conductor the material needed to pass on to his band 
members on how to interpret their parts and the necessary techniques to present an 
artistic performance. Being proficient on one's major instrument will enhance the 
new conductor's understanding of how to play musically. Rehearsing a band is more 
complex and often the elements of music are not present in the new conductor's 
educational background. 

The book begins from how to start a tone and then on to how to present tones 
into a musical line and to interpret this line musically. By browsing the index one 
will see the many musical elements needed for a student to understand. 

Many of the statements should be understood as they are viewed through the 
students eyes and must be taken with moderate applications, not drastic ones. Many 
statements are given to begin to have the student think musically. What is felt by 
one artist may not be felt by another. Especially in the interpretation and expression 
of musical performance technics. Band directors have usually played in their own 
high school and college bands and have played many of the musical elements 
presented but may not realize that young students need to be explained to them the 
technics and the application of these technics of what is given in the music. The 
questions of how to play, when to play and what to play are not always completely 
explained or even written  into the music. Also: Playing solo and playing in a band 
may have to be interpreted somewhat differently. 

There is also a section on training the jazz band. Many new directors have 
not had the exposure or experience during their college education in improvising or 
jazz playing but often are required to teach it as part of the curriculum. All student, 
whether in jazz or the classics should be taught the techniques of improvising, a 
classical technique that jazz adopted and used to its best advantage. 
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Process of the Mind in Beginning a Tone 
 

To first understand the physical process of what happens from the second 
the eye sees a note and until that note is stopped is a very marvelous procedure. 
First the eye sees the symbols on the page and relates them to the brain. Next the 
brain begins to fix the arms and hands and any other factors involved in the right 
position to begin the tone. The eye looks at the conductor's downbeat and goes 
through the similar procedure and the tone begins. The ear listens to the sound 
wave and relays it to the brain, whereupon the brain compares the sound and the 
other sounds around, decides whether it is out of tune or not, and makes the 
necessary corrections. This also shows the necessity of giving the band a clear and 
correct preparatory beat. 

 
Breathing 

 
There are two basic ways to breath: from the chest and shoulders, and from 

the diaphragm, a muscle located near the abdomen. The diaphragm is an 
inspiratory muscle, and is the sole agent in peaceful respiration. It is the muscular 
septum between the thorax and abdomen, and is composed of two portions, a 
greater muscle arising from the ensiform cartilage, and a lesser arising from the 
bodies of the lumbar vertebrae by two tendons. It assists the abdominal muscles, 
which are expiratory, powerfully in expulsion, each act of that kind being 
accompanied or preceded by a deep inspiratory breath. The use of the diaphragm 
for breathing is recommended by all wind teachers with no one in disagreement 
about the use of the diaphragm in breathing when playing a wind instrument. The 
breath may be controlled and supported best by using the diaphragm.  More breath 
can be accumulated by using the diaphragm. This is the way that you breath when 
you are asleep and also the way that you took a breath when you were born into the 
world. The procedure of breathing this way can be explained best by thinking that 
you have a balloon inside your stomach. When you inhale the balloon will expand, 
when you exhale, the balloon will deflate. Also remember that the balloon expands 
equally around so it is with your middle section which should expand not only in 
front but also in the back and both sides. Posture is also of equal importance; think 
of what a balloon look like if you would grab it around the middle and picture your 
middle section being pinched this way. 

There are two kinds of breath: the long breath, and the short, quick breath. 
Many players will also include in this group a short 'sniff' breath but we will not as 
this kind will not be used except in rare cases. The procedure is not different 
between the two kinds, the important thing to remember being when to use one or 
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the other. Below are listed a few points to help you decide where to (and when to) 
use the long breath or the short one. 

Short phrases do not require the same amount of air as a long, legato "f" 
phrase. 

A shrilly run does not call for the same use of the breath as a quiet song like 
passage. 

 
Sometimes you will use the same amount of air but will vary its use. 
Remember the volume of air concentrated determines the possibilities of 

tension. 
Never play as much on one breath as possible. This makes for bad tone at the 

end of a phrase and you cannot catch a quick breath. This also makes bad releases 
with one person in a section holding on to a note while all the others take a breath. 
(Releases and use of breath can be heard in the accuracy of the release of a string 
instrument. It is good to have wind players play with string players for clean 
releases and phrase endings.) 
Breathing in proper places saves energy, gives ease, comfort and control. 
The end of a composition should be refreshing as the beginning. 
As phrases differ in length, take breaths according to phrase length. 
Breath marks should be decided upon and marked before any piece is given out. 

 
First impressions are important and the way a young musician plays a 

composition the first time will have a great influence on him. If marks are included 
for phrasing and breathing (long breaths are not needed for every phrase played) no 
bad habits will be begun and he will never play it wrong (or he will know the correct 
way). 

Good posture is important. This means both feet on floor and back not 
touching the back of the chair.  

Also remember don't bring your head and mouth to the instrument, first get 
your position then bring the mouthpiece to your lips. 

Don't wait until the last second to take a breath. On a measure rest, begin to 
take a breath no later than the 3rd beat (if 4/4 time) 

Notice the very first breath taken after beginning to play. Many times this 
first breath will not be sufficient and can effect the remainder of the composition. 

Remember to have members practice long tones for breath control (and for 
tone). It must be remembered that different parts of an instrument will require a 
different flow of air. The air stream differs in high and low registers and the amount 
of air differs of course with the dynamic level and the length of a phrase. You must 
put the correct amount of air in to play a good tone as far as pitch and volume. 
Below are some examples of the practical use of many of the above mentioned 
remarks. (I did not use the word rules as steadfast rules cannot be made). On long 
16th note passages - one may have to skip a note. Perhaps scattered breathing might 
be used by the section playing. 
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The conductor, in his beating patterns will help you if music is not marked 
with breath marks. This is important because a different conductor might give a 
different interpretation of the work being played and might indicate different 
phrase lengths or dynamic range and tempo. 

 
Tone 

The most important factor in the art of music is the sound. It must be 
pleasant to listen to. A question that usually is asked is: what is a good tone and how 
do I tell if I have one? The author remembers listening to the celebrated clarinetist 
Reginald Kell, who has a very individual tone, give a lecture on clarinet tone. He 
brought out the point of individual tone and compared it to a color; "How can one 
tell another what a good tone is or the difference between the colors red and blue?" 
Try, if you can, to tell some one the difference between the two colors. I am sure you 
will not be able to do so. So tone is unique and personal. It is bad to say, I don't like 
your tone, it sounds too thin. Better to first understand the factors of a good tone 
and begin from there. A note sounding may vary in: 1) pitch, 2) loudness, 
3)duration, 4) color, 5) character, 6) intensity, and 7) production. 

The quality aspect of tone is the way which allows one to identify the tone as 
belonging to a particular instrument. (A clarinet has four ranges of tone but all are 
recognized as belonging to the clarinet.). All of this depends on the overtone 
structure. Many experiments have been made along this line. A oboe is changed by 
taking out some of the overtones and sounds like a violin. So first the correct tone 
and intonation must be thought of before the "true sound and tone" of an 
instrument can be had. To begin with 1) one must have the best instrument 
available in good condition, 2)one must have good breath control, 3) one must have 
the correct embouchure development by practicing sustained tones and practice 
playing all dynamic levels, and, 4) listen to records and performances for good tone 
and listen when playing your instrument. 

A perfect basic tone must be perfect in its component parts: 1) the attack - 
made with the proper technique (whether brass, reed or flute). 2) the body of the 
tone controlled by breath and embouchure. and, 3) and the release with the breath 
alone. (on brass and flute). To play expressively one must have control over all 
degrees and qualities of tone learned by experiment and practice (in the correct 
way). The best practice is long tones. First sit erect, then take a correct breath, and 
begin to play a tone on the middle range of your instrument. Begin the tone with 
clear and immediate attack very softly, gradually swelling the volume for about 8 
seconds and then diminishing the volume avoiding any trouble in tone or gust of air 
or deviating from the true pitch. Always listen very carefully to the quality of the 
tone produced making every effort to improve its quality. After the 1st tone is 
practiced, move 1/2 step up or down to the octave. Devote 15 to 20 minutes to these 
long tones. Then continue getting into all tones used eventually. Don't tire the lips, 
rest and some between notes. Don't force high tones and descend if there is no 
response. The high tones take patience and practice. For low tones relax muscles, 
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high tones contract muscles. Long tones will not only improve tone, but also 
intonation, power, endurance, and it also strengthens the embouchure. 

Tone is ensemble work. Different people get different tones on their 
particular instruments. Every member of every section needs to watch his tone. One 
bad cornet can ruin a good section. Don't overblow, or over balance your section. Be 
sure your band does not play with maladjusted timbres. The sound may be strident, 
showing miss-application of breath pressure plus poor embouchure techniques. It 
may be weak, anemic, showing insufficient breath support. The ensemble tone may 
lack in brightness, or, conversely, it may be too bright. Again the criteria is found in 
answering correctly the question, "What is this music trying to say?" 

The brightness or somberness of the tone produced by the real artist seems 
to be limited to a fine sense of pitch discrimination. Brighter tones will be found 
sharp, while somber tones slightly flat.  

 
Tonguing 

Technique of using the tongue 
 

The technique of using the tone in all band instruments is the same as the use 
of a bow on string instruments - it is the process of beginning a musical tone. When 
tonguing, remember: 1) The tongue does not make the tone or sound, your breath 
does. 2) Make your attack in the style of the music, not too harsh or violent but 
definite and precise. Make every tone clear, singing, and musical - this being true 
even in playing staccato. Try to start the tone without straining, beginning it as 
easily as beginning a hum. Remember it is the release of the tongue so that the 
breath can penetrate that makes a tone, not the forward motion but the backward 
motion of the tongue that should be thought of. 
 

Attacks and Releases 
 

There are many styles of attack and released, depending upon the style of 
performance. Attacks may be listed in the following groupings: 

 
1) Normal - Beginning the note without any delay and without dynamic 

changes from beginning to end. This type used more than any other. 
 
2) Force - Beginning the note with a slight increase in dynamics. This attack 

is affective in marches and in music of a martial nature, very good on stressed 
chords, accented notes in melodic lines, and can be effective in other types of music 
when written-in accents are indicated. 

 
3) Indirect force - Beginning the note at a lower dynamic level than written 

and expanding the dynamics to a point slightly above the prevailing one. This attack 
is effective in music of a majestic nature, especially during a series of chords 
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marked with some type of accentuation. It is also useful making clear the 
implications of the tenuto. 

 
Attacks should and must be precise. When they are not, 1) the student did 

not watch the conductor, or 2)the preparatory of the conductor was not clear. The 
preparatory beat of the conductor will describe: the precise moment of attack, the 
tempo, the dynamics, and the style of attack. 

Releases should and must be precise. Ragged releases are usually the result 
of: not watching the conductor's termination of the beat; by a relaxing of the 
embouchure; the slowing of the articulation caused by the coming phrase ending; 
not knowing when to release a note due to the lack of not editing the music by the 
band director; and the carelessness of the ensemble in watching the complete 
conductor's tempo beating. Be sure to notice the implications of the articulated 
patterns. Careful music editors use articulated patterns to underline some special 
types of rhythmic articulation. 

 
The Legato Attack 

 
The tongue is placed at the upper part of the front teeth as in saying the 

syllable "Ta." (For brass instruments and flute; for reed instruments place the 
tongue on the tip of the reed)) Begin tone as the tongue is being brought back. The 
tongue always is used at a rapid rate of speed, never slowly. If playing brass or flute, 
stop the tone by stopping the flow of air by the use of the diaphragm and never with 
the tongue or the throat muscles. For reeds place the tongue on the tip of the reed. 
The saying of "Du" will result in a softer tongue for a smoother style instead of the 
harsher "Ta." Remember that accents still occur in legato passages. When 
practicing a brass instrument, take a good deep breath, put your tongue on your 
upper teeth, release the tongue and breath at the same time. For reed instruments 
remove the tongue from the reddusing a similar technique. This will illustrate that 
the tongue is used like a valve. Don't tighten the muscles of the roof of your mouth, 
and do not let the tongue linger on the top of the mouth. The tongue should bounce 
like a ball, hitting the top and bouncing off again, than back again. For brass 
instruments,the attack will be harsher when it is released if the tongue is nearer the 
lips (the closer the harsher). Remember to play the shorter notes with the same 
careful technique as the longer notes, with the same attack and release. I might 
mention at this point the percussion section should also stop their sounds physically 
by the use of the hand on the surface of the percussion instrument being played. 

There are two kinds of legato attack: 1) the un-noticed one, and 2) the 
definite sharp one. The first is used in the following instances: 1) for chains of sound 
(the merging of patterns into one another forming an unending sound, 2) to play a 
repeated note under a slur, and 3) to introduce rest-like interruptions within the 
course of a soft slurred passage, 

 
Staccato 
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There are many kinds of staccato. These will be taken up under the tonguing 

of the various instruments. It is just necessary to say here that there are many types 
of staccato that are commonly in use. Staccato is written in the music for expressing 
lightness of music of a very delicate nature; for a humorous effect; a emphatic 
staccato; and a dramatic staccato. In playing all the types of staccato the tongue 
should not go between the teeth, the lips should not move nor the lower jaw. The 
tongue does not move as far as in legato playing. The smaller distance the tongue 
moves the sharper the attack will be and the more rapid. Never attempt to play 
quicker than your technique warrants. When attempting staccato play slow at first. 
Careful not to attack with a "scoop" in the pitch.  

 
Releasing Notes 

The ending of a tone is to be carefully listened for. Too often not enough 
attention is placed on releases. Make sure the tone is not stopped by the tongue on 
brass and flute, but only used on various reed instruments. Make sure that the ends 
of phrases are not cut short. It must be pointed out to the students that the tone does 
not stop until the full value of the note is realized or the conductor directs a release. 
. In legato playing a note is usually released at the beginning of the next beat. In 
staccato playing it depends on the type of staccato that is being played and the 
tempo. The type of staccato should be explained to all instruments that are playing 
staccato. 

The articulation should be well defined. A careful editing and studying of the 
score will see if the composer used articulated patterns to underline some specific 
kind of rhythmic articulation. This articulation must be emphasized by the correct 
use of accentuation once the first note in the slurred pattern, with a subtraction of 
weight to the end of the grouping. When the slur occurs on a legitimate pulse the 
accentuation is less. When it occurs on a split pulse the accentuation is more since 
some form of syncopation is implied. 

 
Brass tonguing  

 
The tongue is used as a valve to release the stream of air used in producing 

tone. Take a deep breath (with the diaphragm) with the tongue behind the top teeth. 
As pressure is built up, the tongue is released, the air that escapes producing the 
sound. When used improperly an accompanying motion in the lip, face, and lower 
jaw occur because the tongue moves too strongly or too much tongue is used. A 
mirror should be used to correct this.  

 
Types of Brass Tonguing 

 
1) Full staccato: Played one quarter of the written value. Tongue produces a 

small amount of air with sharp force. The tongue is placed high in the mouth, with a 
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small channel above the tongue for air passage, with the tip of the tongue moving 
slightly down from the upper gums, releasing enough air to vibrate lips. 

2) Legato tongue: An emphasis on each tone without a separation between 
notes. The air producing the tones in continuous, but slightly interrupted by a soft 
stroke of the tongue. 

 
3) Legato-tenuto: The same as the above one except that the breath delivers a 

light emphasis along with the soft stroke of the tongue-the tone is continuous, but 
each note is indicated by the breath's impulses. 

4) Half Staccato: Played half of the written value, and omits a little more air 
as in full staccato, while still maintaining short attack. Fast passages work hard to 
tell apart from one another. 

5) Legato accent: - Same manner as the legato-tenuto except that the impulse 
of the breath is more forceful giving decided emphasis on each tone. The emission of 
the breath by a sharp impulse of the diaphragm gives the effect of an accent without 
stopping tone. 

6) Unmarked notes: - Type of notes is not played the same at all times, it's 
articulation will depend upon the character of the composition being played and the 
interpretation of the performer. It receives more value than the half staccato or full 
staccato. If notes are eighth or quarter notes played slowly, or regular played half or 
whole notes, then they should be sustained for their full value. 

7) Tenuto: - Should be given its full value, sustained with equal force 
throughout its duration. The character of the attack consistent with composition of 
which it is a part - tender, forceful or violent. 

8) Half Tenuto: - Held about half or three-quarters the duration of the 
tenuto or slightly shortened. It has the effect of being slightly separated. Applied 
generally to rather slow passages desiring this effect. 

9) Slurs: - Strike the first tone with the others following without any 
interruption by the tongue or breath. 

10) Accent:  forced impulsive production of tone, caused by the explosive 
emission of air by the tongue giving a sharp, crisp attack. 

11) Sforzando: An explosive attack as with the accent but sharper and 
shorter in duration, like a shot with the tones slightly separated. 

 
Two syllables in the alphabet which approximate the movement of the tongue 

when articulated the tones on a brass instrument. They are the letters T and D. 
When used in combination with other letters of the alphabet they sharpen or soften 
the tonal attack effect. They become: too, tah, tee, or doo, duh, or dee. On a brass 
instrument notes will sound easier if the syllable Too is pronounced for the lower 
tones, Tah for the middle tones, and Tee for the higher tones. 

 
Clarinet Tonguing 
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Legato attack - Play in the sostenuto style with the tongue gently dividing the 
notes. pronounce the syllable Du. The tongue is away from the reed, returns briefly 
and then leaves again for the duration of the note. The tongue is still very close to 
the reed with the tip traveling only a very short distance in starting the next note. 
While the bulk of the tongue is virtually still. 

Semi staccato - The attack is the same as above with the tongue as always, 
but ending the note by suddenly stopping the motion of the diaphragm muscle, 
making sure the note stops without a dim. Some separation between notes. There is 
no basic difference between the slow staccato and the semi-staccato. As the speed 
increases there is still a separate puff of air for each note. While in the regular fast 
staccato, the tongue stops and previous notes and the air pressure from the 
diaphragm is maintained. 

 
 
 
 

Soft and Breath attacks 
 
1) Syllable Thuh (soft tongue) 
2) No use of tongue-started completely with the breath. This kind is hard to 

control exact time of the entrance. Some players will use a loose embouchure and 
start the air through the clarinet. The beginning note is then controlled by 
tightening the embouchure to cause to tone to commence. 

 
Melody 

 
A melody is defined as a succession of musical pitches in a definite succession 

of rhythmic patterns. Thus each melody contains two properties: pitch and rhythm. 
These properties are best not separated although a rhythmic figure can be 
recognized without melody better than a melody without the correct rhythm. 

 
Melody and its Properties 

 
This succession of sound has been combined into the three musical types: 

Monophonic, Homophonic, and Polyphonic music. Melody has been described in 
many ways. It was said in ancient Greece to possess certain supernatural effects, or 
install in one's heart almost any intangible feeling possible. (example: a Roman 
fanfare described in the Iliad brought fear into the enemy) A melody may also be 
described as passive or active, as large or small, high or low, or slow or fast; as 
expressive, lyric, dramatic, and finally, simple or complex. It may reveal the time of 
its origin by the inclusion or exclusion of the tones used by the composer. As an 
example of this one may distinguish the music of Leonius from that of Perotinus 
because of the melodic line. Leonius's melodic line would not leap more than a third, 
with his over-all contour being very large. (glissando like passages). Perotinus's 
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melodic line showed the use of triadic forms and his contour was very small (also his 
motives). One could hardly confuse the two styles. So by analyzing the melody one 
can tell many times not only the composer but the period of music that the 
composition was written in. As another example one can not find a leading tone in 
much of Dvorak's works. There is a deliberate avoidance of this tone in his music 
where almost all other composers will not attempt to avoid this active tone of the 
scale. 

It is a nature law of nature that a musical line go down. When a musical line 
ascends it creates tension and energy. It is a fact of history that the ancient Greek 
melodic scale was from the top down and only by error in the Middle Ages by 
theorists do we, from tradition, feel that our scale begins from the bottom up. 

The interval structure is also a way of judging or describing a melody. It may 
have a narrow interval, (conjunct) or it may have a wide interval, (disjunct). It is a 
character of vocal music to have a smaller melodic range, and to write only the 
accepted intervals that are easiest to sing. 

There are three basic motions of melody 1) scalar-the use of scale steps as 
they appear in the scale without any skips from one step to another step that is not 
directly above or below. 2) intervalic-the avoidance of one scale step by jumping to 
another instead: when these two are combined the results creates a certain feeling of 
contentment and serenity. (as in the Gregorian Chants), 3)chordal or arpeggio:-
First seemed to appear in the works of Perotinus of the Paris School. Through the 
years composers have used these 3 possible fundamental choices to weave the lasting 
melodies that we remember so easily. 

Many attempts to alter the melodic line have been tried through the life span 
of music. Such techniques as embellishing during the Roccoco Period between the 
Baroque and the Classic Period. The developments of Beethoven, the variations of 
Brahms, the attempts at creating tension by the use of non-harmonic devices, new 
scales, new tunings, have been introduced by composers through the years to add 
new and individual traits. 

Three directions of the melodic movement are possible from a starting point. 
It may ascend, descend or remain stationary. let us state also that there are certain 
nature laws that govern melody and how to distinguish good melodies from inferior 
ones: 

1) Relation and interaction of the primary harmonies of the key which 
determine the direction of certain scale steps. Certain scale steps have inherent 
tendencies. Ex: The inactive tones: the 7th tone naturally moves upward, the 6th 
and 4th maturely move down (7-8, 6-5, 4-2). the active tones - the 2,4,6 & 7th tones 
of a scale. 

2) Melody has inactive scale tones that are free to move in any direction. 
They are: 1,3,5. An exception might be if these active tones are approached from the 
opposite direction. (8-7-6). 

3) Melody should never be permitted to continue stepwise in the same 
direction for more than 5 notes of different pitches. 

4) Melodic line should change direction after large jumps. 
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5) Repetition of tones is permitted. 
6) A melody should have good contour. 

Problems increase when two melodic lines are combined (counterpoint). 
 

Melodic Intervals 
 

An interval is the distance from one note to another. While the names will be 
given it is primarily the sound that we will focus our attention on. By playing the 
scale from the first note and taking each interval from the first note after it, we will 
get the idea of the different sounds of intervals from one note. this is third musical 
matter that makes up melody. Being able to recognize the difference in sound 
between two notes is very important in regard to proper intonation and in knowing 
the sound of the pitch that will come from your instrument. Long sustained 
intervalic practice will benefit intonation. Play the first note with an accent and 
listen to the next pitch. One may be aided by the use of "Musical Crutches," in 
hearing intervals. One cannot expect students to play in tune without being able to 
hear the tone that is suppose to sound next. A few "Crutches" will be given and you 
should ask the student for other ones for the ones given as well as other intervals for 
many songs familiar to you may not be to them and will not serve as "Crutches" to 
them. 

 
Example of a few crutches - Perfect 4th - Maryland my Maryland, Here 

comes the Bride (C to F) 
    Major 6th - My Bonnie, The NBC Chimes (C to 

A to F) 
    Major 3rd - Old Black Joe (C to E) 
 
Example of intervals up and down from the C major scale (and minor scale) 
 
MAJOR      MINOR 
 

 
 
 

Scales 
 

Scales, literally meaning ladder, are the foundation of our musical system. 
this term denotes the tonal arrangement of musical pitches. There are may ways to 
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arrange the tones of an octave, the factor possibilities being about _________. The  
scales we use in our present day music are mostly the 1) major diatonic scale, 2) the 
Harmonic minor scale, and, 3) the chromatic scale. In many foreign countries the 
scales might be different and be based on different tunings, intervalic arrangements 
and played on different instruments, such as the Indian system of "Ragas" with as 
many as ____tones within one octave. Other scales were used before our present day 
system become the norm. The Greek scale was based on the Tetrachord and had 3 
different tunings. The Greek tetrachord was a succession of 4 descending tones in 
the 3 types of tuning. Our present day diatonic scale can be thought of as two 
tetrachords combined. In the Dark Ages the system of church modes developed. 
One may think of the modes as the white keys of the piano, when playinf from one 
octave to another each ensuing mode will be played. The use of Musica Ficta (the 
use of unwritten accidentals) helped develop the feeling of a key center and the 
practice of using Bb  and using a leading tone within a composition finally matured 
into our major and minor scales. The avoiding of the tritone by flatting the 4th 
degree was understood by the performers of the time and these accidentals and our 
feeling of tonality came quickly when they were written down. They also began 
approaching the final with a 1/2 step below in every mode strengthening again the 
tonal center. In 1600, with the revolution against polyphonic music, the adoption of 
homophonic music even further strengthened the use of major and minor scales. 
The use of additional accidentals characterized the music of Wagner and his times. 
Today modern composers are using all available scales and even inventing new ones. 
Debussy used the whole tone scale. By using different scale patterns the triadic 
forms will differ. Below is a chart of the triads found on the different scale degrees. 
Also below are given some of the most used scales. Scales are one of the 3 basic 
materials used to make up a melody (the other two being intervals and arpeggios.) 
These scales are to be played with the 3 basic executions, i.e. legato, marcato and 
staccato. Legato - smooth, connected styled, tonguing each note or slurring them in 
various patterns without a separation of tone Marcato - a heavy, detached style with 
a separation between tones, the length largely determined by the tempo. Staccato - a 
light detached style with no accent on each tone. Be sure every member knows the 
most common scales by heart as they should watch the conductor for he will let 
them know by his gestures just which style he wants them to play. if your band is 
faithful to scales in their daily practice and listen carefully, they will improve their 
intonation, and they will gain an appreciation of the relation of pitches to one 
another. Play them in long sustained tones, in the three basic styles (with staccato, 
have them play the different types of staccato with rests for the same length as with 
the legato type), and with the articulations at the bottom of this page. Always 
remind the members to listen to each note and to listen from one note to the next 
one. Scales will be useful in many exercises and for many techniques. They will 
appear in most every piece of music you will play. Begin practicing the scales on 
other degrees than the tonic for much music will be found suing a scale from a 
staring note that is not the tonic. 
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One of the most beneficial of all the scales is the chromatic scale. Playing this 
slowly you will find many inner parts do not know the fingerings for all the notes. 
Have the players use alternate fingers on them and listen for intonation. Alternate 
fingers appear  when practical. They appear in parenthesis with a sharp or flat to 
indicate if it makes the pitch sharp of flat. You may want the low pitched 
instruments play on the first two beats of the measure and the higher instruments 
play on the third and fourth beats or have different section take each beat.  

Names are given to each degree of the scale. Later in the discussion on chords 
we will see scale steps used as the basis of triad forming and chord building. 

 
Triads & Scale Degree Names 

 

 
 

Tonic SupertonicMediant Subdominant Dominant Submedient Leading Tone 
   (M)       (M)           (m)            (M)              (M)            (m)               (dim) 

 
 

Slurs 
 

A slur is a curved line placed above or below two or more notes to indicate 
those notes that are to be played legato. It is a symbol of unity and is not restricted 
as to length. A slur in instrumental music may have various meanings.  

1) The above one is the most common-indicates legato or connection of tones. 
2) A slur may distinguish phrases. 
3) It makes more manifest certain rhythmic groups by showing their 

separate relationship or their individuality. 
4) Staccato passages, or notes with intervening rest - to show they comprise a 

motive or phrase. 
5) To indicate unconnected couplets or other groups which must be 

separated from one another. 
 
As one can see from the above mentioned instances we see a slur's presence 

neither necessitates legato nor excludes staccato. however, its presence usually is 
assumed legato. Remember that slurs have nothing to do with accents.  The last note 
of a slur is not always played staccato or played lightly. Accents may appear in a 
slur and still there remains a legato feeling. The principle difficulty in applying the 
slur will consist in determining whether it was intended to indicate the connection 
and disconnection of tones, or merely to call attention to melodic or rhythmic 
divisions and subdivisions. 

When playing long slurs be careful not to change the tempo. There is a 
tendency to either speed up on slurs that are easy to execute and slow down on 
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harder ones. Brass instruments and flutes will have two kinds of slurs - lip slurs and 
fingered slurs. Woodwinds on one basic kind fingered slurs as on a clarinet from B 
to C. Usually slurs are taken on the same dynamic level. Careful attention must be 
paid to this point as many musicians will play the two note slur at a louder level 
depending on whether it is slurring up or down. Of course, on two note slurs, the 
second note may be played lighter or louder if the melody indicates or allows this 
from an artistic interpretational view. Another slur and melody may be emphasized 
with a subtraction of weight to the end of the grouping. When the slur occurs on a 
legitimate pulse the accentuation is less. When it occurs on a split pulse, the 
accentuation is more since some form of syncopation is implied. This will be 
discussed under phrasing in another chapter. 

 
Phrasing and Slurs 

 
Slurs are used for: connection of tones, distinguish phrases, bring to the 

attention of the players attention certain rhythm groups, their separate relationship 
or their individuality, connecting phrases when staccato or rest are part of phrase, 
and indicating unconnected rhythmic groups which are separated from one another. 
One must determine: "Is a slur an indication of the connection of tones or to call 
attention to melodic or rhythmic divisions. 

When playing slurs don't cut notes short and don't breath within the slur, all 
notes full value. Precision is harder in legato and slow passages then in well 
established fast tempos. 

Phrasing is the art of dividing musical sentences into rhythmic sections. They 
are effected by breathing points, various articulations, slurs and accents. Phrase 
may differ in sizes. There are three elements considered in analyzing phrases: 1. 
melody, 2. rhythm, and 3. proportion and length.  

How to find phrases: 1. long notes on strong beats usually occur at the end of 
phrase, 2. A pause after note on strong beats, 3. A resolution of dissonance after 
strong best. 4. Look for the regular recurring patterns, 5. In slow tempos there may 
be smaller phrase, 6. By locating cadences, 7. Finding the use of sequences, dim., 
aug. and other musical devices (imitation, etc.) 

Rules for clear phrase: 
 1. Correct breathing patters (after cadence 
 2. Climaxes - use of cresc, dim., accel, ritard, in melodic arcs of  

    phrases contour 
 3. Give long notes full value 
 4. Use of agogic accents and stresses without power dynamics, i.e.  

   emphasis on long notes 
 5. Don't play by bar lines but by phrases. 
 6. Describe phrase contour and character in the beat 
 7. Use of dynamics and tempo changes within phrase. 
 
How to play phrase: 
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 1. Indicated by cessation of beat 
 2. First phrase louder then second phrase 
 3. Phrasing: grouping of tones that belong together, separated like  

   sentences in talking.  Make a slight break between phrases. 
 4. Find important tone of phrase - emphasize or prolong it 
 5. Use of rubato within phrase - careful with use; imitation of similar  

   phrase used 
 6. No matter how loud or soft a piece, still phrasing 
 7. First tone stressed slightly 
 8. Exception - Long phrase may contain more than one breath to  

   complete 
 9. Careful of bar lines - phrase  accent more important 
 10. All section phrases together.  
See page ___ for a group of legato phrase studies. 
 

Melodic Inversion 
 

A melody may be inverted by changing each ascending interval into the 
corresponding descending interval. Result is a mirror like exchange comparable to 
the contours of a forest and its reflection in a lake. It can either by strict (real) or 
tonal, Strict inversion destroys the tonality and is used in 12 tone systems. 

 
Melody Embellishments 

 
Embellishments have the purpose of enhancing or intensifying a simple note; 

to add color to a part to an otherwise simple line of melody; or to imply humor, 
elegance, or capriciousness. They are divided into two groups: 

A) Those which are written out in small print including: 
 1) short grace or acciaccature 
 2) long grace or appoggiature 
 3) 2 or more grace notes 
B) Those which are implied and which are indicated by signs 
 1) trill 
 2) shake or mordent 
 3) turn or grupetto 
 
1) Short Grace - dash through grace note identifies short variety. The value 

comes from preceding beat and is light, unaccented and usually slurred to principle 
note. 

 Written     Played 
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2) Long grace - no dash - played on beat - usually half the value of the 

principle note. When it precedes a dotted note it received 2/3 the time value of the 
principle note. 

 
Written Played 
 

3) 2 or more grace notes - Time value taken from preceding beat. If on the 
beat, they must be written out 

 
Written Played 

 
4) Trills - starts on written note followed by higher diatonic note. The key 

signature is important as unless an accidental accompanies trill sigh (which effects 
the higher of the two notes), the next diatonic or scale degree up is trilled. 

 
 
5) Shake - occupies part of the value of the written note and not to be played 

before it. The note below the written note is used coming back to the note itself. 

 
 
6) Turn - 4 notes: 1) the note above, 2) the principle note, 3) the note below, 

4) principle note. Turn from above     turn from below     Governed by key 
signature-accidental above - highest note not affected. The rhythm of the turn 
determined by tempo and to some extant by style. 

 
You can divide embellishments into two categories: 
 
1. Those occurring on the weak beat, and do not affect harmonic structure: 

passing tones, neighboring tones, anticipations, escape tones, the echappee and the 
cambiata. 
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Escape tones of two kinds: One that leaps instead of returning to the original 
chord tone, and, One that is approached by a leap but resolves by a step to a chord 
tone. 

2. Those occurring on strong beats, and do effect harmonic structure by 
displacing chord tone or clashing with them: appoggiatura, suspension (retardation-
upward), accented passing and neighboring tones and pedal tone. 

When an embellishing tone occurs on the beat, if approached by leap it is an 
appoggiatura; if by step an accented passing or neighboring tone; if prepared by the 
same tone, a suspension. 

 
Cadenzas 

 
An extended section in free, improvisatory style inserted usually near the end 

of a composition where it serves as a retarding element, giving the player a welcome 
chance to exhibit his technical brilliance shortly before the piece closes. Traditional 
place is in the concerto, between the six/four chord (marked with a fermata) and the 
dominant chord of the final cadence. Early times improvised or written by 
performers. Sometimes the cadenzas were written by the virtuoso, disregarding the 
style and one may find a Mozart concerto with a cadenza of lush harmonies and 
heavy texture. Beethoven was the first to write his own cadenza. 
 
Rondo, Mozart - Measure 173 
 

 
 

Tuning 
 

The development of our present day well-tempered tuned scale has taken 
many years to mature into the present form. To find the roots of the family tree we 
must start digging deep into the past, into the times of the beginning of the history 
of music, taking into consideration the tuning and pitch of the music of the times 
and the musical feeling of the age and the characteristics of the musical instruments 
used. The Greek scale system was based on the Pythagorean tuning system (550 B. 
C.) which derives all tones from the interval of a perfect fifth. This system was 
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perfect within a small range of tones (mainly C major scale) but becomes 
increasingly inadequate with the successive introduction of the chromatic tones. 

The Mean Tone system - One use around 1500 was based on a 5th which is 20 
cents smaller than the Pythagorean 5th, which led us to the perfect 3rd. In simple 
keys of one or two sharps or flats, it is very satisfactory, with the triads sounding 
purer than the equal-tempered discrepancy between intonation of sharp and flat, 
almost a quarter tone. This tuning was insufficient to satisfy the needs of the 
developing system of harmonies, modulations and keys as arose during the 17th 
century. The increased use of keys with 3 or more sharper flats led to the system of 
equal temperament. 

Our present day tuning system is the equal-tempered tuning dividing the 
octave into 12 equal semitones. In this tuning no interval other than the octave is 
acoustically correct or pure. Equal tempered tuning is  usually said to have been 
invented by Andreas Werkmeister around 1700 but traces can be found back to 
1518. The system was not adopted until around 1800 in Germany, and around 1850 
in France and England. Just intonation is applicable today only in initial and final 
triads. 

 
Chart showing the scale with different tuning of each system 
 
 
  C D E  F G A B  C 
Just  520 585 650 693 780 987 1040 
 (Also called Perfect intonation) 
Meantone 520 585 650 693 780 867 975 1040 
 
Equal  520 584 655 594 779 874 982 1040 
 
Valve used length (inches) actual total length error tuning 

discrepancy 
 
2  6.25   106.25  0.30 too long  5 cents 

b 
1  32.57   112.57  0.32 too long  5 cents 

b 
3  20.35   120.35  1.43 too long  21 

cents b 
1,2  18.82   118.82  0.10 too short  1 cent 

# 
2,3  26.60   126.60  0.61 too long  8 cents 

b 
1,3  32.92   132.92  0.56 too short  7 cents 

# 
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1,2,3  39.17   139.17  1.25 too short  28 
cents # 

 
Valves 1,2 Medium # 
Valves 1,3 Very # 
Valves 1,2,3 Extremely # 
Valves 2,3 moderately b 
 

Tuning - standard pitch 
 

The history of music shows that for many years there was no common 
agreement as to what the note "A" really represented as far as the number of 
vibrations per the one pitch. In 1500 A.D. A=505.8 cps. For many years tunings 
differed considerably according to the nature of the music, different values being 
used for religious and secular purposes. As early as 17th century an attempt was 
made to find a correct pitch for both church and secular. From 1500 to 1700 
A=393.2. during the classical period "A" was from 415 to 429. During the early 20th 
manufactories built instruments in low and high pitch - from 440 to 437. Many 
attempts to standardize "A" were made. In 1896, in England, a pitch was decided 
upon A=439 cps at 68 degrees F, or 435 at 59  degrees F. First recognition of fact 
that pitch changes with temperature. 

In 1918 the American Federation of Musicians adopted A=440 as standard. 
In 1939 an international adoption of A=440 at 72 degrees F was made. 

 
What happens when a slide, mouthpiece or barrel is is pulled out 

 
Barrels: 
The clarinet is approx. 26 inches in length, throat tones about 8 to 9 inches 

from reed. If shorter barrel needed to bring pitch up to 442. Use of barrel could 
sharpen throat tones 3 times as much as the bell tones. The Altissimo register also 
affected. 

If clarinet built at 442 but pulled out-bell notes used for tuning at 440. throat 
tones will be at about 436. 

Mouthpieces: 
Adjusting sax mouthpiece can cause highest register to be far out of tune. 

Impossible to lip in tune. Ii is fact that certain notes will change much more than 
others when brass and flute slides are pulled (As much as 220-30) 

Temperature - wind instruments sharper in warm weather-clarinet bell tones 
flatter because of expansion of material. 

Slides: 
Brass  instruments are effected by temperature and length of playing the 

instrument. Brass basses are affected by temperature more than others, being 
larger in total tune size.. A player's breath does have effect in different 
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temperatures. Sometimes it takes about 15 to 20 minutes for brass basses to warm 
up in less than 80 degress F. A long rest will cause flatness. 

Clarinet and flutes warm up quickly. If 440 maintained low woodwinds 
would have drastic problems as would brass instruments. The pitch of a concert 
band during a performance will usually go sharp. 

 
Intonation 

 
Intonation is the most difficult fault to correct in a musical ensemble. It is the 

only technique that the individual player must be able to correct himself. One may 
say that tone falls into this category but with proper breathing and adjustment most 
young musicians can acquire a good tone. While it is possible to train a sense of 
pitch, it is also true that this process takes many long hours of careful work. Most 
young musicians have one goal; that of playing fast. While this is important it is felt 
that the most important part of playing is having a good tone and intonation. It is 
recommended that the band director secures a good tuning machine for use by each 
musician of the band. This machine will not guarantee a student play in pitch after 
one using. Its correct function is that of visually seeing pitch and adjust according. 
Most intonation faults come from poor embouchures and incorrect beginning 
breath control, while other problems, such as fingering and temperature also must 
be considered. Many excellent phamplets have been written telling which tones of 
the various instruments are out of tune. By beginning on the better tones of the 
instrument and working up to these 'bad' notes the young musician will find out 
whether he should move the slides in or out (in to play sharper, out to play falter) or 
whether he has to lip a note up or down. It will get him to know his instrument and 
visually see the difference in sharp or flat. This procedure will get him to listen also. 
Many students make a game out of it. One will play and the other will say if it is on 
pitch or not. Like a basketball coach will keep a record of the percentage of foul 
shots taken, a section leader could take the number of correct pitch playing on this 
machine and by keeping this record one can notice the improvement of the 
individual. 

Also, encourage duet and trio playing, not only by two alike instruments but 
by different kinds. It is much harder to play on pitch with a flute and clarinet than 
two clarinets or two flutes. Exercises in unison by two students is also very 
beneficial. 

Pitch discrimination is much like color discrimination. A person born to see 
color can be taught to tell them apart. A color blind person can never be taught how 
to tell them apart for he sees only one color and cannot tell of the presence of more 
than one. The same is true with pitch. Frequency cannot vary without the ear telling 
- this dependent upon the physical and mental concept of frequency. The next step is 
to determine which students are capable of telling if a pitch is true or not. May tests 
have been composed to do just that. Just what would a test like this tell. It can tell 
you if a student can tell if a pitch is louder than another. It can also tell of a student 
can distinguish between two different pitches. I would venture to say that most 
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everyone can tell you about the dynamics of a tone but not always the pitch. These 
tests are beneficial to find out about the pitch discrimination of a student. 
Frequently these tests are given before beginning an instrument and never 
corrected ending up in the waste paper basket, the tests just being used for 
recruiting new personal for the instrumental program. (More important are the 
intelligence tests given by the class room teacher. In a test I gave while at College I 
proved a well-known fact: That students of higher I.Q. would pick up a skill (music) 
more readily and become better musicians than lower I.Q. students. This was 
proved almost 100%. (I grant that there may be exceptions to this but not many) 
This does not mean that average I.Q. students should not study music. It just means 
that more intelligent students have a tendency to stick with an activity. Becoming a 
music student will enhance the abilities of an average student, usually leading to an 
increase in I.Q., as a music student learns to stick with a skill until it is mastered 
which is a valuable lesson to learn on its own. 

Many things effect the pitch of a wind instrument: 1) fingering, 2) 
temperature, 3) embouchure, 4) reed or mouthpiece, 5) blowing, 6) the tonal 
register. 

 
Fingering - This does not need much explaining for I am sure that most band 

directors realize that the use of alternate fingering can change the pitch. As one 
example the use of the 3rd valve instead of the first two values (3rd valve sharper 
than 1 & 2). Remarks on alternate fingering problems is included in this book. 

 
Temperature - It is a known fact that sound waves travel slower in cold 

weather and faster in hot weather. Most horns will play flat at first playing. 
Depending on how long a rehearsal is the timesthe frequency of tuning will differ. 
Also it will depend on the director knowing the individual players and the 
composition being played. I would say to tune up as much as need be. Damp 
weather has no effect on intonation, although it effects the mechanism of wood 
instruments. Brass instruments seem to have better valve actions in damp weather 
and sound more brilliant when the atmosphere is moist and seem to blow and 
respond more freely. 

 
Embouchure - Any tone made upon an instrument may be easily played from 

a quarter to even a half step either flat or sharp of its true pitch. The tuning of an 
instrument is not only done by adjusting the tuning slide but by many other things. 
The embouchure is a very individual thing. Two players may blow the same horn 
and one will play sharper than the other because of the difference of the 
embouchure. Also to be remembered is that each individuals embouchure may not 
be the same each day. The bad intonation spots are at the beginning and ending of 
phrases. Do not allow players to enter a phrase or note with a relaxed embouchure 
or insufficient breath support causing flatness. As the phrase develops, the 
embouchure tightens and breath support often becomes more than ample, causing 
sharpness. The intonation problems on the ending of a note or phrase is often 
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anticipated by relaxing the embouchure and by failure to support the tone with the 
breath, causing flatness. Solo or players on high pitched instruments will usually 
play sharp. Solo players on low instruments usually play flat. A good rule to state is 
"to first wait for the caesura of pitch, then loosen the embouchure." 

 
Register 

 
Tuning one note doesn't mean that the complete instrument is in tune. The 

whole instrument must be tuned from its lowest tones to its highest. Each register 
has certain notes that need humoring. It is better for the 3rd clarinets, for instance, 
to tune their low register than the higher one because the tessitura is mostly in that 
register. Continuing tuning and listening will help, especially in cold weather. 

 
Reed & Mouthpiece 

 
Many problems of intonation will be helped by paying attention to either of 

the two. Reed instrument's embouchures can and must be adjusted with the use of a 
different size reedand a different lay. Many professional reed men will not 
recommend a stronger reed than a 1 and a half. Others will say that the size is not as 
important as the quality. We will not go into a discussion of reeds but will just say 
that a good reed can make a difference in the intonation of a reed instrument. A 
different lay on a reed mouthpiece can also make a difference. A set of mouthpieces 
should be part of a good band's equipment. Many problems of intonation and tone 
can be helped with each reed player getting a chance to play with different lays of 
each different mouthpiece changing the opening and the lay of the reed. Many 
mouthpieces are chosen for the beginning student and a player may have been 
playing for 5 years and may still have the same mouthpiece. While many of the 
mouthpieces may be adequate, most are not. A professional teacher should be 
consulted by the individual student. A set of brass mouthpieces should also be 
available for experiment. At section rehearsal check on each mouthpiece. Many 
brass and woodwind mouthpieces will be very dirty and need cleaning. This will 
effect intonation as will loose pads, loose corks, and slides that are unadjustable, and 
dents or leaks on all instruments. An inspection periodically will insure against 
these faults and give the instruments a longer playing life. 

When tuning the band try to make each player listen to their pitch and to try 
to recognize and duplicate the pitch of an established tone. Many players will not 
know how to tell if they are out of tune or not. Tell them that if they are out of tune 
they will hear little beats or pulses. If they are sharp these beats will be faster, if flat 
they will be slower. Have all members of the bands listen while tuning up and judge 
themselves if the played tone is in tune. Do not establish a routine of having the 
student play a tone and telling him if he is sharp or flat. He should be the one to 
solve the problem. If he answers wrong then correct him then. 

 
Dynamics and Intonation: 
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It is helpful that the young musician realize that it is the general tendency of 

brass and flutes to flatten as they play softer and sharper as they get louder. Be 
careful of cresc. and decres. in accordance with this statement. When the band has 
been playing any considerable length of time the use of the embouchure will tend to 
lower the intonation. A word about warming up. It is best that the band warm up 
together not as individuals. If each player will just blow warm air through their 
instruments before rehearsal each person will warm up at similar rate of speed, 
Although it will take longer for the tuba than a trumpet. It will also have a more 
unifying effect than having confusion before each rehearsal with a volume of 
annoying noise. Make sure each member has a warm up sheet within the folder and 
know that it is the first thing that he will play when rehearsal begins. A warm-up 
procedure part is included within this book. Tell the young members that 
woodwinds overblow flat and brass overblow sharp. 

 
What is sound and the Meaning of "Pull out" You are Sharp?" 

 
Sound is a longitudinal vibration existing in a gas, liquid or solid, sound 

cannot exist in a vacuum. 
Suppose two instruments are attempting to tune to 440 A. One sound 440 A 

and the other is slightly sharp sounding 448 vibrations per second. It is said that the 
two sound waves are out of phase, the one that is sharper having a quicker phrase 
than the other one causing the vibrations or beats to occur closer together. When 
these two tones are hit together they set up a different number of these beats per 
second. To be perfectly in tune each tone must have the same number of beats (or 
frequencies) per second. The human ear can hear a discrepancy as close as 6 of 
these beats per second. Beyond this point the beats tend to merge into a continuous 
tone which is known as a difference tone. So actual perfect intonation need not be, it 
only being necessary to tune as close as six beats per second. 

There is more to solving the problem of intonation than a perfectly tuned 
unison. Chords must be in tune. And the problems exist of getting more than one 
note in tune. The more dissonant the music the more schooled the players must be. 
Playing a modern sounding arrangement in a contest one time the judges remarks 
were: The piece is nice and the arrangement is good, but the players didn't 
understand it." To be a well-rounded musician one must also have a good 
background of all the styles of music and music history. Many intonation problems 
can be lessened by first tuning the low elements of the concert band. "As the basses 
go, so goes the band." Most bass players are transferees from cornets and have not 
the years on this instrument as the regular instruments of the band. Transfer 
instruments might include: oboes, bassoons, saxes, bass clarinet and Fr. Horns. 
Many look at the brass bass the same as a cornet. Much work must be done with the 
low parts before a well-tuned band will be developed. To help the clarinets and 
flutes with their high notes arrange them so they sit along side of each other at some 
rehearsals. Sit a clarinet, then a flute, then a clarinet, etc. Then have them play some 
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high scales together. This was done and one young student said, "I never realized 
that I was so out of tune on these notes before." Many intonation problems occur in 
the high woodwinds of a band. Tuning by unison with the help of unison exercises is 
one way to help this. Having the band play a chordal background while each section 
play a unison part will help. An exercise for this is included and may be used in any 
combination. 

With good bands you need not be tied down to the well-tempered: tuning. It 
is more colorful and alive if certain notes are inflected by the use of the Pythagorean 
tuning with its sharp 3rd's and 7th's, sharpening lower neighbors and flattening 
upper neighbors. Final chords will sound more complete when "just intonation" is 
used with its flatted third. By singing different pitches your ear will be improved. 
Most everyone has heard the phrase, "if you can't sing in tune you can't play in 
tune," or "A musicians should be able to sing anything that he can play." To humor 
the 12 tones of the tempered scale is a part of artistic interpretation. Below are some 
intonation exercises for concert band. I refer you to the chapter on tuning for much 
of the technical information about tunings. An exercise is given that makes the 
player play all notes of the chord so that he may hear each note in its correct 
relationship to the combined sound. 

As a reminder before reading the chapter on tuning: the regular well-
tempered tuning is not as true as the earlier ones. In music that does not modulate, 
many times it is best to use the early tunings as they possess better intonation of 
each step than do the 12 tones of our scale. 

 
 
 

Balance 
 

The balance of the band requires that one part of the band should not 
overpower another. It is the result partly of good band arranging, partly of the 
constitution or instrumentation of the band, and partly the work of the conductor 
and the band itself. There are many problems to consider when we think about the 
balancing of two or more players: What type of music is the group performing 
(counterpoint would be balanced differently than homophonic). what kind of 
instruments they are playing (two clarinets or 1 clarinet and a cornet), What part of 
that instrument they are playing, what harmony part they are playing, if the music 
is in unison, do some of the instruments rest sometimes, and most important-is the 
band in tune. Balancing is not possible with bad intonation. Also, what tones to 
bring out - is it the melody they are playing, the harmony, the counter-melody plus 
many other factors that might exist as the place of performance and the 
temperature. It is the responsibility of the conductor to see that this balance is 
established, but it is the individual student's fault if it does not exist once they have 
been told the dynamics level desired by the conductor. Every member must listen to 
the band to hear if they are playing too loud and they must look at the conductor for 
a sign to either soften down or increase their volume. It is good for each member of 
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the band to be familiar with all the instruments that are in the band. because. By 
knowing the important things about other instruments they will understand why it 
may be hard to balance when playing with a different instrument and why it is 
difficult say for a flute to play soft in the highest register. Make sure that each 
student learns and understands other instruments as to: technic, tone production, 
register tone and quality, versatility, and other pertinent facts about each horn. 
Balance must be maintained and is especially difficult in increases or decreases in 
volume. Crescendos must be carefully balanced. The technic of crescendo differs 
with different instruments. A brass instrument can do a very large volume level 
wherein a flute possible crescendo range is small and cannot create the large 
expansion of dynamic range that is possible on a brass instrument. This is partially 
true for the woodwinds. Listen carefully for the balancing of dynamics. A forte in all 
parts does not mean everyone plays forte. Also listen to the intonation on 
crescendos, etc. A brass will overblow and go sharp while a woodwind will overblow 
and go flat. 

 
Section Rehearsal 

 
Every instrumental teacher will agree that section rehearsals are necessary 

for the best results with a school band. They differ as to what is done at these section 
rehearsals. Too often the main thing that is done is to read through the music that is 
being played in concert band. While this is one of the functions of the section 
rehearsal it is not the primary one. While the ideal situation would be to have every 
pupil take private lessons but this is of course seldom the case. You, as the only 
music teacher, will be responsible for the musical growth and progress of your 
students, not only for the technical playing for anything connected with music, and 
this is better handled in section rehearsa and the director will not have to take time 
during a rehearsal to drill only a certain section. Band rehearsals are for bands and 
not individuals and not for individual fingerings. This should be done in section 
rehearsl. 

There are many things that should be done at the section rehearsal: 
 
1) Securing balance within the section 
2) Tone work 
3) Intonation and work with tuning machine 
4) Alternate fingerings discussed and played 
5) Proper sectional phrasing and style of playing 
6) Different tonguing techniques 
7) Concert music precision, etc. 
8) Individual problems and help 
9) Ensemble drills - duets, trios, (side. clarinet ensemble music prepared) 
10) Introduction to literature of instrument  
11) Use of records and tape machine for models and hearing each player 
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12) Demonstrations by professional instrumentalist both for information and 
   encouragement and inspiration. 

13) Problems directly geared to the particular section rehearsing (i.e. clarinet 
  section. flutes, etc.) 

 
Warm up Material and Its Use 

 
The following pages are for the purpose of warming up the band. They are 

necessary to protect the young students embouchure and to help playing ease and 
intonation. They are written and presented with the idea of warming up a band 
quickly and effectively. The complete section from page __ to __ need not be played 
each warm up period but some from each section should be read though. We begin 
with the playing of long tones in the middle register of each instrument. A list of the 
days material from this part should be listed on the board so each person can turn 
to it with no time for talking or resting. Within the section are many long tone 
exercises, both in unison and harmony so that they are not monotonous. Many 
chorales in long tones are included, these being taken from all periods of music 
history. This book can be used to explain the different periods of music history from 
the musical examples quoted for it has been attempted to include music from the 
earliest to the most recent. With much of our band music being written in the 
homophonic style, that is, melody accompanied by chords, some chord progressions 
have been included. The use of these long legato chorales and progressions not only 
serve to warm up on but also to acquire better balance, intonation, tone and breath 
control. The director can point out various non-harmonic tones in these chorales. 
Also, the chorales are a good way to first introduce contrapuntal playing.The 
understanding and listening to the progressions and chords will add much to your 
musical experience. The material presented may be changed at your will to include 
the different articulations that may be possible and should be played at different 
tempos each day so that they may not become mechanical and the players will not 
tend to just blow their horns but remain alert and listen carefully. dissonant chords 
are used for the student must be exposed to this form of music before he acquires a 
dislike for it from not understanding it and from exposure to it he will learn to 
accept the dissonance and in time will begin to realize why it is necessary and he will 
acquire an ear for it. Included also is the playing of arpeggios. Being able to play 
only one tone at a time on a wind instrument chords must be played in arpeggiated 
form. Each tone of a chord is played separately-one tone immediately following 
another. An argeppio is one of the three musical elements of melody. Playing 
arpeggios will aid to technique, tone control (they usually lie from one register to 
another), and  sight reading. Buy using the 1st, 4th and 5th chords of the scale when 
practicing arpeggios in a certain key, all the scale degrees will be used, (1,4,5,1) 

Exercises are included for the playing of slurs and tonguing exercises, and 
the playing of intervals. Scales with different articulations is also included. 

 
Doubling or Subtracting 
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(Doubling or reinforcing important notes)  
 

The conductor may have to edit the music and ask some players to drop out 
from some parts because of bad doubling or to get a different tone color for the 
passage. An arrangement is made with the concept of an ideal instrumentation and 
trained band. Much band music is written too tight and full, thinking that they can 
have more instruments playing more of the time and have each student gain more 
experience playing. This may be valid but not very artistic. When a section or 
individual is not playing make sure he is listening to the band. Many times more can 
be learned by listening than by playing. A band director may choose to thin out the 
instrumentation and can create a decresc. by subtracting a few instruments from 
each section on the decrescendo. By subtracting a cornet or other brass players a 
better balance can be made in these dynamic passages. 

 
Tutti Balance 

 
The best way to develop good tutti balance is to acquire good sectional 

balance. Most important in any tutti passage is the range of the instruments playing 
and the dynamic level that should be played. Most music will have the same 
dynamics range for all instruments. The dynamic level given is the over-all level 
wanted. In all tutti work the level of dynamics should be underestimated. All parts 
must be assigned the correct dynamic level, not only because of the over-all sound 
but because of register the tutti passage lies in. Ask: "Is this part the melody, a 
figuration, duet or trio part, accompaniment, harmony part (root, third, fifth, etc.) 
counter-melody, and is the tutti passage in counterpoint or homophonic music?" 
Certain parts should be heard over the normal dynamics range and some parts 
should play softer than indicated. 

All balance problems should be worked out according to tone quality, range, 
volume, harmonic density, complexity of inner voices, type of music, and acoustical 
properties of rehearsal halls. In balancing sections you should assign dynamics 
according to sonority of score and timbre of instruments. Before these things can be 
possible the band must have a good tone from each member, and good intonation. A 
group of small players will appear to be playing louder and in better balance than a 
large group if they possess good tone, intonation and are listening. 

The balance from note to note is important. The important notes of a phrase 
should receive more weight, active scale steps (2,4,6,7), should receive more weight. 
Non-harmonic tones should also get more weight. Watch timbre when instruments 
with subdued timbres have important melodies or counter-melodies. For the 
balancing of counterpoint see the chapter on polyphonic music. The giving of weight 
to a certain part is done with a very small scale of discrepancy. No drastic changes 
but just small adjustments 

Many hours of work are involved in getting the cresc. and decresc. in good 
balance. Some instrument are not as capable in making these changes of dynamics 
levels and care must be taken that the cornets and brass do not increase too soon or 
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too much. Flutes cannot cresc. at the same rate as other instruments in the band. All 
crescendos must be at an even rate of increase. Do not let the brass crescendo too 
soon, but gradually. Have them listen to the woodwinds and try and match their 
rate of increase. Too often a crescendo is heard only from the brass. The tone color 
of a band will not be as colorful without paying close attention to this technique. 

Also look for secondary melodic arcs and bring then out. To properly 
balance a band calls for an accurate knowledge of style, harmonic idioms, plus the 
specific knowledge of timbres as they relate to ensemble sonority. 

 
Chordal Balance 

 
As previously stated, in a chorale or tutti passage, certain tones of the chord 

should be brought out. If a note of one chord is wrongly brought out, a false sense of 
musical perspective can be created. The 1st, 3rd and 5th, in that order, are 
important. It may be well to remember your rules of harmony and doubling when 
balancing for the same reasons - for harmonic doubling will also apply for ensemble 
balancing. The chords of 7th and 9th notes in motion should receive slightly more 
weight. Also dissonant notes of the chords should be slightly brought out. These 
points are of course closely related to note emphasis. It may be added that chords in 
motion should receive more weight as is true of modulating chords.  

 
Off Beats and Accompaniments 

 
The most neglected and little rewarded part of the total band sound is the off 

beats and/or the accompaniments. These are the most important parts in band 
music as far as unity is concerned. They are much harder to play then the beat or 
the melody. The unsung "secondary supporting role" assigned to these parts is 
highly mis-named and unrewarded. These parts are the driving force of the band. 
Melody would be of no interest to the listener if it where not for the accompaniment. 
Take away the accompaniment and you have just melody, and melody cannot stand 
alone (unless in unisons as the Gregorian Chants, but not band compositions. The 
keeping of the beat by the drums and low instruments and sometimes the higher 
ones will be of utmost importance to how well the other accompanying parts will 
play. 

The more uninteresting an accompaniment, the less notice it should attract. 
Nearly all kinds of common chord accompaniments should be played in this same 
subdued style. Where the same harmony is reiterated, desirable to employ slurred 
staccato-(a break between notes). When the lower parts constitute a design in the 
harmonic style they are not just accompaniment (as in a chorale or tutti passage). 
Remember that sometimes the bass note is the important note and the top parts are 
an obligato or figuration part of the piece. Free movement most of the time depends 
on the accompaniment. The tempo will have some effect on how you play the 
accompaniment. Slow tempos - a more sustained style; a fast tempo - more space 
between the notes. 
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There are about three kinds of accompaniments: 1) ad libitum, 2) obligato, 3) 
polyphonic. The tempo will have some effect on how to play the accompaniment, but 
the elements of music that combine to create the desired effect include the harmony, 
rhythm, meter, texture and the key. Be sure if your part is on the off beat, that your 
volume does not equal the tones that are played on the beat by the basses etc. Tones 
on the beat should equal basses. (mostly by horns, trombones and maybe cornets 
and saxes). One important tact: Every instrument of the band at one time or 
another will be playing the accompaniment. 

 
Phrasing 

 
Phrasing is the expression of rhythm. It is the art of dividing musical 

sentences into rhythmical sections. It is effected by breathing points, various 
articulations, slurs, and accents. First divide the music into phrases, then add 
proper expressions and tonal color. Instrumental music phrasing is harder to find 
than vocal music because the text is of much help in vocal music. Try to find where 
the best breathing places are.  

Phrases may differ in sizes. Most common lengths usually 4 bars, but smaller 
or longer phrases are possible. The form of the composition will aid in putting in 
phrasing. Remember in music of artistic quality, it is not always just one way to 
phrase the music, but several possible ways. Phrasing either 1) disturbs regular 
rhythm that might otherwise become monotonous by a slight ritard of melodic 
motion, or, 2) it may strengthens the listeners awareness of the musical structure or 
both. Phrases and breathing places should be marked into the music by the band 
director before distributing the parts to the band. Phrasing in contrapuntal 
compositions should be marked very carefully, Phrases are not always as clear in 
Homophonic music as they are determined, not by bar lines but musical ideas. 

There are three elements to be considered in analyzing a phrase before 
playing it. 1) melody, 2) rhythm, 3) proportion and length. 

 
 

How to Find the Phrases 
 

Many times the length of a phrase may be determined by  
1) the change of the dynamic level of the music.  
2)Long notes on the strong beat of a measure usually denote the end of a  

  phrase.  
3)A pause after a note on the strong beat. the resolution of dissonance on the  

  note after a strong beat.  
4)Regular recurring 3,4,5 bar groups (form).  
5)The tempo may determine phrase length with a slow tempo having smaller  

  phrases. 
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6)Locate the cadence and analyze the type of cadence. 7)The use of sequence,  
 dim. aug. or other musical devices that tend to crystallize the form.   
 (Imitation is important and should be included with the others.  
  These devices are very usually apparent in finding the phrases in a  
  polyphonic composition. 

 
Clear Phrasing 

 
Many bands have worked on their tone, their intonation and balance but 

often neglect to make the phrasing clear. To do this there are a few rules that will 
assure success: 

 
1) The correct breathing patterns- after cadences, inactive tones, or chords at 

  rest, or whatever has been determined as the end of a phrase. 
2 Climax of phrase - the use of cresc. dim. accel, ritards, in motif and melodic 

  arcs within phrase contour. 
3) Always allow long notes their full value. 
4) The use of agogic accents and stresses without power dynamics. 
5)The conductor should not beat time by only bar lines, but by phrasing. The 

  beat of the conductor should emphasis the phrasing which will clearly  
  show their importance to the listener. 

6) Describe the phrase contour in your beat. 
7) The use of dynamics and tempo chances within the phrases. 
8) The slight up movement of the hand can indicate a phrase. 
 

How to Play Phrases 
 

1) Phrases should always be marked or indicated by the conductor with  
  cessation of the beat. 

2)The first phrase is usually played slightly louder, the second slightly softer.  
  These two phrases are called the antecedent and consequential phrase 
   or just simply the question and answer. 

3) Phrasing is the grouping together of tones that belong to the same musical  
  thought, this implying a slight break in continuity between phrases, as 
  in language. 

4) Make evident the musical significance of the group by accenting or   
  prolonging its most important tone with a slight tenuto. 

5) In regard to rubato and phrasing - Be careful of the use of rubato if  
  similar phrases appear several times. 

6) No matter how soft or how loud a piece is played there still should be  
  proper phrasing. 

7) The first tone of a phrase is usually stressed as it marks the beginning of a  
  new idea. 
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8) Slurs do not always indicate phrases or phrase groups, nor does the  
  absence of slurs indicate the marcato style. 

9) Unless otherwise indicated by the score, or other musical elements,   
  corrected, a normal tendency is to emphasize the highest note in any  
  given phrase.  Frequently this is the climax of the phrase and can bear 
   a little accentuation, but normally the rhythmic impulse is the 
surest     guide to finding the tones which require the greatest 
 stress. 

10) Phrases will usually appear in pairs and will balance each other. 
11) Phrasing will and can be influenced by technical considerations. 
12) Usually breath marks are found at the beginning and ending of phrases  

  but there are  exceptions to this rule, with breath appearing within the 
  phrase or exeptional occurances.. 

13) The less a phrase is desired by the ear, the more force it should receive. 
14) In quick movements, you must not make sub-divisions of the phrases. It  

  is better not to make incisions at all, then to make too many. An  
  accent can still be placed at the beginning of a phrase. Letyour feeling  
  be your guide. 

15) An accent, because of the bar line, is important but it gives way to phrase 
  accent. 

16) At the end of a phrase ending on a light beat and a short note, this note  
  should be played semi-staccato. 

17) At the end of phrase ending on a long note, subtract about slightly from  
  its total value. 

18) In legato style separate only between phrases and phrase groups. 
19) In music of a antiphonal nature, each phrase may lie in a different  

  octave, or one is loud, the other soft, or the first is bright and positive  
  and the other is rather serious and regretful. They will mostly be  
  arranged for different instrumental groups or different instrumental  
  timbres. 

20) A short cresc. and decresc. can be applied within a phrase (especially in  
  long phrases). 

21) On short phrases or sub divisions of a phrase, such as two slurred notes,  
  (o o), the first tone is accented slightly the second shorter than the  
  first. 

22) When the character of the music renders a staccato effect undesirable,  
  last one of the phrase or phrase group is left reluctantly, with only a  
  slight disconnection being discernible. 

23) In lively music, when the last note of a phrase is of brief duration, the  
  staccato is employed as a means of separating the rhythmic groups. 

24) When disconnection is undesirable, an accent may be applied to the  
  initial tone of certain motives or phrases. 

25) If the style is staccato, the sub-division are marked by means of rhythmic 
   accentuation. 
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26) Phrases which commence after the first of the measure not to be so  
  accented as to convey the impression that the initial note of a   
  rhythmic group is likewise the initial note of a measure  (it is   
  peculiarity of the bourree that it begins upon the 4th beat and ends  
   upon the 3rd.) 

27) A phrase may begin on any beat or sub-beat. 
 

Things Not to do and Mistakes in Phrasing 
 
1) Do not make the last note of a phrase too long. 
2) Don't take a breath unnecessarily in the middle of a phrase. 
3) Don't divide a long phrase improperly. The conductor should decide  

  where or when the different sections should take a breath and this  
  may well be in different places. 

4) The holding by individuals or sections of last notes too long or not   
  breathing between phrase, (or not taking a small break between  
  phrases as the conductor might indicate. 

5) The ending of a phrase with an accent. 
6) Failing to stress the climax sufficiently. 
7) Taking the breath from the first note of the next phrase. 
8) Taking too long of a breath between two phrases causing a late entrance. 
9) At the end of a phrase avoid unintentional decresc. or decresc. 
 
In the earliest notated music, no bar lines or measures were included and 

musicians thought of in more of a linear prospective. Then the invention of bar lines 
around 1000 A.D. If one thing can be blamed for the strongest influence on bad 
phrasing it would be the inclusion of bar lines. Most young students pay attention to 
bar lines and not to phrasing. The bar line creates a false conception to playing 
musically, and to listen to some play a legato melody wrong, one can almost tell the 
beginning of each measure that is included in the phrase. It would be more musical 
if music was written without bar lines and this would create the feeling of unity, not 
by bar lines, but by phrasing. This would put accents where they belong, create the 
proper musical structure and create the feeling that the listener is suppose to hear. 

For practicing phrasing and proper phrase breathing, the use of the old 
Gregorian Chants is excellent material to practice upon. Also good is the use of 
cannons to insure proper phrasing upon repetition. Be careful, especially when a 
phrase is over a bar line.

 
Tempo 

 
Tempo: Italian word meaning time and refers to speed of music. The most 

difficult research in music history is perhaps the finding of the correct tempos that 
were performed from the beginning of music. The Italian words used to tell us the 
tempos are not exact. How fast is andante? You will be given as many answers to 
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this question as the number of people you ask. The invention of the metronome is 
our greatest aid to tempo. But even with the mentronomic markings composers, 
performers, and conductors still cannot agree on tempo. Once while conducting the 
work of a famous composer a well-known conductor could not believe the tempo 
marking was correct and he felt it did not fit the type of melody. He talked to the 
composers and the composer could not make his mind about the tempo that he 
wanted either. He finally settled on the tempo the conductor had suggested. 

The choice of tempo may depend to some extent upon the manner and style 
in which a composition is performed. An allegro played crisply, with a strong beat 
and a vital style might give the impression of being played faster than the same 
movement played at the same tempo but more legato. Tempo doesn't depend on the 
facility of the player but will have reference mostly to the musical texture and 
material. A piece with multiplicity of ornamentation and detail is conceived at a 
slower pace than one with less complexity in structure and texture. Most students 
think the notes are fact. (2nd movt. of Syp. #5 of Schubert) consideration of the 
tempo should include: the chord structure, rhythmic impulse, chord progression 
and harmonic rhythm will be some indication of the tempo. The attitude toward a 
quickly moving Bach fugue, where intention is to enjoy the multiplicity of precise 
detail characteristic of Baroque art, will differ from one's attitude toward the 
closing movement of Gotterdamerung, an extreme case of the need of forcing the 
tempo right through the complexity of detail in order to re-create an impression of 
the chaotic, confusing, exciting effects of an enormous catastrophe. Surely a Dvorak 
Andante would not be the same as a Mozart Andante. 

 
How to Find the Correct Tempo 

 
Find the extreme of tempo if a fast technical work. If a slow work find 

slowest speed that seems to remain as units and not separate notes. Within these 
extremes, the following factors will influence the tempo: 

1) richness of tempo 
2) Number of changes, diversion, or interruptions in the steady flow (whether 

  they be a different rhythm.  
3) Shift in melodic direction, an ornament, a new section, or another style or  

  texture. 
4) Rate of harmonic rhythm (frequency of chord changes per metric pulse) 
5) The length (or number of pulses) occupied by the initial main idea. 
6) The often mentioned idea that all meters reduce or compound to a   

  "universal" pulse rate close to the heart beat. 
7) Finding the smallest note rhythms and thinking of the best tempo for  

  them. 
 
Music usually is slowed down by richer texture, a greater irregularity in the 

flow, a more rapid rate of harmonic rhythm, or a shorter initial idea. Speeds must 
be compatible with the laws of physics which govern the audible length of tone. 
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When the band plays in a large gym for a concert instead of a small rehearsal hall 
be sure the tempos are a little slower in the gym. Also much class 'C' and 'D,' band 
music is marked a little slower than is correct to make it easier for C and D bands to 
execute them. It is a good idea and a technical gain to vary the tempo of the piece 
you are working on slightly each rehearsal. This makes it necessary for each player 
to get each time a clear indication of how he is to play before he plays as he knows 
he must look for the tempo each rehearsal. Be careful not to let the band speed up 
when ever a cresc. appears. And always remember speed is not the ultimate goal for 
speed will obliterate accent. Rehearse your band to play soft when playing fast as 
the tendency is to play slower when playing soft. and fast when playing loud. 

 
Tradition 

 
Tradition has a place in finding the tempo or of changing the tempo. through 

the years, conductors and composers have set tempos that have continued down 
through the years and conducted certain parts of works in the same way for many 
years.  

A few of these traditions: 
In Bach - slow down one measure before ritard. 
The ending of every minuet in the classic period and the last few chords of a  

  finale are played with a slight ritard. 
A fugue (or fugato) if it is in the middle of a movement, is played slightly  

  slower than the rest of the movement. 
The classical period works are mostly played in a strict tempo with few 

changes of tempo. (for an exception compare the recordings of Beecham and 
Toscanni of Mozart's Jupiter Symphony. Beecham gives it an almost romantic 
reading with much expression, especially in the first movement. Ritards are often 
desirable in Mozart to point up the larger section ending of a more quiet and 
expressive sort, but these will ordinarily be much briefer and more restrained than 
might well seem appropriate in the richer, more elastic textures of Bach. 

Tempo markings on many older compositions are not followed today. 
Toscanni takes the Mozart 41st much faster than Beecham. This fact, besides 
indicating two vastly different interpretations of tempo points out one other 
important point: When Mozart wrote this Symphony the instruments available to 
him where inferior to present day instruments; and the mechanical parts where 
much slower than our present day instruments. Our present day conductors can 
take the compositions of the older masters faster because of this fact. It is also noted 
that our present day performers are better schooled and have the benefit of past 
experience and experiments. 

 
Tempo Terms 
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44 Larghissimo  Slowest tempos-often conducted in double time  
     with a divided beat, especially in older classical  
     music. 

 Adagissimo  
 Lentissimo 
 Grave 
 
48 Largo  `  
 Adagio  Very slow tempo-near same as above 
 Lento 
 
56 Larghetto  Slow tempo but faster than above 
 Adagietto 
 
72 Andante  Moderately slow tempo 
 Andantino  
 
86 Moderato  moderate tempo 
100 
 
 
112 Allegretto  Moderately rapid tempo 
 
132 Allegro  Rapid tempo 
 
158 Vivo 
184 Vivace   Very fast tempo  
 Presto 
192 Presto assai 
 Prestissimo  Most rapid tempo possible-best in fewer beats  

      than indicated in measure signature. 
 Vivacissimo   
 

Change of Tempo Within Tempo 
 

Accelerando 
Stringendo   gradually faster 
poco a poco animato 
 
Ritardando 
Rallentando   Gradually slower 
 
Piu allegro 
Piu presto 
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Piu animato   more rapid 
Piu mosso 
Piu poco animato 
 
Piu lento 
Meno mosso   slower 
Ritenuto 
 
Tempo rubato -   flexible tempo-like the blowing on a candle-  

     mostly in slow tempos. Not used much in Bach,  
     Mozart and the Classics. 

Tempo quisto   very exact tempo 
A tempo   return to regular tempo-usually used after an  

     accel. or ritard. May be written as Tempo I. 
 
Ad libitum or A piacere- At the pleasure of the performer-no exact tempo 
Alla marcia-   march time 
 
Istesso tempo 
 Indicates that, though the meter changes, the duration of the beat 

remains unaltered. For instance: if there is a change from 2/4 to 6/8, it means that o 
= o. If the time changes from 24 to 3/4 it means o=o. The situation is, of course, 
different if the tempo is so quick that the half note becomes the beat - a change from 
2/4 to 3/4 would have to be interpreted according to the equation o=o. In any case, 
equations between note values are a much more secure indication than the 
somewhat ambiguous term Istesso tempo. 

 
Spacing and Playing Slow and Fast Tempos 

Slow Movements 
 

This section has to do with the playing from one note to another. There can 
be only two ways to go from one note to another; either by having no break at all 
between the two, or having a break between the notes (can be any period of time). 
To illustrate - take a pencil or any small object and hand it to another person. 
Notice that the pencil is never without your hand or your friends. This will 
demonstrate the legato idea used in most slow tempos. Now take the pencil and toss 
it to his this time. There is a period of time that no one's hand touches the pencil. 
This is the principle of spacing. The distance the pencil travels will depend on the 
speed and the weight of the pencil and of course how far the other person is from 
you. 'This illustrates the difference that can be made between notes. 

Spacing can and does effect the mood and emotional content in the music. 
Try to discover what the music is trying to say for this will be a clue to the proper 
spacing. 
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A slow movement or a hymn usually does not use spacing at all, but if there is 
a text this must be considered. Slow movements may be used for studies in tone 
quality, style, and intonation. To play a slow piece one must have control of his tone, 
his embouchure must be highly developed with lip control to render a slow melody 
artistically. In playing chorales hold tones steadily and make sure the band keeps an 
even dynamic level and good intonation unless the music is marked with dynamic 
differences. Make sure no long notes are cut short, and don't break phrases with 
improper breathing, Give all notes full value. Never sacrifice tone quality for 
volume. With slow movements intonation seems to get weaker for the mood seems to 
bring on relaxation in mind and embouchure. Also the precision is bad. All 
members must watch carefully at all tempos. In slow tempos don't allow ragged 
entrances or releases. The conductor may want to sub-divide the beat if very slow 
tempos. 
 
Marches and other fast tempos: 
  
 The statements below concern only concert marches 
 Concert marches are usually played faster than outside marches. They are 
more technical and contain more fast passage work and color. Because of these 
facts, the arrangement are different depending on whether it is to be played out side 
or inside by a concert band. 
 Marches are not the only group that should be brought out in this 
paragraph. What is said in these paragraphs will go for any tempo from moderato 
or faster. 
 In marches usually the instruments playing top and bottom should be 
warned not to play too loud. The middle parts, i.e. horns, 2 & 3 clarinets, 3 cornet, 
should play a little louder usually. The counter-melody should be well defined. Don't 
neglect to warn the brass not to overblow or even the Woodwinds. Remember 
contrast is important. Don't let the band drag when they play a soft part or speed up 
when playing fast. For a good effective cresc. first secure the Woodwind cresc. Don't 
let the drum play too loud. Remember a concert march is an Art form. Be careful of 
expression marks for they are important. 
 
Spacing by time signature in Moderate tempos 
 
C - Long notes played long with no spacing, and short notes shorter space quarters 
and smaller note  
 values. Dotted quarters and above no spacing. 
2/4 quarter note held out and dotted notes. 8ths and below - space. 
6/8 quarter notes and above held out. 8th and smaller note values use spacing. 
4/4 half and above held out. quarter and below space 
 All marches will usually be played with spacing between each note. The short 
notes will usually be played in half with a eight note being played as a 16th and a 
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16th rest. First try the trio with just the reeds for tone, balance, and style., then add 
the brass and percussion. 
 
Note values 
 
Remember that the length or spacing of each note depends on the type of music 
being played. Notes must be correctly articulated, played for its full value (but still 
space between note). This may sound contradictory but we are talking about what 
one hears from the viewpoint of an audience. The correct volume should also be 
considered.  Dotted notes should be three times as long as the short notes usually 
following it. (Know as a saccade, as used by Rivelle and the Michigan Concert 
Band). 
 
Rubato 
 The Rubato is not usually used in outside marches. The accompanining parts 
should be also played in a perfect, strict tempo. 
 

Dynamics 
 

Dynamics: A term for the graduations of tonal strength or intensification 
either physiological or physical. 

Below is a chart for each dynamic level from soft to loud. 
 
 
 
Remember that every dynamic sign or symbol should be applied relatively, 

according to the character of the work under consideration and the place and 
relationship, the changing of strength, the performance environment  and the size of 
the band. 

Two kinds of dynamics can be found: 1) the even unfluctuating and the 2) 
changing of strength. They go hand and hand with balance and are subject to many 
changes and moods. It is better to underestimate the quantity of sound to be used, 
for it is easier to bring up the dynamics from the softer tones than it is to reduce the 
dynamic level from the louder tones. The exercises that follow have all the dynamic 
levels. When you practice with the band, don't play everything at the same dynamic 
level (which is usually F). First, before playing at the recommended exercises at all 
dynamic levels, set the total band sound at no louder than mf. Play a chorale at this 
level and be sure each member of your band knows how loud he must play to keep 
this level. If a little time at the beginning is spent in keeping the level down much 
time will be saved. The band will know that playing at a louder level is not accepted 
and by cutting them off the first few times if they increase this level they will learn 
to keep it at that level. 

As a conductor you must know the music and what it is suppose to say. 
Music that is lyrical in character like a Mendelssohn. "Songs without Words", or a 
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Nocturne by Chopin, use a restrained scale of dynamics. In music that is dramatic 
as a Wagner or Schumann, one that is filled with moments of tension, use a wider 
scale of dynamic levels. Also remember that a written "f" would not mean the same 
level if it appeared at the beginning of a Bach chorale about the Praising of Jesus 
and one that appeared at the beginning of a Hymn about the suffering of Jesus. The 
emotional content therefore is very important. A "FF" in the largo to Beethoven's 
Opus 7 would not demand as much tone as is demanded at the close of Opus 2 No. 1, 
also marked "FF." A "F" in Chopin's "Bereceuse," is understood to indicate a 
softer quality of tone then is required in the "Military Polonaise." 

Crescendos and decrescendos have a modified application in quiet 
movements and are interpreted differently in louder works. Crescendos and 
decrescendos should not, (as a rule), disturb the relationship of the beats, nor do 
these general increases or decreases of tone effect the little difference which belong 
to the rise and fall of melody. Be careful in tutti passages. Make the brass play with 
a modified dynamic force and the woodwinds to extend their power. To get real 
power from the band first build up the power in the woodwind sections then add the 
brass. Make the band play very loud at least once during each band rehearsal. In 
soft passages all must be in the same range for one loud player could equal all the 
rest of the band. Also make sure each student realizes that a dynamic mark at the 
beginning of a piece doesn't mean to play all the tones at the same dynamic level. 
For more about this see the chapters on expression. 

 
Playing Crescendos and Decrescendos 

 
Start a crescendo at the lowest possible level in relation to the given dynamic 

level. Care must be taken more than one beat before the crescendo. One must start 
to think of the crescendo at the beginning of the phrase that it appears in. If you 
start at a louder level and hope to increase the volume, greater intensity is needed 
than if sound begins when at a soft level. So the louder the beginning the less the 
crescendo. Remember that if the intensity is increased ten-fold, the total volume is 
not, but might be only doubled. 

In a crescendo two problems must be considered: 1) How long it is to last, 
and, 2) how far it will be carried volume wise. From this we get two other types: 1) a 
crescendo on the same note with the volume gradually increased, and 2) crescendos 
on different notes with each note is played a little louder than the preceding one. 
When an explosion effect is indicated - the change must be rapid and great as 
possible to make. A crescendo from an "F" to a "FF" sounds far different than does 
a crescendo from "PP" to "P." Most bands never play a true crescendo or 
decrescendo. They either increase too quickly on a crescendo and the same is true 
on a decrescendo with the true bottom of the decrescendo never reached. This will 
not be corrected until each member spends time at home practicing to decrease and 
increase at gradual rates. All of them should be gradual, except if some abrupt 
effect is indicated in the music, like the power imparct. 
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Two kinds of Crescendos: Tension and, 2) expressive. 
1)Tension - The driving power of changing pitch and its power to act as a 

brake when 1)steadily upward and, 2) the wandering from instrument to instrument 
and its sinking to the depths. 

2) Expressive - The passing from legato to staccato where the rhythm 
remains the same but the rhythmic values are shortened; or the increase by the use 
of sequential patterns, or the tutti crescendos where the same instruments play 
together a gradual increase of dynamic level. 

Be careful when the cres. or decresc. lies across the phrase or phrases or bar 
lines. The climax must not be reached too quickly. The falling away may be done 
with a bit more suddenness. 

When there is a series of cresc. with a resumption of the prevailing dynamic 
level after each one be sure to judge the volume of sound carefully at these times. A 
tension cresc. is often developed through the use of increased instrumentation. 
When this occurs, adopt a low prevailing level and make each entering instrument 
or group maintain this level. The reverse is often true in the diminuendo. when the 
cresc. is short make the peak amplitude, when no other direction is given, the next 
degree of force in the dynamic scale. 

 
Dynamic Terms: 
 
Cresc. poco a poco - becoming louder, little by little 
Cresc. subito - becoming louder suddenly 
Cres. e dim. - gradually louder than gradually softer. (can be turned around) 
 
Dynamics with Temp Changes: 
Largando & allargrando - slower tempo with increase in power. 
Morendo, Calando, amorzando - slower tempo with decrease in power. 
 
Crescendo used to:  1) The unfolding of a melody to its main point. 
  2) Imminent striving of a rhythm toward its end. 
  3) Intensification of repeated accents, marking period   

    divisions. 
  4) Polyphonic progressions tending toward a general climax 
  5) Persistent repetition of the same aggressive figure. 
 
Difference in volume of long notes and short notes in the Marcato. Also 

remember that a cresc. does not mean forte at the ending. 
 

Power Impact: sfz, fz. 
 
The power impact is the element of surprise in music. The top amplitude 

should be in the style and in the mood of the present dynamic level. If the impact is 
made in a "p", the impact should be about "mf." The peak amplitude of the power 
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impact should be no more than two degrees louder than the prevailing dynamic 
level. Higher instruments should play subito at a much less degree of force than 
instruments with less then piercing timbres. 

 
Power Impact 

 
Before you can assign a level of dynamics for the power impact you must 

take into consideration the existing dynamic level of the preceding note; its top 
amplitude must be in the mood of the passage, and in the style of the phrase. If the 
impact is made during a passage marked "p", the top amplitude will probably be 
"mf." Many times it will be wrongly played "ff." Usually the top amplitude of the 
power impact should be no more than two, preferably one degree louder than the 
prevailing level. This rule is not a stead fast rule with all instruments. If a sfz is 
written in a tutti passage not all instruments will play 2 degrees louder. Treble 
sonorities have a piercing sound. They should play at a lower level on the sfz than 
instruments without piercing timbres. The power impact presents another problem 
of band balance. Included under power impact will be: sfz, fz. fp, and the rfz. The 
first three are played suddenly with a drop down to a lower dynamics level, the last 
one is a sudden increase and is extended over an entire phrase. 

The sfz, if begun at a piano dynamics level, the sudden raise of the dynamic 
level should be about a "F', then dropped again to "P". The tempo will determine 
how quickly you drop to this level. At an andante the level should be dropped on the 
half beat if it is a quarter note. The quicker the tempo the quicker the drop to the 
second level in the sfz. So each power impact is three-fold that of the initial attack, 
that of the body of the tone, and the dropping of the level. 

 

 
 

Expression 
 

There are three elements in musical expression: 1) tempo, 2) dynamics, 3) 
phrasing. 

There is more to playing music than just playing the notes in the correct 
time, and in the right dynamics range. There is the element of adding a personal 
touch by inserting individual interpretations into the music performed. The musical 
expression and feelings of an individual artist is one way one may tell the difference 
between one performer's performance against another. No two artists will play a 
composition exactly the same. They play the same notes but each performance is 
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and should be an individual interpretation of the composition played. Students may 
try to imitate a great artists' performance but one should undertake and execute a 
performance with understanding of the music and have a reason for each expression 
executed in a performance. Imitation, when unsupported by reason, cannot take the 
place of understanding.  

Doing what one is told can never be as effective as one based on intelligent 
study. Composers try, by using musical terms such as tenuto, marcato and rubato to 
add individual expression to the music. (these musical terms are discussed later in 
this book). Expression is the ingredient of music that must be present to assume the 
final ends of the highest form of this intangible art called music. It will be your main 
clue to determining an artist from a technical performance. One expects to hear a 
difference in expression and feeling when hearing a great singer sing a slow legato 
passage with warmth, feeling, and compassion or hearing a fast tricky solo passage 
by the same singer. One will move your feeling while the other will effect your 
admiration for the great ability of this singer. Both will have an individual 
interpretation, one that fits the message of the composition but both will contain 
personal interpretations.  

How does a student learn to play with feeling and not just notes? Below are 
some nature tendencies of music that will give some clues to adding a bit of one's self 
into the music. In expressing one's feelings another cannot tell one what to say or 
how to say it. Many factors enter into one's personal interpretations. Experience, 
ability and depth of understanding of the music will aid to a good interpretation of 
the music. This goes for both the band director and the student. Playing without 
expression is like painting a 'paint by numbers' picture. 

 
Natural laws of Expression 

 
To set down certain rules that must be followed to insure music would be 

played with expression would be destroying the very principles of the art of 
expression, but the art of expression can be cultivated, and by setting down some 
natural laws as a kind of beginning will serve to illustrate what must be felt if one is 
to attempt to improve and put life into his playing. It will also serve to explain what 
natural tendencies the laws of nature have and how one can put these laws to work. 
Below are listed some rules that can be followed in the early attempts at adding self 
expression. Do not take them as rules that must be followed to the letter. After 
exposing yourself  to them try to add some of your own, some that you feel should go 
into the music you play. You may use some of them but one cannot make a list of 
one's or someone else's feelings or interpretations. 

 
1) If a tone rises, it requires a slightly louder level, and as this tone descends, 

it should get softer. (Of course if it is not otherwise indicated). The reason these are 
called natural laws is that psychologically excitement raises pitch. Just think about 
the last time you got excited or angry. As you talked your voice level got higher and 
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as the tension increased your voice become louder. So in music, on the climax of a 
phrase with a upward contour, the tension increases, likewise the volume.  

Try the opposite, play soft as the note ascends and louder as they descend. 
This does not seem to be natural. 

 
2) The more suddenly a tone rises or falls, the greater will be the difference 

of tone required. To play a middle G at the same dynamic level as a following Bb 
would seem unjust - the Bb should be played a little lower than the G. 

 
3) Every tone that is played should be made as loud or as soft as the position 

of the note in the measure as well as its position in the phrase may demand. Within 
a given melody each note has a definite relationship to all the other tones. Some 
tones will be more important to the melody while others seem to be more or less 
there to hold the basic melody together. Many things determine just what notes are 
important. It could be the complete contour of the melody. It could be the duration 
of each note, or what step of the scale it is on, if it is a chord tone or not, or if it is a 
non-harmonic tone, or for many other reasons. So when the initial dynamics mark 
indicates the passage should be played forte this does not mean that every note 
should be played forte with all notes equally played exactly with the same weight of 
dynamics. This would be the same as talking in a monotone. It means that the 
general dynamic level of the passage is forte and that the expression used is to be 
kept well within this level. Likewise the tempo marking does not mean that the 
passage should be played in a strict time. When a person is telling of his adventures 
he will not always talk at the same rate of speed. As the words are spoken the rate of 
speed will correspond with the actions, as the speaker tells of his race that went 
further and further, his voice seems to change, his speed may increase, his volume 
may become louder. So it is with music. These changes in dynamic levels and tempos 
changes are not drastic ones but minute variations that are more felt than heard by 
the artist but are noticed by intelligent music listeners. 

I have next tried to make a list of some tendencies and individual traits that I 
have found many artists using in their interpretation of music. Most of them are 
very small, almost unnoticeable additions but if left out of a performance one could 
hear the difference. Using one's individual expression and adding emotion to a piece 
of music means using certain musical elements in an individual way. The elements 
available are: slight dynamic changes, changes in tempo-both in individual notes 
and in phrase passages, and changes in individual tone. 

 
Aids to Expression 

 
1) A note repeated use a cresc. If real long possibility use a cresc. and 

decresc. 
2) Any contrary motion use a crescendo (when two or more are playing) 
3) Long notes appearing in fast passage work - put slight excell. on note or  

  notes. 
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4) Short notes in long note passage - slow them down with rall. (these last two 
  should always be done in good taste and reason, no exaggerated  
  interpretation.) 

5) On syncopated notes repeated add a slight accel. then return to tempo  
  with a cresc. 

6) Repeated group of notes with bass moving stepwise up or down is slightly  
  accelerated. 

7) Accel. on a short rhythmic design that is repeated, ascending or   
  descending 

8) Accel. at the end of a quick movement if a short group of notes is repeated  
  on stationary bass. 

9) Accel. at a phrase accompanied by chords following one by arpeggios. 
10) You should slacken when a high note responds to a low one in an   

  answering phrase. 
11) A rall. should occur in a melody ascending stepwise, especially when  

  followed by a leap to a long note. 
12)Rall. used when the highest note is repeated. 
13) While some passage work excites animation, others invite calm, sadness,  

  and revelry, i.e. a phrase heard in major then minor-use a rall. on  
  minor part. 

14) Use a rall. on the end of a soft and sweet phrase. 
15) All ascent is struggle physically and mentally - like climbing a mountain,  

  some higher. On top  we take it easy. So it should be done musically  
  that way. 

16) So ascending passages we cresc. and on descending ones we dim. 
17) In soft passages all accents do not disappear but the dynamic proportions 

  are preserved. 
 
Singers have words to help with their expression. If this piece is a vocal one 

find the words and they will be a clue to expression. If the text tells of a harsh, rough 
person, the music would be played accordingly - loud and rough. 

While playing in an ensemble watch the conductor as he will express many 
times by his facial expression or his eyes and in the character of his beat how he 
would like to have the phrase played. 

The most satisfactory renderings are those which conform to the natural 
laws of rhythm and emotion. Consider the emotional sense of the piece as a whole 
and see what are the strong points, as peaks of mountain ranges, and to those must 
be given the greatest strength and prominence. Also remember that repetition 
without variation is futile in effect. 

 
Nuances 

 
Nuances are the modifications of intensity, tempo, touch, phrasing, etc. In 

rapid passages, variations of nuances cannot and must not be extremely 
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pronounced. Metrical accents being the principle emphasis by which the piece is 
given proper rhythm or movement. The amount and kind, the quantity, how heavy, 
how much louder, etc, all should be considered. These things composers differ in 
dramatic effect i.e. Haydn vs. Wagner. 

The music implies or is inherent of the expression. All the expression marks 
exist to aid in clarifying the musical form. 

No matter how soft a piece is played it still can contain nuances. slow pieces 
are more subject to and may have a greater variation of nuances.  

The title will help some in looking for expression, as well the tempo markings 
composer, active or passive music (active music -strong rhythm, inactive music-less 
accent and greater freedom of thinking) - Schumann and his lst and 2nd Romance 
illustrate the two. 

When putting expression in music Wagner once said, "Look for the little 
things in music, the larger things will take care of themselves." Some of the most 
beautiful measures or beats are ones of rest. But first of all "Desire beauty of tone 
first." 

 
Standard Rules 

 
From the above statements we may arrive at a few facts that seem to help in 

including expression in our playing 
 
1)Comprehension of construction of the work performed. 
2) Strong elements emphasized, with weak ones sub-ordinated 
3) Contrast in manner of playing different themes 
4) Passage work must not be made too important 
5) Climaxes of secondary natural must not be brought out so powerfully as to 

  out balance main idea. 
6) Sequences must be graduated with care. 
7) Repetition should be varied. 
8) The position of each note within the phrase 
 

Also of useful information is: 
1) The nature of composition 
2) Historical perspective of composition kept in view 
3) Style of composer 
4)The composer himself 
5) Examination of different editions 
6) Style: expression, shadings, agogics, accurate, phrasing, rhythmical,  

  mastery 
7) Hearing other interpretations from: records, concerts. 
 

Tenuto 
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The broadening of the original given value. The tempo will determine the 
length of the tenuto. Used mostly in slow tempos. When a complete section is desired 
the "sostonuto" will be written at the beginning. So at opposite ends we have the 
staccato and tenuto, and in between the rubato. The conductor will indicate with a 
slight pushing of his hand toward the band. 

 
 
 
 

Rubato 
 

Rubato is the elasticity and flexibility of tempo by accel. or ritard, or adding 
and taking away from one note and giving to another. A rubato should be thought 
of as a bending of a tempo and no a breaking of it. Something like a rubber band 
stretching and returning to its same length or the bending of a candle's flame when 
lightly blowing on it and letting it come back to its regular flame. Most common use 
is within a phrase where the beginning of a phrase is accel. the climax is lingered 
upon, with the remaining part a-tempo or with a slight ritard. Try to lengthen or 
shorten proportional so you can't feel as though the time had become non-
measured. Careful attention to the accents will help keep the rhythm clear. Be 
careful of a repeated rubato if alike phrases or notes appear several times. 

 
Marcato 

 
Marcato is an Italian word that means-marked, stressed, or accented. When 

the music contains the word marcato it is a direction to play a musical line or 
passage is a marked well defined manner. Often a passage that might be overlooked 
will be marked marcato. In band music this might be a counter -melody often found 
in the baritone part. One may find this marking in the music of Chopin, Beethoven 
and Schumann. 

Remember there are various degrees of spacing which should be used, all 
linked to the emotive content in the music. 

 
Interpretation 

 
The art of interpretation is the only bridge between the composer and the 

audience. It is the unwritten elements of music that is both personal and creative. 
The interpretative values are hidden values while purely technical problems appear 
on the surface. A fine performer or conductor will always be aware of the 
responsibility toward the music and the composer. 

To interpret a piece of music properly one must know a number of things; 
 
1)The date of the composition and the period of music history. 
2) The name of the composer and any pertinent information on him available 
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3)The social and historical background of the times when it was written and  
  the place where it was written. 

4) The form that it is written in. 
5) Purpose for writing it and the kind of music: A) program, B)absolute, C)  

  national, D) romantic, E) impressionism, F) dramatic 
6) The composer's intention and what the music is suppose to say. 
7) The dramatic situation it is found in, or the situation which gave rise to its  

 maximum effectiveness. 
8) The person or group performing the composition. 
9)Techniques used (musical techniques) 
10) The tradition of performance or the style of the times. 
11) The style of the music. 
12) The mood of the composition. 
13) The phrasing, dynamics, tempo and style indications, the expressions that 

  should be used, and  the analyzing of the complete composition. 
14) The quality of the musicians performing it. 
15) And any other bits of enlightening information that you may feel will give 

  you a better understanding of the correct interpretation. 
 

Musical Style 
 

Style is defined as the musical materials selected by the composer to express 
the idea of the music. He selects the forms, melodies, the harmonies, textures and 
timbres to express the idea in his mind. There are about seven basic styles. They 
are: 1)lyric, 2) thematic, 3) harmonic, 4) antiphonal, 5) canonic, 6) fugal, and 7) 
bravura. Examples are given below. You will also be called on to adapt a certain 
style to the playing of a composition. A list is given below of a few of the more 
common terms used for this purpose. 

 
Adlibitum - at will    Lamentoso- -in the manner of a  

         lament 
Agitato - agitatedly    Leggiero - lightly 
Amoroso - lovingly    Maestoso - majestically 
Animato - animatedly   Marziale - martially 
Appassionata - passionately   Perdendosi - becoming lost, fading  

         away 
Cantabile - songfully    Pesante - heavily 
Comodo - easily, comfortably  Pomposo - pompously 
Con calore - with warmth   Secco - in an unemotional manner 
Giocoso - joyfully    Sentimento - sentimentally 
Giusto - with exactitude, evenly  Vivace - in a lively manner quickly 

 Grandioso - grandly, in a stately manner     
      

Musical Form 
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Musical form is concerned with the organization of the materials that make 

up a piece of music. There are four aspects to it: 1) pattern, 2) procedural, 3) extra 
musical, and, 4) multipartite. In number one the patterns is the division into sections 
or repetition of sections of pattern. In number two a procedure would be the use of a 
cantus firmus, the use of imitation, or variation. Number three would be the use of 
text, or the use of program music or music that tells a story. In number four we 
have the combinations of many things into formss known as a: sonata, concerto, 
suite, toccata or opera, oratorio, cantata, mass and passion.   

 
 

Parts of Homophonic Form 
 

Single tone  leading to; 
Figure-made up or two or more tones leading to: 
Motive-made of two or more figures leading to: 
Phrase-made of two or more phrase members (ordinarily a measure but can 

be 2 to 8 measures ending with a cadence-full or half  leading to: 
Period-two related phrases. Relationship can be either parallel, opposite, or 

contrasting. (similar beginning, inversion, and different material) This phrase may 
be lengthened by: repetition, extension at the end or beginning, and extension in the 
course of the phrase. The repetition may take the form of a repetition of the entire 
period, repetition of the antecedent phrase alone which is rare, (the antecedent 
phrase being the first of two phrases), repetition of consequent phrase which is 
common, (the consequent phrase being the second of two phrases), or repetition of 
both which is very common. Also possible is the addition of a codetta or coda after a 
complete final cadence. 

 
or: 
 
Phrase group-the antecedent phrase followed by two or more consequent 

phrases, with all cadences non-final except to. leading to: 
Two part form (A & B) or: 
Three Part Form (A,B,A ) or: 
Two or Three Part form with Trio-the larger forms use a theme: an 

independent musical sentence. Theme is complete section. A theme is like a literary 
figure. Non thematic material appear in the transition, introduction or in the 
accompaniment.  or: 

Theme and Variation- ornamented, decorative or amplified by 1) 
ornamented, change of time-signature, harmony, character, counterpoint, change of 
shape through the addition of other notes. 2) decorative: by change of harmony and 
counterpoint, and in other voices. 3) amplified: distorted, going in tangents 
suggested by melodic fragment of theme. or: 
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lst rondo form (ABA) - all rondos use transitions between parts, with or 
without coda. 

2nd rondo form (A,B,A,C,A) 
3rd rondo form-ABA/C/ABA-lst part is a complete rondo form. 
Sonatina - exposition-lst theme to subordinate theme: transition to 

recapitulation to principle theme-sub. theme to Coda. 
Sonata form-Exposition to principle theme to subordinate theme to closing 

theme to development (not in sonatina form). (Development can be made up of 
modulatory material or framentation of the subject or as in the 3rd symphony of 
Beethoven a new theme for the development is introduced.) to the recapitulation of 
principle theme, next to sub. theme to closing theme. 

 
 

The larger Forms 
 

Musical forms are classified and described according to the number of 
themes they contain. The inter-relationship of those themes, and the treatment they 
undergo: 

 
Countrapuntal : Canon, Fugue, Ricercare, Imitation 
Dance Forms: Allemande, Ballet, Bouree, Chaconne, Courante, Galliard, 

Gavotte, Gigue, Minuet, Passacaglia, Pavan, Sarabande, Tarantelle. 
Instrumental Forms: Ballade, Cadenza, Canzona, Concerto, Divertimento, 

Etude, Fantasia, Prelude, Rhapsody, Romance, Scherzo, Serenade, Sonata, Suite, 
Overture, Symphony & Symphonic Poem, Toccato 

Dramatic: Incidental , Opera, Pastorale 
Vocal: Aria, Arioso, Cantata, Madrigal, Recitative, Mass-Kyrie, Christe 

(Kyrie) Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Benedictus, Agnus Dei. are all Ecclesiastical forms 
as is the anthem, Sacred Cantata, Chant, Hymn, Motet, Oratorio 

. 
There are 5 organizing principles that underlie virtually all musical 

structures: 
 
1) Repetition-- in small or large portions 
2) Contrast - in melodic contour, mood content, loudness level, texture, 

relative speed, or lyric expression to forceful 
3) Symmetry-an ABA 
4) Variations-In a sense a variation is a kind of modified repetition. The 

theme is covered by  addition notes while still keeping the general likeness. 
5) Development-a group of tones called a motive earlier, serves as a seed out 

of which larger entities grow or develop. A style called Metamorphosis is also used.  
and is a form of the development technique. 

 
Fermatas 
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Often called a "bird's Eye," the Fermata noted by a semi-circle with a dot (  ) 

it is a musical notation that calls for a lengthening of a marked note. The student 
should always watch the conductor for the release and whether to take a breath 
after the fermata. I might mention here that the placement of the music stand 
holding your music should be placed in a position where the student can see both the 
music and the conductor in the same direction. 

 
Accents and Note Emphasis 

 
Playing of the notes: Don't attack notes too hard with the tongue for its 

destroys the tone. Accented notes should be played with additional breath, not only 
with an attacking stroke of the tongue. An accent coming in a pianissimo passage 
means an entirely different thing than it does when appearing in a forte passage.  

A SFz should be held reasonably well within the dynamic range which 
governs the particular passage  and the tempo of the passage. The change must be 
rapid and controlled. Usually one or two degrees louder, 

The Forte-Piano (Fp) Loud followed at once by softly. Indicated by a 
vigorous rapid beat with a correspondingly longer time spent at the end of the beat, 
followed by a short beat. In executing Fp there is often a tendency to sustain the 
forte too long and then drop to mezzo forte instead of piano. This effect requires an 
excellent control of an instrument with the embouchure and the breath. 

 
Emphasis by Detachment. A note or chord may be made prominent by 

separating it slightly from its neighbor. This is shown by the long staccato or semi-
staccato. In rapid music the initial notes of the measure or beats are marked less 
conspicuously. 

 
Types of Accents 

 
An accent in music is the stressing of one tone over others. There are 

different accents and different degrees of these accents. These accents are as 
follows: 

 
Metric or mensural - This type has to do with which beat a note falls one. A 

note falling on the 1st beat of a measure receives a natural accent (expect in 
counterpoint, tied notes that are carried over the bar line, phrase beginnings, and 
the use of syncopation) A note on the 3rd beat a lighter one (in 4/4 time) and the 4th 
beat in 6/8 time. It's one fundamental object is to indicate the time-division called 
measures. If the melody doesn't indicate regular measures, the accompaniment 
must supply this deficiency by means of periodic emphasis. measural accent is 
important but it gives way to phrase accent. 

Agogic accent (Rhythm accent) - This accent is the most varied. It is used on 
rallandandos, accel., rubatos, after rest, at breathing signs, fermatas, on long notes, 
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or placed on any note. Some other rules may be followed. Usually repeated notes are 
played stronger, and every note preceded by silence is strong. 

Phrase design must be made clear by the use of agogics and the agogic accent 
and stress. These stress and accents are produced without power impact. Care must 
be taken to preserve the relationships of note values. All longer notes must 
approximate their metrical inhernecies. 

Pathetic or Poetic accents - May be used on one note or many notes, it may 
happen anywhere, that is, on strong or weak beats, initial or finals of phrases. This 
accent is from the soul, and is used when it is felt, though it is avoided in quick 
tempos. There are no set rules for this type of accent, for exceptions are frequent. 
Below is listed a few aids in developing a feeling for this accent and more on this 
type will be found under expression in another chapter. 

1) The less a note is desired by the ear, the more force it should receive. 
2) Metrical and rhythmic accents important but poetic accents take 

president. 
3) Whatever is foreign to the key, measure, phrase, etc. or imposes on the ear 

new desires or attracts the ear for other reasons, should receive an accent. 
4) An answering group of short notes that take the place of long one. 
5) Unexpected triplets or other unexpected groups or patterns. 
6) Jumps to higher notes. 
7) A descending line less emphasis each note (like a bouncing ball) 
8) Dissonance of longer than the norm of the note value duration. 
9) Do not make the accented short. 
10) Dotted notes played with 3 times the power or accent given to following 

notes. 
11) When one count is divided into values made up of several notes, the first 

of theses notes is to be accented, and the more often such a group appears, the less 
the accent must be on the first  note and vice versa, the less often the division 
occurs, the greater the accent. The shorter the notes the softer it must be played. 

12) When a group of 16th notes appear as a run, the first note of group is 
accented. 

13) Usually the longer note the greater the volume. 
14) When 2 notes of equal length, which are placed on two different degrees 

of the staff, are thought of together, the 2nd one must be played slightly shorter and 
softer than the first, and the lst one slightly accented. 

15) Each note preceded by a rest is accented. )Not on after-beats of rhythm) 
16) Notes tied from one bar to another are accented (syncopation) 
 
Other Rules for accenting: Notes preceded by a short grace note is accented. 

Usually whenever anything exceptional occurs it usually is given special treatment 
in one way or another. Long notes appearing in fast passages put a slight accent on 
it. The power impact will appear in the chapter on dynamics. 

Harmonic accent: The change of harmony will warrant an accent especially 
when this change happens on a weak beat. 
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Non-Harmonic Tones and Musical Devices 

 
Non-harmonic tones are those that are said to be foreign to the basic 

harmonic structure. They are classified into two categories: 1) The ones that are 
rhythmically weak occurring between two harmony notes, and 2) tones that are 
rhythmically strong occurring in the place of a harmony note. Under the first we 
may list: passing tones, anticipations, cambiatas, upper and lower neighbors, 
changing tones, escape tones. Under the second, appogiaturas, suspensions, pedal 
tones & accented passing tones. 
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Rhythm 

 
When we think of rhythm we not only think in terms of music but in all other 

terms. It is a universal concept, for there is rhythm in the moving of the planets, in 
the changing of a season, and in most every thing that moves. In the earliest of 
music, that of primitive man had little else except rhythm. In music we must 
recognize the organization of sound in terms of time. Rhythm represents a 
movement through time. In the beginning there was rhythm - for time is rhythm. 
There also seems to be a connection between rhythm and mental & muscular 
sensation. For example: a fast moving rhythm is both stimulating and exciting. Slow 
rhythms are soothing and relaxing. Physical exertion can be made easier by rhythm. 
Example - marching men or the rhythm songs of a chain gang. To further these 
connections, for centuries the basic rhythm pulsation of music depended upon the 
heartbeat called "tactus."  

Rhythms are organized into patterns by the human mind. If steady 
succession of identical pulsations is sound, the mind will organize these pulsations 
into groups of patterns either in twos or threes. 

Rhythm is divided into two types: free and measured. Music history can be 
divided into periods of metrical and unmetrical 

 
 

During the 13th century modal rhythm came into use. These organized 
rhythms were like the poetic modes. Patterns could be in long/short notes, short 
long notes, etc. This was a very important step toward mensural notation. In the 
early compositions the first, second and sixth modes were used in the upper voice, 
and the third and fifth modes used in the lower voice, with the fourth mode very 
seldom being used. 
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Cadences 
 

A cadence is a musical formula which occurs at a phrase, section or the end 
of a composition that gives the impression of a momentary or permanent 
conclusion. A cadence is very similar to a comma or a period (half & full cadence) in 
a sentence. As with each century we are able to tell the time by the type of clothes 
worn, so in music history each period had a cadence that seemed to characterize the 
musical style of the times. For rules for balancing cadences as far as tone, look in the 
chapter on balancing. It is important to know where these cadences are in the 
music. Phrases are easily found if one looks for their endings by discovering a 
cadence there. 

   
1. Perfect Cadence - This form of a cadence is used at the end of a composition,  
 section or phrase, always with the tonic in the highest or main voice. It is 
 always preceded by a dominant chord. May be called a perfect authentic   
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Modulation 

 
Modulation is the process of going from one key to another. It is a matter of 

musical taste many times, and of great controversy of what constitutes a 
modulationwith many theorists disagreeing on their analysis. The important point is 
that music is meant to be interpreted in different ways. In performing music that 
includes sections that may modulate it is important to us that we decide where this 
modulation begins and where it ends. As certain tones are stressed and receive more 
weight in a certain key, we can see the importance of analyzing each modulatory 
section to find out this information. An effective modulation is strongest if the initial 
and the new key is established by a cadence. 

There are 3 types of modulations: 1) diatonic, 2) chromatic, and 3) 
enharmonic. A diatonic modulation is achieved by the use of a pivot chord (a chord 
that is common to both keys). A chromatic modulations is arrived through a chord 
that is altered in one or both keys. To cite two examples: one through the use of a 
dominant 7th (in key of c, alter II chord to #3 going to G major), and the use of the 
altered II chord to the Neapolitan sixth. This type of modulation was largely 
exploited in the 19th century. The third type, enharmonic modulation is arrived at 
through the use of chords like the diminished 7th. The type involves the enharmonic 
change of one or several notes. The only other way to change keys is to simply 
juxtapose the new key and the old key. Another common way is to change the mode 
to its similar key sign 

Many times there may be a "false" or "passing" modulation. This type may 
be in the form of a sequence or appears many times in a transition. The change of 
key may be effected without the use of diatonic or chromatic modulation. it may be 
achieved through musical form. At the initial announcement of a phrase, a related 
key may be established without any process of modulation. 
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Modulation Chart 
 

 
 

Sequences 
 

Sequence is a repetition on a short musical phrase on another pitch, usually 
at the second above, but found on the 2nd below and rarely at the third. Melodic 
sequence is the sequence of the melody without the supporting harmony taking part 
in this sequential procedure. Harmonic sequence is when all the parts take part in 
the sequence. If the patterns occur without the use of accidentals it is a tonal 
sequence. If they are exact interval structure sequences it is called real. Many times 
it will produce chordal progressions that other-wise would not be found. It is about 
the only device in musical rules that may break rules of harmony. The harmonic 
sequence became important as a means of formal development and a lengthening 
device in compositions of the 17th through the 19th centuries and used in the 
episodes of the fugue and the development sections of the sonata. 

As phrases should be made clear, sequential contours also should be outlined. 
When a sequence is an exact sequence, the first repetition should be at a different 
dynamic level, depending if it is up a 2nd or down. If it is exact it should be one 
degree louder. when it is different pitch but rhythmically exact (tonal) and rising it 
should be about one degree louder; if falling, about two degrees softer. these cannot 
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be specific rules, the important thing will be the mood and expressive content of the 
music. A general rule might be, as a sequential passage ascends the dynamic level 
should increase, as it descends the dynamic level should decrease. Also, during a 
sequence, no marked change of tone quality is made during the continuance of a 
melodic sequence. 

The Echo effect - This may be thought of as a dynamic sequential pattern. 
The Echo, of course, is a repetition, but many times by a different section of the 
band and always at a lower dynamic level. (Like an antiphonal effect with dynamic 
variation). So the Echo should be repeated softer and less distinct than the original. 
The further away the echo from the first statement the softer it should gradually 
get. Also - as stated in another part of the book, repetition without variation is 
monotonous. This variation is mostly on the dynamic level for if it is changed, it is 
no longer an echo but an imitation. 

 
Quodlibet 

 
Latin for "what you please." A humorous type of music characterized by the 

quotation of well-known melodies or text which are combined in an advisedly 
incongruous manner. 1) polyphonic - different melodies used together in different 
voice-parts of a polyphonic composition. In 13th to Bach-finale of Goldberg 
Variations. 2) Successive - melodies quoted in succession much in manner of a 
potpourri. 3) Textual - borrowed texts not melody. 

 
Potpourri 

 
Medley of popular tunes played in succession, connected by a few measures 

of introduction or modulation. Occurs early as 1711. 
 

Polychordal style 
 

Composition in which the ensemble is divided into several groups and play in 
alternation. Also known as antiphonal style exploited by G. Gabrieli (1557-1612) 

 
Urlinie or Ursatz 

 
German - a fundamental line represents the attempt to discover an 

underlying skeleton structure and to show that the skeleton structure of all 
composition by the great masters, follow certain fundamental principles and 
patterns of structure. It is not the purpose to show various composition can unfold 
into infinite variety, the broad and rich life of the actual composition. It shows how 
background and foreground are connected; the middle ground. It is in the middle 
ground where hidden relations are revealed and the secret meaning of many a detail 
finds its explanation. It is the middle ground where the work of the genius can be 
distinguished from the work of a lesser talent. 
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Auffuhrungspraxis 

 
Refers to the manner in which early music was performed and should be 

performed, and to the many problems connected with the attempt at restoring the 
original sound of composition from early middle ages to Bach. 

 
Freistimmig 

 
Also known as pseudo-contrapuntal style. Free entering and dropping out of 

parts, not only in counterpoint but in which also chordal elements occur. Any 
number of voices may enter or drop out. The successful combining of the 3 styles of 
musical texture. 

 
Consonance and dissonance 

 
These are terms used to describe the agreeable effect or disagreeable effect 

produced by certain intervals or chords. These are the very foundation of harmonic 
music in which former represents the elements of normalcy and repose, the latter to 
no less important elements of irregularity and disturbance. No satisfactory 
explanation and definition of these terms has yet been found. The ideas as to which 
intervals are consonant, which dissonant, have changed during the history of music. 
Those intervals that once were considered dissonant (first the 4th then the 5th, 3rd 
and 6th) but over the years have become consonant to the point that all tones were 
equal in 12 tone music and there was no idea of the two. The history of music can be 
divided in three main epochs: Pre-tertain, of tertian, and of post-tertian. The latter 
refers to modern practice beginning around 1900, increased use of dissonance triads 
begins to lose its position as cornerstones of harmony. It may be impossible to give 
the consonant intervals and chords, dissonant ones as the final judge must be left to 
the ear and the listener. A trained ear may accept intervals that one unfamiliar with 
dissonant music may not accept even the most consonant interval 

 
Sight Reading 

 
This is the main criteria that a good musician is judged by. There are a few 

rules that will aid you in developing your sight reading ability. 
 
1) The student should become adapt to the various key and signatures, the 

value of rest and playing in strict time;  
2) Know your fingerings. 
3) The students should not attempt to read at sight anything that is 

technically beyond his capabilities as a player. 
4) Start with very easy music. Music that is far below your technical level. 

Before you begin, look for the following facts: A) the key, B) the time signature, C) 
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the dynamic range and level not only at beginning but of the complete piece. D) The 
tempo, E) If there is a modulation, F) whether there are any accidentals, G) the style 
of performance, H) Notice any intricate rhythms or finger problems, I) If it is a solo 
or tutti part, J) the phrasing and breathing patterns, K) any irregular use of the 
material of musical composition such as sequences or imitation. L) the form and 
type of music to be played, M) any information that can be found about the title, 
composer, history or other valuable facts about the composition, N) the general 
mood of the composition, and O) Any thing that may become important enough to 
help with the playing of it, 

 
As one can see before beginning to play one should examine the music quite 

carefully. If it is the complete band that is to sight read rather than an individual, 
the conductor will try to help you on some things that you should know - such as the 
use of musical devices for he has the complete score in front of him and if it is a 
contest situation he will also be sight reading. 

Sight reading takes concentration and this concentration should have been a 
rehearsal technique that is used every day. When a new piece is passed out at 
rehearsal it is a time for extreme concentration and discipline. The band director 
should have premarked the piece and studied it before passing it out. He will begin 
by having you notice the things that are necessary when a new composition is 
played. Eventually each student should himself go through the same material as the 
band director is stating. One drill is give the students a few minutes to notice the 
musical elements needed to be observed. then have them turn over the music ask 
questions about the key signature, the time signature and the other material one 
needs to observe before beginning to perform a new piece. In this way they will 
become conscious of the facts they are to be made aware of. The band director 
should, before a piece in handed out go over the new piece, mark the phrasing, 
breaths, etc. He will have examined the piece and noted difficult parts or parts that 
would give the student a problem. It is he that has chosen this music for various 
reasons.The director may have gotten the piece for education, personal preference 
and its benefit for a concert performance. The students should have an opportunity 
to ask questions about the piece once it is turned back over and examined. They will 
usually point out some place or measure that might be mentioned and might cause 
difficulty. 

When a student sight reads he must learn to read the music a bar ahead. 
Point out that melody is made up of scale passages, intervals, and a knowledge of 
these musical elements will help in sight reading. It is hoped that if the piece chosen 
is of the correct level (a piece for sight reading should be one or two grades below 
the level of the band). It is also hoped that the first reading can be performed 
completely without stopping for wrong notes and only if the band really gets lost. 
The band director will be the best judge as whether to stop or not. After the first 
reading, talk over with the band some of the mistakes made and give the students a 
moment to check out the part of the piece that gave them trouble. Play it again and 
make a mental note of mistakes made. Then talk over mistakes that the students did 
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not correct and judge if this piece is at the correct level for the band. Never (or 
seldom) give them a piece that is above their experience. 

Progress in sight reading is made by continuous practice, results coming 
gradually each day. The better the student knows his instrument, the fingering and 
other musical material the better sight reader he will become. It is hard to notice 
one's individual progress from day to day. Results will come with regular practice 
and exposure to sight reading. 

Maaking available musical material such as books on composers lives, other 
musical books, attending concerts, and discovering facts about music will only add 
to their background for good and successful sight reading. 

 
Following Conductor & Reading Music 

 
Most student need to acquire the skill of watching the conductor and the 

music at the same time. Often students do look at the conductor when the 
composition is begun but then do not pay close attention to him after that, except 
perhaps at the ending. Before we can conduct cresc, descresc. etc and balance as 
well as cues, the student must watch the conductor at all times. In sight reading this 
is difficult but rehearsing a familiar piece the student music be familiar with the 
piece so that he can glance at the conductor, especially on entrances, dynamics 
changes, etc.  

The first thing to do is to make sure the music stand is faced in the right 
direction where he can see both the music and the conductor and that the stand is 
the correct height that will enable him to do so. The next is good posture. Good 
playing posture means sitting up straight, both feet on the floor with your back not 
against the back of the chair. Notice a trumpet section and the way that the 
instruments are being held. Some are up, some down. The embouchure is harmed 
by bad position of the instrument. The ideal is for all the trumpets to be straight but 
an embouchure might demand a lower position or a higher position. This would 
take precedence over all holding it at the same level. Bring the instrument to your 
lips not you head and lips to the instrument. 

Before the students can feel confident to look and follow the conductor the 
conductor must be looking at them. he must know his score. He must lead the band 
from it not follow the band from it. The conductor cannot expect the band to look at 
you if your head is buried in the score. Make sure your conducting stand is at the 
correct height for you to look at the music and the band. At a recent clinic that had 
various guest conductors only one conductor adjusted his music stand. If the band 
knows that you will be looking at them most of the time, they will begin to look at 
you. Most conductors have practiced their beat and can do the various patterns of 
4/4, 3/4, etc. but the physical and mental demands of the conductor is much more 
than beating in a prescribed pattern. Often I have given the cue in a Fugue that 
might occur on a beat other then the downbeat, with a downbeat. The beat not only 
keeps the tempo and time, but the style of the music and the cues. Counterpoint 
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almost dictates a different style of conducting as there are many cues and much 
balancing to do.  

The beginning or preparatory beat is to be seen by all and understood by all. 
If the band is trained in the proper procedures they will be able to make a clear 
entrance without the band director counting off, a bad practice. Tell the band the 
importance of the preparatory beat. Start the band without a preparatory beat. You 
will get entrances at different times and the band will be amused at this experiment. 
It will show the importance of them watching for the preparatory beat.A piece of 
music in a certain style may demand a certain style characteristic beat. The 
preparatory beat must correspond to the general feeling and character of the piece. 
This sets the correct mood. A fast piece will have a smaller pattern than a slow one. 
A Lyric piece will be different than a march. After the preparatory beat you can 
notice that if a band is not trained properly you will see the band behave like 
puppet. All heads will go down with the downbeat as if a string was tied from the 
baton to their heads. Students shod continue to look at the conductor after the 
downbeat to find out if their entrance was correct as far as time, style and balance. 
If they do not look during this time they have no way to know if they have made the 
correct entrance to the piece. If the entrance is too loud, the conductor will 
immediately adjust this with his left hand palms down or if too soft, his left hand 
will rise with his palms up. The student should be very familiar with the first few 
measure and even memorize them so they may notice any adjustments the 
conductor has to make. A well rehearsed band should know but still should continue 
to observe this practice. 

A word about memorizing. There are some bands that are so well rehearsed 
that the music is only there for a guide. They know the music by heart. I performed 
at a concert once with the band not having any music and the judges were just 
amazed. I remember that I told the band that even before I jumped on the podium 
that I wanted them ready to play. I jumped on the podium and immediately gave 
the downbeat. The judges eyes got big and just sat there and enjoyed our "1" 
performance. Even before the first few measures I had the judges on my side and 
they appreciated the band even more for the students attention and knew they were 
to hear a good band, a well rehearsed band, and one that really paid attention to the 
conductor. The conductor is the dictator while he is on the podium, either at a 
rehearsal or a performance. Too often the band director comes to the stand and 
worries about his music, etc. Have the first clarinetist get the conductor's score 
ready to go, just as many professional orchestras do.  Von Bulow, the famous 
orchestral conductor of Wagner's day insisted that his musicians, when playing 
under him, use no music whatsoever. he believed that this way all eyes would be on 
him at all times. Surely most of our professional symphony musicians could play 
without music. They are trained to look at the conductor. Performing is different 
than rehearsing in that the performance is in the hands of the conductor, cueing a 
wrong entrance, not balancing, etc will not be anticipated when a professional well-
trained orchestra performs. The profession will use the music only as a guide as to 
the parts coming up or the various expressions and interpretation marks that were 
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stressed at rehearsal as a a reminder of these passages thusly marked. Of course the 
student will need to work and practice his music and look more often but he must be 
trained to begin to free himself from the dominance of the printed page. One 
technique that might be used is to have all the students free their right hand and do 
the simple three four beat pattern. After a few measures have them close their eyes 
and you count for a measure or two. After that, remain silent for about 4 bars and 
have the students open their eyes. They will find that some students are going up 
and others down and the beat is nowhere to be found. This illustrates the 
importance of watching the conductor. Do not be surprised if this gets  a laugh from 
the students. 

 
Conducting Techniques For student Information 

 
Below are listed reasons why and when you must look at the conductor. The 

most important time is at the moment of execution. The conductor will give a 
preparatory beat. This beat will tell you everything you must know before you begin 
to play the composition. The conductor's preparatory beat will tell you the 
following: 

 
1) the tempo 
2) the style 
3) the dynamic level 
4) the meter 
5) the expression 
6) the precise moment of attack 
7) the breathing technique (different in slow and fast music) 
The preparatory beat is always one beat before the entrance. 
 
The conductor will always give a preparatory beat. it is most important 

because it is needed to tell you the above mentioned information. You need a 
moment to react to any given signal and the preparatory beat gives you this time. 
There is a moments reflection on any given signal by a conductor or a traffic 
policeman, or at a stop light just as it turns green. This signal cannot be acted upon 
at the same instance it is given no matter how quickly a reaction is, so of course the 
inevitable happens and one comes in afterwards. 

If the student gets lost have him always look for the downbeat or the beat 
that is accented. 

The baton will never stop when the conductor is conducting legato, Before 
playing the music the student should have noticed and sudden unusual musical 
devices. The student should look at the conductor on any measure that includes a 
cut-off. 

The parts of the music that a conductor is needed: at the start, the finish, at 
all changes of tempo, or dynamic levels, on accents, for balance, intonation, fermata, 
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tone, endings, phrase cadences, cues, right after the first attack to ensure the correct 
entrance acceptable by the conductor, etc. 

Whenever the baton is stopped, notice its characteristics for it will tell you 
when to begin and come in again. When waiting for a cue to re-enter watch first for 
the warning than for the cue for cues must also have a preparatory warning. The 
conductor will usually look directly at you and give you a preparatory beat before 
the entrance is played. 

When playing a fermata you must know too things: 1) when the fermata is to 
end, and, 2) when the music is to re-enter. In a series of fermatas watch for a 
succession of downbeats going into downbeats, remembering that the conductor 
never moves the baton on holds, the beat being shown with the left hand if necessary 
or with small little "clicks of the wrist." 

How long a fermata is held depends on the character of the music and the 
taste of the performer or the conductor. As a general rule the fermata should be 
about the same time added as a dotted note value, that is its own value plus half its 
value. This is in the tempo of the composition that the fermata is found in. If a 
fermata is found over a bar line there should be a pause before preceding to the next 
measure and signifies the end of a movement, composition, or idea. The only 
exception is whether there should be a break in sound or if there is not to be a 
cesura of sound but go directly to the next beat. (When a fermata appears above a 
dominant 7th a chord implying motion it should not be cut off but should be directly 
resolved to its resolution. 

Be sure to obey the laws of motion in designing the length of tone used on the 
fermata. The fermatas use does not always imply the cessation of either forward 
motion or sound. It should be held for a well-defined pulsation, the next entrance 
occurring on a pulse which normally would be stressed. Study the score carefully to 
determine why the fermata has been used and what it implies. As stated before, 
when the fermata occurs over a major-minor seventh, further activity is stressed. 
Do not allow a break in the sound between the major-minor seventh chord and the 
next chord unless the major-minor seventh occurs at the end of a specific movement 
and acts as a prelude to a new key in the next movement. when the fermata occurs 
over a major-minor seventh and cessation of motion is implied, take the chord 
seventh out. (Band music sometimes is very poorly edited. 

 
The Conductor's Gestures 

 
What does a conductor do and what can he tell you with his gestures? The 

responsibilities of the conductor are varied, and must always command your 
attention. Remember the conductor is responsible for the presentation of the work. 
He drills the band as a coach takes his team through their paces or drills. He will 
guide, correct, simplify, adjust your mistakes in the executions adjusts the balance. 
He must outline both the rhythmic structure and the presentation of the works 
expressive and constructional features. He will give shape and mold the 
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performance, and he determines the quality and raises it to the highest possible 
level. 

 
History of Conducting 

 
The history of conducting combines the history of instrumentation with 

special emphasis on the periods of music, the size of the ensemble, and the standards 
and capabilities of the group in question. The history of conducting must also take 
into consideration the different principles of rhythm. Three different rhythm styles 
demanded three different conducting techniques. The first type is free rhythm. This 
was mostly for vocal groups and consisted of the conductor giving certain signals 
with the motions and positions of the hands when music was oral and not written 
down. There were no bar lines and the rhythm was 'free.' 

The second type was used when music advanced to the point where it was 
very complex occurring around the 14th and 15th century, with the use of cross 
rhythms, syncopation, etc. The only possible way to keep the ensemble together was 
to have some definite beat common for all players. thus a "Tactus" or metronomic 
meter was the unifying factor, conducting with an up and downward movement of 
the hands, without any attempt to convey phrasing, note emphasis or what beat a 
note may fall on. 

The third type is our modern type measured rhythm and phrase & note 
emphasis technique, with the left hand used for dynamics and cueing. 

 
Conducting Instrumental Music 

 
When ensemble music started the group usually turned to the player playing 

the most popular instrument for directing or the most accomplished musician. The 
job gradually became the harpsichordists. Next the harpsichordist feel air to the job 
of directing the ensemble, gradually sharing the job with the highest instrument of 
the ensemble, usually the violin, for the violinist could stand and emphasize the 
phrasing with his bow. Bach conducted in this manner whenever he conducted or 
played his ensemble music. 

Around the middle of the 16th century the "baguette" (Fr. - stick) was used. 
Lully the French composer used a heavy cane, hitting it on the floor. Bach sat at the 
harpsichord and gave tempos, with his hands, head, and feet. A period followed 
where the ensemble instrumentation and the music played determined who 
conducted, as before this job fell to the violinist or the harpsichordist. 

Spohr introduced the baton in England in 1920. By 1830 the baton had won 
out over other methods. The main reason for this seemed to be the continuing 
complexity of the music (which was inevitable). Also with the establishment of the 
Mannheim Orchestra in the 18th century, the career of the conductor seemed to 
begin to become a definite part of musical performance. The orchestra grew to large 
proportions with composers creating more complex forms, larger orchestras, new 
orchestral colors and many tempo changes. This growth of musical structure and 
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technique demanded a unifying element  and the conductor was the answer. In the 
19th and 20th century the conductor becomes the dominating figure with many 
people coming to concerts especially to see the conductor. There have been many 
famous conductors in music history. Many composers conducted their own music, 
namely Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Weber, Wagner, etc. Famous conductors of the 
20th century include the late Toscanni, Szell, Berstein, Walter, Beecham and Boult. 
Below are examples of the three types:  

1) Free rhythm-an 11th century Gregorian Chant 
2) The second was the tactus and a rondeau by Cordier written around 1400 
3) Today's style 
 

On Conducting 
 

One must be not only a excellent musician and performer but also a well-
rounded student of all phrases of the complex art of music. He must be able to 
explain, from memory many questions that any member of his band may ask about 
music. Although it is not expected that the school conductor be a walking 
encyclopedia but be well schooled in the more general facts and important dates 
that are pertinent to his position. One must be honest with the students and should 
not hesitate to answer "I do not know at this moment but I know where we can find 
out the answer to your question?" For knowledge is of two kinds, 1) knowledge that 
is from the memory, and, 2) knowledge of where to acquire new knowledge 

The conductor must always be finding new techniques, new material to read, 
any evidence or ideas to advance your professional growth. New books, new ideas 
are being developed and experimented with every day. Learning does not end with a 
diploma from college, it is just beginning. 

For a number of years the author has attended many band and musical 
clinics. At these clinics I had the chance of seeing many conductors. Among these 
conductors were many famous names, some famous for their playing ability, some 
famous for the music that they had written. In all these clinics I could count on one 
hand the conductors that would be called above-average or even average 
conductors. One conductor was very emphatic in his beating the beats and looked 
like a mechanical robot just beating time and doing nothing else. Another, a famous 
composer, behaved like a full grow elephant stamping first with one foot than the 
other. One band director duplicated the right hand movements exactly with the left 
hand. Needless to say the sounds that came from the bands that were playing was 
very inadequate. The main thing that these "leaders' did not do was to conduct the 
music. There is no exception to this rule and one can never go wrong if he will 
always fit his movements to the music. Below are some artistic conducting hints that 
will free you from the chains of stiff, class room, fundamental conducting 
techniques. 

 
Conducting Techniques 
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1) Match beats with music (you don't have to show each position of beat-all 
may be in same place if necessary). 

2) The important group to see the conductor are the musicians. Make all 
movements meaningful. It is not necessary to give a big beat when a small precise 
'click' will suffice. In marches or other similar types the use of a non-expressive beat 
is only necessary with the wrist the only thing that moves. 

3) In a fast 3, conductor either in one or three, the movement of the elbow 
can help with the clarity of the three beats. (This depends on the tempo - a one beat 
might only be necessary in a fast 3/4 tempo.) 

4) sub-division. To be used when-ever necessary. sub-division gives notes 
more emphasis. (Used mostly in slower tempos). In fast tempo: there is more 
precision in a clear beat instead of many beats, for they fare fewer number of beats 
the more precision is required. 

5) When cueing, cue higher for instruments in the rear. The players will get 
use to seeing cues in the same place and know it is will always be there, i.e. cueing 
basses over head of cornets, by a higher beat and eye contact. 

6) When conducting an accel., the beat should bet smaller, on a ritard, 
larger. 

7) For sustaining or the tenuto beat move from close in to pushing forward 
or outward. 

 
Legato-staccato technique 

 
1) The baton doesn't stop on legato passages but all legato passages will not 

be conducted this way. Many times the passage is more staccato in character. In this 
case the music will dictate the types of beat. 

2) When changing from legato to staccato-always change one beat before. 
3) Preparatory best for staccato. Stop before coming down for staccato. 

(Same as fourth beat of measure) 
4) The staccato beat is small and usually can be beat in the same place, with a 

well-defined bounce for the lowest part, with the baton stopping each beat. 
 

Dynamics 
 

1) The dynamic can be conducted in the following ways A) By the size of the 
beat, B) By the use of the left hand, and C) The position of the hands and whether 
they are nearer or further away from the body. 

2) In a change from forte to piano, it is best to stop beating the regular 
pattern using a small "click." (wrist motion) to insure the P level. 

3) In conducting dim. be very careful, make your students play this at an 
even rate and have them watch you. 

4) A cresc. may not be written in the music but there is the kind that should 
be added to prevent a dim. tendency because of the nature of the music. This is also 
true of the opposite, that of preventing an unwritten cresc. by the use of a dim. 
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5) On a decresc. make sure the size of the beat is decreasing (and vice-versa 
for a cresc. 

 
Other Hints 

 
Always take into consideration the distance and response of the various 

instruments. Percussion players hesitate to come in because their instrument speaks 
instantly. Cue only when necessary, for too many cues are bad and tend to confuse 
the band. Be sure the band knows how the different times are conducted. For many 
the time signature of 5/4 is very strange and they must realize that this time is 
conducted in either 2 and 3 or 3 and 2. 

 
Free Style conducting 

 
Most of our readers have taken conducting courses and are more than 

familiar with the patterns and methods of conducting. But now many have thought: 
"What more need I learn about the physical motions of conducting? I know how to 
beat time in the different patterns and how to use my left hand for cues and 
dynamics and if I have to conduct a piece in 7/4 I can always look the pattern up in 
my old conducting book." Others eager to learn will ask how do I get away from 
must beating time. What more is there to learn and how can I be taught?" I believe 
some conductor's problems is similar to a person going to France who has taken 4 
years of French in college and feels that they know the language but find out they 
cannot understand the Frenchmen who talks everyday French at a much faster rate 
of speed. The conductor when experience begins to accumulate begins to feel 
inadequate, especially of beating three regular pattern of beats that a semester 
conducting occurs has taught him. 

The deviation from this regular pattern is called "free style." This means 
that the music is conducted and any beat may be changed to secure a needed result. 
Any pattern is permitted as long as it fits the music and makes sense to the Band. 

For an example let us take a very lyric melody with a higher 2nd note and a 
very accented 3rd beat.  

In strong passages you can conduct all heavy downbeat to emphasis the 
character of the piece. When beating 2 beat to a measure you may conduct from left 
to right instead of down and up. There may be certain weak beats that may not have 
to be beaten and in this way you can give emphasize to others by contrast. (Certain 
beats weakened in order to emphasize others by contrast.) These such beats may 
disappear altogether. 

The first beat can be omitted only if there is no danger that the musicians 
would misunderstand because of the lack of it. While the first beat is seldom omitted 
it may be lessened or the sake of artistic conducting or because the music dictates it 
so. 

In soft passages, very much like chamber music, the conductor may need 
very little of the beat and  may need no such indications. This fact is a challenge to 
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the band's initiative and may well result in an unusual well-balanced and delicate 
performance. If the conductor would beat in passages of such character, it would 
tend to give the player a tendency to play certain beats with slight accents. Be 
careful in very legato passages that your conducting style does not ruin the effect of 
such a passage. Remember that to a certain extent the band can play without the 
conductor and really should play without him sometimes in parts that would disturb 
the musical mood or distract the musicians in performance. Knowing this the 
conductor can loosen the reins and relax and increase his poise. 

The main character of a conductor beat is not the direction of the beat but 
the character of the beat. It matters not if the beat it is to left or the right. The 
important part of the conductor's movements are the tempo, the size, and the 
character of them, and the rhythm possessed by him. Bands that are capable of 
using a style of conducting that is not a stiff, regular pattern it will be good 
experience to use this free style with and will not get mixed up by the position of the 
beats. They will be trained to notice the character of the beat and will come to 
realize that it will help them play artistically and with expression and will begin to 
notice any special emotions that may be made knowing that these are the important 
things to watch for. It will cause them to be more aware of the tempo and they will 
begin to listen for this and in so doing will hear other things as well. In syncopated 
passages you will feel free to beat the accents and not the bars as many conductors 
have and still do. 

 
Preparing for conducting a score 

 
The conductor should prepare before a band rehearsal for it is not always 

easy to co-ordinate the various motions. In preparing keep two things in mind: 1) a 
strong feeling for the rhythms of each individual part as well as for the complete 
composition which combines different rhythms, is needed to direct the band with 
authority, and, 2) A careful ear to hear all the dynamic ranges and firmly fix them 
in your mind and by so doing this your gestures will be combined into a natural and 
understanding way that the band will learn to follow, for the first reading is the 
most important one and they need all the help that you may be able to give them. 

The conductor must understand the right concept of reading a score. He 
should think along the lines of the instruments and that all the important musical 
elements and interpretation marks in terms of the instruments. He must decide 
what musical elements are important. He must decide when he will direct the 
melody, how much attention he will give to the inner parts, and which details need 
special attention. When two groups are playing the melody, say the brass and the 
woodwinds, if a special color desired the conductor could conduct the woodwinds 
and acquire it. The effects of a passage are greatly enhanced when the conductor 
directs it and pays attention to the inner-voices and conducts them stronger than the 
others. Always use gestures wisely, and remember that you don't have to conduct 
every beat. During a legato passage if the band may be dragging don't be afraid to 
exphamsize the beat to help the band get back on the beat. 
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What must a young student know in order to free himself from the music? 
 
First he must understand the fingerings and techniques of his instrument. 

This should be discovered before attempting to read the music. It is an insult to the 
conductor to have a student ask: "How do you finger this note?" The student should 
come prepared to play the music and not get a lesson fingering while the other band 
members sit and listen. We are not talking about section lessons, say for a clarinet 
section, when it is the time to check fingering, especially alternate fingerings and 
where they might be needed to perform the music. I believe in section rehearsals 
and good bands should spend time in creating a good section timbre, pitch and 
balance at section rehearsals. Much rehearsal time is lost by lack of preparation by 
the student, and I might add, by the conductor. Band directors do not usually have a 
lesson plan but should prepare a rehearsal and know what he is to cover and have a 
well prepared rehearsal. Preparing the score is his lesson plan. Student libraries 
should be given the task of seeing that music is passed out, even before the rehearsal 
begins. Much time is lost in passing out music during a rehearsal. Stands and chairs 
should be in place before the rehearsal time or students assigned to do this even 
before the conductor begins a rehearsal.  

This does not mean that students should not ask question during rehearsal 
but these questions should be of items to be covered at a rehearsal. A typical 
question might be: " I don't understand how my part fits in. Is it the melody, 
counter -melody, etc." Or: "could you cue me on my entrance at bar 23 as I have 10 
bars rest and want to be sure of my entrance." 

 
The band student should understand the properties of melody. 
 
As stated under melody analyses, melody can stand still, ascend or descend. 

This fact seems elementary but to a student it is the beginning of learning how to 
find out the elements of motion and melody. Next he must understand that melody 
has three characteristics: 1) It may progress in scale degrees, 2) it may progress by 
intervals, and 3) it may be arppeggiated in nature.  

From this beginning, the student must then look for patterns within this 
grouping. After finding out the character of the melody, look for patterns that may 
be present in more than one measure or phrase. This repetition must be realized. 
Many students will not understand this because they are use to reading note by note 
and even the simplest repetition or pattern will not be discovered. Make them aware 
of phrases and of the form of the music. 

Have the students check out the contour of their part. Also have them notice 
the rhythm without thinking of the melody. Rhythm is easier to remember then 
melody and once the rhythm is learned the melody will become clearer. 

Music reading is much like that of reading a book. Many facts that speed 
reading teachers use will apply to music reading. When they start in thinking of 
phrases, have them play this phrase and not think of notes but of the complete 
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phrase. They will begin to play music this way - phrase wise and not note wise. Most 
students can repeat a short sentence word for word. They should be able to repeat 
musical phrases the same way if taught to do so. Poetry is also good to use. Homer, 
the Greek poet, was first a musician and the famous "Iliad" was sung by the poets 
using a "Kithara" to accompany themselves. Poetic meter was used in the 
development of menusral notation. What Whitman wrote a "Symphony of Words, 
called" - "Leaves of Grass." Edgar Allen Poe was very aware of music in his poetry. 
Sidney Lanier was probable the most ardent user of music and poetry as co-workers 
of expression. He was a flutist. 

After the student is aware of the elements of melody and of patterns 
(phrases), it will be found that his attention to these items will improve almost 
overnight and the band will begin to react to this technic and the conductor will 
begin to receive what he asks for. A good book reader will also develop as a skilled 
musician. 

The tempo of the music will often dictate how often the student looks at the 
conductor. Fast tempo have a beat of their own and students should look for other 
conductors directions and not only the beat. The percussion section should be 
trained in keeping a steady beat. Jazz drummers do this and the percussion section 
in a band should be aware of the tempo of the beat and keep an eye on the 
conductor for changes or variations of the tempo if called upon to do so. Only an 
occasional glance at the conductor is necessary in a fast tempo with a few bars of 
similar rhythm of say three measures of eighth notes with no nuances called for. 
The student must think about the beginning of the passage, and any musical 
elements introduced in their parts, the correct volume, the tempo, the style, the 
rhythm, the fingering, etc. Have them learn good habits with these. Once good 
habits are learned and perfected they can even concentrate more on following the 
conductor and adjusting to the slight interpretive adjustments that the conductor 
might need to execute. 

 
What to practice Each Day and Why 

 
Daily practice is of utmost importance for the beginning and student 

musician. If one does not do this they might as well not consider becoming a 
musician. Daily one must practice all the valuable techniques that will be expected 
of him in performance.  

The young band musician must begin his (or hers) practice with the playing 
of long tones on the middle part of their instrument. While playing these long tones 
one must learn to listen for: pitch, tone, and the breathing process. After playing 
these tones in a straight rich tone, next he must play them at different dynamic 
levels. Too often the student will practice these tones but will play them all at the 
same level. In order to play a good piano one must practice playing soft. Also one 
must practice playing cresc and decres, also on long tones. he should also play 
sudden changes of the dynamic level. Next the scales must be practiced in the most 
different kinds of articulations, not only in one key but all the keys. The art of 
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tonguing must now be thought of and practiced. This is the biggest teller of how 
much a student practices for it a student will be faithful to his tonguing exercises in 
about 6 months he will have a tongue technique that all will marvel at. Accents may 
be included in these exercises as they will be called for by the music. Included in the 
tonguing exercises must be different patterns and not just tonguing all notes but 
slurring some mixed in with the tonguing. Lip slurs should be taken up next. While 
some professional teachers will differ on the order of these different phrases of 
practice they all agree that these are the things to practice daily. Some time should 
be saved for the slow careful practice of new band material. Get a book with new 
exercises and every day tr. Once you have sight read the exercise or piece, be sure to 
play and practice it correctly before going on to the next new sight reading material. 
A paragraph on sight reading in included within this book. This practice need not 
be all at one time and frequently to play and practice something new. Finally have a 
book that you use only for practicing sight reading can and must be taken for it is 
bad to play when the lip is tired. One will discover with a daily practice routine for a 
length of time that this rest period will become further from the beginning of your 
practice time and that your progress will be assured. This practice routine is not to 
take the place of a teacher if you can possibly take private instruction which is the 
best thing to do to insure progress. If not, this material and ideas given in the book 
will guarantee steady progress and you will have a guide to a practice routine. 
Practice, not to put in your time but to be perfect. More on this subject on page __. 

Another excellent activity for the student to go to the local music store and 
spend some time going through their files on literature for their instrument. New 
publications are coming out daily and many new books are excellent for the growing 
young musician. The band director should also spend some time looking through 
new publications, both for instruction and to secure new material of band 
arrangements. But, do not forget that there are many great older compositions 
written for concert band that remain the center of the repertoire for concert band. 

A solo should always be part of the student's practice literature. Every 
student should be working on a solo. Also, it is good to get together with other band 
students and play duets, trios and larger ensembles. Ensemble work is valuable, 
especially for the individual musician and will help gain more independence as each 
part is only played by one person, where in band two or more instruments may be 
playing the same part. Also, in these ensembles have everyone play the melody 
together or other unison passages and listen for intonation, phrasing together and 
balancing together. 

 
 
 
 

Instrumental Technics, Production, Tone Color, Intonation, Dynamics 
Possibilities and Number in Band 

with a brief history of the instrument 
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FLUTE 
 

The flute was known to have existed as far back as 4000 B.C. The early 
Egyptians knew of them. These flutes were mostly straight, with beak-shaped 
mouthpieces. They had but few round-holes and therefore a limited range. They 
were known by the name of "mame." Cross-flutes also existed at that period. These 
probably came originally from the town of Azid. The bending was for the purpose of 
manipulation as keyed flutes were not found until the Greeks, at around 585 B. C.  
and were used at their games. They were than called "aulos" and were made in 
various sizes. Flutes were also known to, and used by, the ancient Romans, and were 
called "libia" by them 

Flutes are continued to be played in the middle ages, during the 14th and 
15th centuries. The Cross Flute was then the favorite instrument, especially in 
Germany and Switzerland. In France they called it the "flute-Allemande;" In 
England the "German Flute," but in Germany it was known as "Schweitzerpfeiff" 
(Swiss Pipe) At that time there were also octave flutes for doubling the higher 
octaves - this was probably the origin of the Piccolo (Little Flute). The flute of the 
present time is an instrument of true intonation, and equal sonority, thanks to the 
discovery of Gordon, and the fabrication of Boehm. 
  
1) Technique: able to play fast passage work, but not octave jumps fast. 
 2) Production: By directing an air stream into the instrument without the aid 
  of a reed. 
 3) Tone color - 3 different range qualities 
  A) Low notes from middle C to about G or A. This range is the 
weakest and has a heavy, uncharacteristic flute sound. But is very beautiful if 
played with clarity. Cannot be played very loud and is used mostly for solos with 
very light accompaniment. Never should be used in a tutti passage as has no 
carrying power. 
  B) Middle range - from about A to high C. Most common range 
played. Most parts are found in this register. It is flexible and easy on technique. 
Easy to control under most conditions. 
  C) Top range - Good for tutti passages but hard to play softly. It is the 
most brilliant part of the flute but some notes are hard to make speak and to read. 
(from C3 to high C.) 
 4) Dynamics- Cresc. and decresc. hard to produce a high degree of change in 
volume, depending on register mostly for volume. If too much cresc. the sound will 
jump up an octave. Similar to brass in open tone slurs. 
 5) Number - Usually you will find about 3 flutes (school bands can have any 
number depending upon number of students in band) 
 6) Intonation - Can be tuned by pulling mouthpiece part in or out. 
Adjustments made by changed the embouchure by smaller or larger opening of the 
lips and by moving the head up or down.  The end stop will be used to first tune the 
instrument, usually this is taken care of in the factory. 
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 &) Misc. Facts - Most trills are easy to play, some very difficult and some are 
impossible. High trills are very hard to remember fingering as they usually do not 
correspond with any of the lower octave fingerings. Charts are usually carried in 
the flute case. 
 

Flute Clinic 
 

I. Posture and Manner of Holding 
 A. Some posture problems peculiar to the flute 
  1. Sit with left side of body slightly turned toward. 
  2. Avoid hooking right arm over back of chair 
 B. Holding the flute 
  1. Position of arms natural 
  2. Hands curved naturally 
   a. Left thumb (no straight thumb. Must be curved-joint   
   broken) 
   b. Left forefinger (don't let knuckle touch flute-left hand to  
    finger form C 
   c. Other left hand problems (Don't play with straight fingers 
   d, Right thumb (heavy weight-flat thumb wrong. Flute rest on  
    side of thumb. Edge of thumb nail touching flute. finger 
    4 or 5 in right hand 
   e. Little finger of right hand (Don't keep flat-always curve it.  
    This finger only finger that slides. Touch finger to face  
    to get some oil for sliding. (C, C#, Eb) 
 
II. The Breathing Process 
 A. The physiology of breathing (see chapter on breathing) 
 B. Testing for proper breathing (Stomach expands all around body) 
 C. Breathing and the embouchure 
  1. Taking a breath without disturbing the embouchure (a breath  
   should not change the position of the embouchure.  
  2. The embouchure as a breath-focusing mechanism (As you breath  
   thing of not disturbing embouchure 
III. The embouchure 
 A. Position of lips on embouchure plate (See example 4) 
 B. The center-focused, relaxed embouchure 
  1. Importance of small, round-as -possible opening 
  2. Corners of mouth drawn gently downward, not tautly, smilingly  
   outward. 
 C. The embouchure and the different registers 
  1. Lower notes 
   a. air moves slower 
   b. More breath given out, thus slightly larger opening used. 
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   c. Shoving lower jaw outward will help (do not roll the flute)  
  2. Higher notes 
   a. needs good support from diaphragm 
   b. Air moves faster 
   c. Breath must be focused on smaller point; thus slightly  
    smaller opening used.  
   d. Lower lip downward-corners of lips especially) 
   e. slightly pulling chin back toward chest will help (do not roll  
    the flute) 
 D. Importance of the warm-up in building embouchure (See example 5a, 5b) 
IV. Tonguing 
 A. Function of the tongue: a valve; not an accent-producing mechanism 
 B. Action of the tongue (attack) 
  1. Striking point: where upper teeth and gums join; never between  
   teeth 
  2. Importance of short, quick strokes 
  3. Pronunciation syllable: "too" throughout range; some teacher  
   prefer "too" (low notes; "ta" (middle notes); and "tee" (upper  
  notes) 
 C. The release 
  1. In fairly long, separated notes, should be thought of as stopping of  
   air flow; avoid the "too...t" sound. 
  2. In rapid notes, release and preparation for next attack may be  
   thought of as one motion. 
 D. The basic types of tonguing 
  1. Normal (See example 6a); slight separation between notes 
  2. Staccato (See example 6b); notes much shorter, more separation 
  3. Soft ("doo" tongue) (See example 6c); notes as long as possible,  
   attack soft, slightest  possible separation. 
  4. Numerous subtle, in-between types 
  5. The double tongue (very useful) and the triple tongue (not used as  
   often) (See example 7a and 7b) 
 E. The articulation "vocabulary") ; an important sight-reading tool (See  
  example 8) 
V. Fingering problems 
 A. Importance of the crisp touch, without raising fingers off of key unduly 
 B. Importance of the naturally curved finger; the stiff finger immobilizes the  
  small joints. 
 C. The finger "1 " problem (See example 9) 
 D. The finger "Eb" problem (See example 10) 
 E. The "T" and "tx" problem (See example 11) 
 F. Remembering fingerings above C-above-the-staff (See example 12) 
 G. Fingering of F#T 1235; EbT1236Eb; T13-6Eb; (Never make/5 except for  
  trill (e-F#) 
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VI. Tuning and intonation 
 A. Tuning technique 
  1. Use of the straight tone (no vibrato in tuning) 
  2. Correct order in tuning 
   a. Play tuning note before hearing "model" pitch 
   b. Stop playing 
   c. Hear "model" pitch 
   d. "Model" pitch stops 
   e. Adjustments made 
   f. Check octaves and fifths 
  3. Adjusting the instrument 
   a. The head-joint cork; Should be adjusted, then not tempered  
    with. 
   b. Pulling out or pushing in the head-joint; there are limits as  
    to how much the flute can be lengthened and still be in  
    tune with itself. 
   c. The problem of key height; keys are often bent in assembling 
    or disassembling the instrument 
 B. Pitches naturally out of tune on the flute 
  1. Pitches which are acoustically most out of tune are those produced  
   when flute is  vibrating at its shortest length (See example 13);  
   these notes are inclined to be sharp. 
  2. Pitches above C-above-the-staff, if made with a forked fingering,  
   are inclined to be flat. (See example 14) 
 C. Correcting pitch by embouchure adjustment 
  1. If flat, push chin slightly away from chest; Do not roll the flute with 
   the hands. 
  2. If sharp, pull chin slightly back toward chest; do not roll the flute  
   with the hands. 
 D. Flutists in bands are likely to play sharp; This is due to the predominance  
  of the brass in the band; brasses go sharp when blown at high   
  dynamic level necessary for outside playing. 
VII. Vibrato 
 A. Should be avoided for first year of playing 
 B. So-called diaphragm type of vibrato is preferred; throat vibrato to be  
  avoided. 
 C. The development of vibrato; can be done systematically 
  1. A few flutists develop a beautiful, correct vibrato without   
   systematic study; throat vibrato usually develops, however,  
   when systematic approach not taken. 
  2. System of teaching vibrato; metronomic evenness essential 
 
 
PICCOLO 
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 1) Technique - Able to play fast passage work, but used mostly for color and 
to extend the range of the band up an additional octave. 
 2) Production - by directing an air stream into the instrument without the 
aid of reed. Similar to flute but a tighter and smaller opening of the lips is required. 
Usually a 'double' instrument for flutists) 
 3) Tone color - 
  A) Low register - very weak and not used usually. From C to F#. 
  B) Middle register - good tone & timbre, most playing is done in this  
   range - G to G. 
  C) High register - very brilliant and piercing - G# to F. 
 4) Dynamics - Cresc. and Decresc. hard to produce with a high degree of  
  change in volume. Most times when a piccolo is used it will be written  
  at an even volume in tutti passages with no change of level of volume.  
  Mostly depends on register for volume with little change possible. 
 5) Number - Never more than one (unless a special effect is wanted as in  
  "Stars & Stripes." 
 6) Intonation - High tones hard to play in tune with most problems of flute  
  duplicated but in a larger proportion. 
 7) Misc. Facts - Most trills are easy to play, some difficult, some impossible. 
It   is a transfer instrument, harder to play in tune than the flute and is  
  always heard above the band like the oboe. 
 

CLARINET 
 

The modern clarinet originated about 1690 and was invented by Johann 
Christopher Denner, at Nuremburg, though some historians believe it's history can 
be traced back to Mediaeval Times being known as the "shawn." Since its invention 
it has been improved on by Staden of Vienna, Iwan Muller and Klose. The last 
named musician (Klose-1843), completely re-organized the fingering of the 
instrument  this system being called the Boehm system of fingering.. Clarinets have 
been made in all sizes from the soprano to the contra bass. The most popular in 
bands are  Eb , Bb and Bass Clarinet. The alto and bass clarinet are also found in 
English military bands. The clarinets as used in the band are indispensable for there 
they perform mostly the same parts as the violins in the orchestra. The clarinet is a 
most agile instrument of agreeable quality with a excellent range. It may be 
considered the violin of the band. 

A most important mechanism characteristic of the clarinet is the register key 
under the instrument operated by the left thumb. This produced the interval of the 
twelfth above the chalumeau register, which ends on Bb, and serves to extend its 
range by fifteen more half tones.  

Some words of caution about this instrument would not be out of place here. 
The clarinet, of all instruments, is most affected by the change of temperature. 
When warm it rises greatly in pitch, making it necessary to flatten the instrument in 
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accord with the tuning fork, after a few pieces have been played. This will help 
greatly in keeping uniformity of band intonation. Also bad reeds interfere with its 
tonal quality, and gives rise to a "squeak" which so often spoils the rendition of 
many beautiful melodies. 
  
 1) Technique - Able to play fast passage work, only problem existing is the 
going from a note in the throat register to one in the higher register-referred to as 
the "break." Most trills good, with some hard to finger, but many alternate 
fingerings available to easy ginger problems. On notes below low G notes can be 
fingered in either hand-depending on the pattern of notes. The octave fingerings are 
not the same as the clarinet overblows at the 12th. 
 2) Production - The vibrations of a single reed by the breath. 
 3)Tone color - 5 different registers 
  A) - Chalumeau - Full rich sound and can be played Piano or Forte.  
   From low E to open G. 
  B) - Throat  - Very weak and meek sound; worst notes on clarinet.  
   Can be played very quietly - Ab to BB. 

  C) - Clarion - Very similar to Chalumeau register, but of  
    course higher in pitch. Most solo work in this range.  
    Tone very sweet and no problems exist in technique - C  
    to C. 

  D) - High - Very powerful, but care must be taken for   
    intonation - C3 to G 

  E) Extreme High register - seldom used, extremely shrilly and  
    hard to control - G# to C. Possible to go higher but not  
    used in band music. 

 4) Dynamics - Cresc. and decresc easy to produce as is sudden   
    changes. Higher notes a little hard to play soft. Takes a  
    good number of clarinets playing in chalumeau register  
    to be heard over most other instruments of the band. 

 5) Number - About 3 first, 6 seconds, and 8 thirds-about 17 in all 
 6) Intonation - Throat register bad, low C# and high G# bad. Many  

   ways to improve intonation such as: alternate fingering,  
   tightening the embouchure, more reed in mouth, (director  
   should correct bad angle of clarinet in mouth, rolling bottom  
   lip in further, Tuned by pulling out the barrel near the   
   mouthpiece, changing a mouthpiece for different lay, securing  
   another size barrel joint, a different placement of the ligature,  
   and changing the reed for a different strength. 

 &) Misc. Facts - There are any alternate fingerings that will help in  
   technical passages and also for intonation. 

 
Clarinet Clinic 
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I. Posture and Manner of Holding 
 A. Posture when playing the clarinet 
  1. Sit erect with back away from chair & arms away from  

    body. 
  2. Bring instrument to you with correct angle 
 B. Holding the clarinet 
`  1. Position of arms natural, away from body 
  2. Hands curved naturally 
   a. Right thumb in correct position near thumb nail.  

     Don't push thumb too far into hand. 
   b. Make sure angle of right hand good to reach all low  

     keys 
   c. Keep hands away from body of instrument 
   d. Angle of clarinet and embouchure-Important - can  

     effect tone and intonation. The angle depends on  
    embouchure and the opening (lay) of the    
    mouthpiece. The correct angle can by moving   
    clarinet slightly up and down to find best angle. 

II. Breathing Process 
 A. The physiology of breathing (see ex. 2 & 3) 
 B. Testing for proper breathing-middle section of body - expands all  

   around middle section  
 C. Breathing and the embouchure 
  1. Taking a breath without disturbing the embouchure 
  2. The embouchure as a breath-focusing mechanism 
III. The Embouchure 
 A. Position of top teeth & bottom lips (see ex. 4) 
 B. The center-focused, relaxed embouchure 
  1. The importance of the correct pressure on mouthpiece. The  

    teacher should not be able to move mouthpiece in  
    mouth from side to side (but avoid too much pressure -  
    too much pressure will close the reed.) 

  2. Corners of mouth drawn around mouthpiece like a rubber  
    band around your wrist. 

 C. The embouchure and different registers 
  1. Lower notes 
   a. air moves slower 
   b. More breath given out 
  2. High notes 
   a. air moves faster 
   b. Slightly lightened embouchure 
   c. slightly less mouthpiece in mouth. 
 D. Importance of warm-up, both for reed and tone 
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 E. Importance of a good reed and the way the ligature is placed. Must  
  not be too far or too close. Size of reed - soft reed best for low   
  notes. Harder reed for higher notes (Professional can play all   
  registers with one size reed) Good for band director to perhaps  
  have 3rd clarinets play on softer reed.  

  1. The mouthpiece and the lay opening should be checked for  
    each student as the exclusion of the teeth often dictate  
    the angle and the lay best for an individual. 

IV. Tonguing 
 A. Function of the tongue - a valve, not an accent-producing   

   mechanism 
 B. Action of the tongue (the attack) 
  1. The best and cleanest attack is when the tip of the tongue is  

    removed from its starting position on the reed. 
  2. The tongue is removed Quickly from the reed as breath  

    begins slightly before moving the tongue, not as it is  
    removed. 

  3. Each tone is begun by a quick movement of the tip quickly  
    touching the reed 

  4. The tongue should be nearer the reed in rapid passages 
  5. The tongue is used to start all notes-except those under a  

    slur. 
  6. Starting point of tongue - near tip of reed, not on tip of reed,  

   or further down nearer the ligature 
  7. The motion of throat and jaw when tonguing should not  

    move. 
 C. The release 
  1. The tone should be stopped by touching the tongue to the  

    reed, not by just stopping the breath. (there are very  
    few exceptions to this.) 

  2. In rapid notes, release and preparation for next attack may  
    be thought of as a united activity. 

 D. Basic types of tonguing 
  1. Normal - slight separation of notes 
  2. Staccato - tongue nearer reed by release is the same as  

    normal. The action of the tongue is more rapid because  
    of tempo 

V. Fingering 
 A. fingers are above all holes and keys. Position of fingers important  

   for good technique. Avoid fingers being too far above keys and  
   make sure each finger is in position above keys. 

 B. Importance of correct had positions with curved fingers - no  
   straight finger positions 

 C. The use of the 4 keys of right hand and other alternate fingerings. 
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 D. Position of the left thumb and the rolling of it for upper register.  
   Do not lift thumb but a slight rolling of it to register key. 

 E. The use of alternate fingerings (see chart for alternate fingerings 
 F. Four simple rules of fingering on clarinet 
  1. Never slide the fingers from key to key or hole to key unless  

    absolutely necessary. 
  2. Keep the fingering in one hand if possible 
  3. Use forked fingerings only when absolutely necessary. 
  4. In passing from any tone that uses the right hand fingers to  

    any of the throat tones or vice versa, keep the right  
    hand fingers down while playing these throat tones. 

VI. Tuning and Intonation 
 A. tuning techniques 
  1. Use of correct size barrel (there are different size barrels 

that     differ in length slightly. Check each clarinet (especially  
    if the clarinet is hard to tune) This could be the reason  
    why the clarinet cannot be tuned correctly. 

  2. Correct order of tuning 
   a. play tuning note before hearing "model" pitch 
   b. Stop playing 
   c. hear "Model" pitch 
   d. "model pitch stops 
   e. Adjustments made 
   f. Check octaves and fifths 
  3. Adjusting instrument 
   a. Careful in assembling clarinet, especially in the 

center       where keys can be bend or assembled 
incorrectly. 

   b. Pulling out or pushing in barrel. There are limits as  
     to how much the clarinet can be lengthened and  
     still be in tune with itself. 

 B. Pitches on the different registers of the clarinet 
  1. Throat tones are bad, poor timbre and intonation 
  2. Close attention when playing -in high register. Tendency to  

    go flat. tighten embouchure when playing in this   
    register. 

  3. Certain alternate fingers may need 'humoring.' 
 

SAXOPHONES 
 

The saxophone is one of the latest additions to the band. It was invented in 
1846 by Adolphe Sax in Paris, whose name it bears. Like the saxhorn it is made in 
six sizes. The saxophone, though inferior to the clarinet in range, quality and power 
of articulation, has great value in band combinations, because it adds an entirely 
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new tone-color to the band instrumentation. It is purely a band instrument, 
especially valuable as a connecting link between the woodwind and brass choirs. 

  
 1) Technique - Capable of playing fast passage work but not as well as 

   the clarinet or flute as the keys are further apart. Use of  
   alternate fingers possible. with trills on most notes good. The  
   Sax has an octave key which limits its register to much less  
   than the clarinet but aids in learning fingers (similar to the  
   flute in this way, and the fingerings being he same as the  
   clarion register of the clarinet. 

 2) Production - The vibrations of a single reed by the breath. 
 3) Tone color - 3 registers: 
  1) low register - hard to produce lower notes, but nice and full  

    when played, Hard to play soft in this register. - Bb to  
    C# 

  2) Middle - best range, most common place played - from D. to  
     high C 

  3) High - Difficult to produce, and to play soft. From C# to F.  
    (All Saxes have same range & fingering-i.e. alto, tenor,  
    baritone, etc) 

 4) Dynamics - Cresc. & Decresc. easy to produce as is sudden changes  
   in the normal playing range.(except low register) 

 5) Number - 1 first alto, 1 second alto, 1 tenor and 1 baritone 
 6) Intonation - Tuned by pulling neck of instrument or adjusting like  

   the clarinet as mentioned above. Many saxes found will be  
   built in high or low pitches and this may be a problem if a  
   player cannot get in tune. check out  body of sax for pitch  
    notation. 

7) Misc. Facts - The saxes must be controlled as to volume and intonation  
  must be controlled. 

 
BASSOON 

 
The bassoon in one form or another is of great antiquity, although there 

exists circumstantial evidence of its discovery in 1539 by Afranio, a canon of 
Ferrara, who hit upon bending the tube of the brass bombard (over 8 feet in length) 
and laying it together like a Fagot (fagotto-Italian). We also find it called: 
"bombards," "pommers," or "brummers" which were made in many sizes, They 
early instruments seem to have been the immediate predecessors of the bassoon. 
The great number of imperfections and characteristics of the bassoon were 
remedied by J. C. Denner (earlier mentioned as the father of the clarinet). Since 
then, the bassoon has been subject to further improvement by Almanrader in 
Germany, Ward in England, as well as by Savary until it has reached a stage of 
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perfection which made it one of the most valued and dependable of instruments in 
use. 

  
 1) Technique -Being the bass of the woodwinds, the bassoon would  

   not usually be called on to play fast passage work - hard to 
play    fast because of wide finger positions. This is usually a change  
   over instrument in school bands.  

 2) Production - the Vibrations of a double reed by the breath. 
 3) Tone color - 4 registers 
  A) Low register - full toned and easily played, but fingering a  

    little difficult - Bb to F. 
  B) Second register - fingering easier but not as rich a tone -  

    From F# to D. 
  C) Medium register - From G to Bb - good but B to high Bb  

    weak - From Eb to Bb. 
  D) High or extreme register - the same as the medium register  

    but more shrilling and meek. From C to G. 
 4) Dynamics - Can produce modest cresc. & decresc. Individual tone  

   stands out and in tutti passages cannot produce increase s or  
   decreases as cornet, clarinets, etc. 

 5) Number - usually just one, but best to have two. 
 6) Intonation - A large proportion of bad notes: F3, G, Ab, Eb, with  

   most of high register needing humoring. 
7) Misc. Facts - most trills are easy in the 2nd and medium register but 

impossible in the low register. There may or not may be a low __ key  present. 
Remember double reeds are born problems. A bassoonist needs to spend as much 
time on his reeds as he does playing his instrument. also: the bassoonist is usually a 
transfer from another instrument (mostly clarinetist but flutes and saxes also have 
experience in fingering and have to learn embouchure and a slight problem in 
breath control. Will take some time if transferring to bassoon - private lessons are 
recommended if possible for quicker progress.) 

 
OBOE 

 
The oboe is one of the most ancient of all instruments. It was known to the 

early Egyptians. The Greeks probably used it in their games in 585 B. C., although 
they called it "aulos" (flute). Almost all European nations had some form of the 
oboe in use, some being of simplest form as a reed-pipe which was played by 
mountaineers-and known as the "Chalumeau," (from "calamus" - a reed) It was 
also found being played by the peasantry of the Tryol, and the "piffero-pastorale" 
of the Italians. During the Middle Ages it was known by various names, such as 
"Calamuz." 600 A. D. and as "Chalemiax" in about 1115 A. D. The Germans called 
it "Schalmei." It was made in different sizes and was blown through double-reeds 
fixed in a cup-shaped mouthpiece. Later on, during the early modern period, it was 
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developed into the instrument which is now called the oboe, but it still lacked the 
development we find in many of the instruments of the present day. Of late years, 
the Boehm system was applied to it, and with the many valuable improvements 
made by Mr. Barreb (English artist and mechanic) and M. Triebert (French 
instrument maker) the oboe has become a valuable and favorite instrument. 

  
 1)Technique - Able to play fast passage work, but his intervals slurred 

   down should e avoided especially major & minor 6ths. 
 2) The vibration of a double reed by the breath. The problem is one of 

   holding back the air. 
 3) Tone color - 4 registers: 
  A) Low register-fast passage work hard to play. From B. to G. 
  B) Middle register - Best register for oboe. From G# to G. 
  C) High register - not as good as middle range. From G# to D. 
  D) Extreme high register - almost useless, tones are weak and  

    hard to play From D3 up. 
 4) Dynamics - Cresc. & Decresc. excellent in middle register (best of  

   any instrument). The high register not as flexible in cresc. Low 
    register hard to play soft.  

 5) Number - Usually just one. Best to have two as many times two  
   parts are found in band arrangements. 

 6) Intonation - Tuned by adjusting reed and by embouchure. Bad  
   notes; Forked F, G# in any register. F#, C# B. Most trills easy,  
   some are impossible. 

 7) Misc. Facts. Oboe are always heard so balance is to be paid   
   attention to. Also this is another transfer instrument (usually  
   cl, fl or sax) and progress is similar to the bassoon. Private  
   lessons are recommended. ("It you want a part heard, give it to 
   the oboe.") 

 
TRUMPETS (CORNETS) 

 
The origin of the trumpet dates back before the time the Mosaic books were 

written. It was used at Jericho and figured in the Hebrew ritual. It also blared out 
during the battles around Troy, and its image is carved on the stone chronicles of 
Ninerveh and Egypt. China may be cited for a far greater ambiguity, in the form of 
the Golden Horn. The trumpet was gradually developed from the crude state of the 
shell of a cow, buffalo or ram's horn to the "Solpinx" used at the Olympic games 
about 300 B. C. Those trumpets were straight and originally came from Egypt. 
After came the "tuba" and "Lituris" of Rome, real trumpets which later on were 
followed by the "alpenhorn," and the "Zink" of ancient Germany. Improved were 
made in 1590 by the  canon Guilliaumea of Auxerre. In the 16th century the 
trumpet was a popular instrument and there was a need to make the instrument 
chromatic. Values began to be introduced around 1790 by the Englishman Clagget, 
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and further improved by Muller (of Mainz) and Sattler (of Leipzig) in 1830, and 
finally was brought to the state of perfection in which it is found at the present time. 

Trumpets are now usually written in three individual parts in present band 
arrangements. They are more prominently used in the concert band than in the 
orchestra, in fact, the solo Bb trumpet is a leading band instrument, and all the 
important cues are incorporated in its part. 

However the superiority of the valve system, was conclusively proven later, 
when Wieprecht gave a demonstration to the King of Prussia in Berlin on May 12th, 
1838. On that occasion the Guard's bands were massed, and the result of the test 
permanently established the valve system. 

 
 1) Technique - Able to play fast passage work, but lip slurs difficult to 

    execute at rapid tempo (especially upward slurs) 
 2) Production - By the breath through the vibrating lips into   

   mouthpiece. By tightening the lips the tone will be raised.  
   similar to that of dividing a string to raise the pitch. The  
   tighter the lips the higher the pitch. Based on the overtone  
   series of open tones. 

 3) Tone color - might be divided into 4 registers: 
  A) Low register - thick and heavy but can be made to sound  

    easily. From F# to about B. 
  B) Middle register - Best part of trumpet-brilliant and good  

    volume. From C. to G. 
  C) High register - Also good but harder to produce. Very  

    piercing, and some players may begin to have a pinched 
    tone. Very hard on lips or to hit high pitches as   
    entrance note. Garde against the use of pressure   
    (players often push the trumpet into their lips to help  
    tighten lips. Should be produced only by tightening of  
    lips not pressure. From F to high C. 

  D) Extreme high register - From C# to about G. (Many   
    trumpeters can go higher but band music is not written  
    up that high, usually found in jazz arrangements.  
    Problems of high register are similar in all brass   
    instruments and fingers are similar with alternate  
    fingerings plentiful in high register. As overtones get  
    closer together in high register the pitch gets harder to  
     find and play.  

 4) Dynamics - Cresc. & Decresc. good in all but low range and   
   extreme high range. hard to play  5) Number - 2 first, 3  
   seconds, and 3 thirds. 

 5) Number - There are usually three trumpet parts and two trumpets  
   per part is recommended. 
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 6)Intonation - As with all valve instruments the use of any   
   combination of the lst & 3rd valves sharp. The use of the 3rd  
   valve in place of the lst and 2nd should be avoided with rare  
   exceptions in fast passage work. Tuned with the main tuning  
   slide. Often expensive trumpets have an adjustable valve to  
   falter the sharp valve combinations spoken of above.  

 7) Misc. Facts - Usually bands have a wealth of cornet players and  
   some are transferred to Fr. Horn, Tuba and baritone. A  
   change is not difficult as to producing a sound but embouchure 
   adjustments need to be made - tighter embouchure for Fr.  
   Horn, and looser one for lower brass.  

 
Brasses: Trumpet, Trombone, French Horn, Baritone, Tuba 

 
I. Posture and Manner of Holding 
 A. Proper Posture of brass instruments 
  1. Sit in straight upright position both feet on floor, with you  

    back not against the back of the chair. 
 B. Holding a brass instrument 
  1. A brass instrument (trumpet, trombone) should be held in  

    the left hand 
   a. Trumpet - Right hand curved in a natural position  

     over valves to press straight down, Never   
     straight fingers with valves being pressed at an  
     angle. 

   b. Trombone - Right fingers hold slide - be sure to have  
     enough room to pull slide out and not hit the  
     musician in front of you.   

   c. Arms should be held away from body 
   d. angle of instrument - slightly turned downward, not  

     straight up and surely not pointing toward the  
     floor. It looks bad when brass section have  
     instruments at various angles when observing  
     the section posture. 

II. Breathing process 
 A. The physiology of breathing (see ex. 2 & 3) 
 B. Testing for proper breathing (all wind instruments breath the  

   same, from the diaphragm 
 C. Breathing and the embouchure 
  1. Without disturbing the embouchure 
  2. The embouchure as a breath-focusing mechanism 
 D. The buzz - coordination of buzz, breath and tongue. 
III. Embouchure 
 A. Position of lips on embouchure - center of lips. Never on one side. 
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 B. No pressure on mouthpiece, especially in high register (high notes  
   should be made by tightening lips saying the syllable "tee." 

 C. Lips looser for low notes but no difference in pressure. 
IV. Tonguing 
 A. Function of the tongue - a valve - not an accent-producing   

   mechanism 
 B. Action of the tongue 
  1. Striking point - the tip of tongue hits top teeth Never   

    between the teeth. 
  2. Importance of short, quick strokes 
  3. Pronouncing syllables - Too-low range, Tee-high range 
 C. Release 
  1. Never stop the tone with the tongue on brass. Stop the  

    breath quickly 
  2. In rapid notes, release with breath and begin next tone  

    quickly with tongue. (Not on legato or slurs) It is the  
    release of the tongue once it touches the top teeth that  
    gives up the tone. 

 D. Basic types of tonguing 
  1. Normal - slight separation between notes 
  2. Staccato 
  3. Soft attack - doo 
  4. Double & triple tonguing, syllable "too ka," & "Too da ka." 
V. Finger problems (and slide problems for trombone) 
 A. Trumpet -  
  1. Make sure fingers are above valves to insure straight   

    pressing of the valves. No angle but straight down. If  
    done wrong could damage valve casing and slow   
    technique. Keep valves well oiled. 

  2. curve fingers of right hand on valves. 
  3. Careful of the trumpet placing of the left hand when   

    grabbing the valves. Watch out for thumb not being in  
    correct place. 

  4. Alternate fingers on some partials (4th space E), and other  
    possibilities with valve combinations, but some should  
    not be used - ex: open G (2nd line) can be played with 1  
   & 3 valves-sharp 

  5. Any use of combination of 1 & 3 sharp. 
  6. The use of playing the 3rd valve alone is rare - exception a  

    very fast passage where fingering can be used for  
    technique. 

 B. Trombone 
  1. Holding position - slight angle downward - to be in position  

    for best embouchure 
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  2. Hold slide with finger tips, not complete left hand. 
  3. Take care of slide - have mixture of oil and water in spray  

    bottle (used only for trombone maintenance.) 
  4. Alternate slide positions.  
   a. Open D (1st position) can be played in 4th and the  

     player should take into consideration the passage 
     where a "d" appears and decide if 4th is best. 

   b. The slide should be kept going in the same direction  
     using alternate positions if possible 

   c. One can tune with the slide slightly out of 1st position 
     so as to be able to humor that position when  
     trombone might be playing a little sharp during  
     concert. 

VI. Tuning and intonation 
 A. Trumpet - 
  1. Pulling main tuning slide out. Others can be adjusted but  

    that is usually not needed 
  2. Use of 3rd valve slide on expensive trumpets used for 3rd  

    valve combinations 
 B. Trombone  
  1 Trombone is the only brass instrument capable of playing  

    perfectly in tune. This of course depends on the player. 
  2. Pulling out of main tuning slide. 
  3. Legato tonguing used for notes under slur 
  4. Direction of the slide in playing slurs. General rules is move  

    the slide the opposite of the note: Ex. If 2nd note under  
    slur rises, try and move slide down, perhaps to an  
    alternate position. 

 
FRENCH HORN: 
 
 1) Technique - Capable of plays fast but because of the closeness of  

   the overtones hard to play high parts rapidly. The use of the  
   double (Bb) horn has helped the professional with this   
   problem. Usually trumpets players transfer and more attention  
   has to be used with pitch discrimination. 

 2) Production - By the breath passing over the vibrating lips into  
   horn. 

 3) Tone color - about 4 registers: 
  A) Low register - F# to E - not used much, too low and hard to  

    control 
  B) 2nd register - very mellow and sweet 
  C) 3rd register - best part of horn 
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  D) high register - hard to obtain accurate pitch and parts  
   seldom written above G. 

  Horn players are usually divided into either low or high  
     players. 

 4) Dynamics - Cresc. & decresc. are easily obtained on brass   
   instruments. Not many problems of dynamics except may be  
   hard to play soft in high register. With hand used as mute the  
   sound is the bridge between the reeds and the brass in band  
   music.  

 5) Number - As there are usually 4 horns parts, four should be   
   available but 8 is better. 

 6) Intonation - A good ear is required for a good horn player, not only 
   in intonation but in finding the correct pitch. Valve   
   combinations the same on all brass instruments and problems  
   the same but can be overcome by using the double horn. 

 7) The use of the hand in the bell needs explaining with the pitch  
   changing if completed muted. Must transpose the music when  
   used. 

 
 

TROMBONE 
 

The trombone, like the trumpet, can be traced back into antiquity. It is 
supposed to have been invented by Tyrtaeus in 685 B.  C. To the ancients it was 
known as the "uccina." Flavius (about 375 A. D.) mentions it in his "Epitoms 
Inotitutionum Rei Militaris." That the instrument is of ancient origin has been 
authenticated in 1738, when two trombones were dug up from the ruins of Pompeii. 
It is known that in 1520, a prominent German Posanemnacher (trombone maker)) 
named Hans Monschel manufactured excellent slide trombones. This instrument 
with its slide is capable of playing in the perfect system of intonation (like the 
human voice and all the string instruments). The trombone was not subjected to the 
many improvements that were necessary in connection with the development of 
other wind instruments. For the latter, being of the tempered (imperfect) system of 
intonation, had to continually undergo the process of improvement in their 
respective mechanisms, in order that their tones might sound as true as possible in 
our musical scale, which in itself is imperfect. 

Formerly the three trombones in use were the alto, tenor and bass, generally 
as part of a large orchestra. This system has been changed of late years, as tenor 
trombone are usually employed in the bands of today. They have been found more 
satisfactory in tone blending. The bass trombone, which is a fifth lower than the 
tenor, is now used playing the third part. The trombone parts now in use are 
generally classed as: first, second or third (or Bb bass). 
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 1) Technique - Not able to execute fast passage work, usually is not  
   given trills, (extremely difficult but possible by very good  
   professional musicians-usually a lip trill. 

 2) Production - by the breath passing through the vibrating lips into  
   horn. 

 3) Tone color - 3 registers 
  A) Low register-B to F# - requires a lot of breath but sounds  

    good. 
  B) Middle range - best range with some alternate positions  
   possible  
  C) high range - strong with brilliance with the player   

    determining the extent of the high range. 
  (D, Either lst or 6th useful) 
 4) Dynamics - Cresc. & decresc. good and practical to perform. Low  

   brass instruments probably produce the widest range of  
   dynamics, able to increase or decrease at a wider range than  
   any instrument. 

 5) Number - 2 players in each of the usually three parts given. Good to 
   have 3rd play bass trombone. 

 6) Intonation - The only band instrument capable of playing perfectly  
   in pitch (of course it depends on the student musician).  

 7) The only 'moving' instrument. Care must be given to taking care of 
   the slide. Seldom let a trombonist take his slide apart. The slide 
   need lubrication often. Many slurs are very difficult to play  
   because of slide technique. This is true especially in the low  
   register. Playing bass trombone about the same but larger bells 
   support lower pitches.  

 
BARITONE 

 
The baritone as it is known at the present time, is of comparatively recent 

origin. It was invented by Adolphe Sax of Paris in 1845, being one of the family of 
saxhorns. It is in reality a small bass saxhorn. The baritone stands in the same key 
as the Euphonium, which is also a member of the saxhorn family. The baritone is of 
somewhat smaller caliber and has less tone volume than the euphonium. Both of 
these instruments are used exclusively in the band. As employed at present, the 
baritone is one of the leading band instruments. It usually carries the melody in the 
lower octave to the trumpet, and also fills in with counter melodies in a satisfactory 
manner. It is also a favorite solo instrument. 

 
 1)Technique - Technique slower than cornets,  but able to play and  

   usually are not given fast passage work. Play a counter -
melody    many times Also a transfer instrument but it is best for 
the     baritone player to learn to read bass clef. 
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 2) Production Same as all brass instruments. 
 3) Tone color - three registers: 
  A) - Low register - tones are 'flabby' and toneless, and is  

    usually not written 
  B) middle register - best part of horn, simple to play, rapid  

    notes possible and good tone. 
  C) high register - high tones ineffective and it is best not to  

    write up high for baritone. 
 4) Dynamics - Cresc. & decresc. easy to produce can play soft or loud. 
 5) Number - Usually depends upon the number of other low brass.  

   The section can do with 2 baritones. 
 6) Intonation - In the low register intonation needs close attention. As  

   with all brass instrument certain valve combinations are bad. 
 7) The baritone is usually used only in concert bands and not   

   orchestras. Beautiful counter melodies are usually written for  
   baritone, especially in concert marches. 

 
 

TUBA (BASS) 
 

The tuba is also of recent origin. It was invented in 1845 by Adolphe Sax of 
Paris. It is the bass instrument of the saxhorn family, and is sometimes termed 
"bambardon." The tuba performs exclusively the bass part in band music and is a 
great improvement over its predecessors. Having valves, it is subject to the usual 
defects in this mode of construction but, as it has a very large mouthpiece, it 
requires a very loose embouchure, and much can be done toward obtaining good 
intonation. The tuba is now universally employed in the performance of band music. 

The student is advised to make a careful survey of the tuba part now used in 
band arrangements, and then compare them with the orchestral bass parts of the 
same compositions. this research with proof of inestimable value. 

 
 1) Technique - Not able to execute fast passage work. Cannot play  

   good trills easily. Seldom will be called on to play rapid 
passage    work, usually just scale work and strong rhythmic 
parts.  

 2) Production - The same as any brass instrument with a less tight  
   embouchure. The tuba player needs to attack the tone with a  
   considerable amount of breath. It is possible for the bass 
player    to attack "on the beat" He need not anticipate the tone. A  
   great deal depends upon the thickness of the performer's lips.  
   If the student has thin lips, a shallow cup should be used. if a  
   deep cup is used, the lips will thicken (not grow in size) until  
   the proper thickness is reached. Until this time, however, the  
   performer will give a breathy tone. 
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 3) Tone color - 3 register - the same as all brass instruments but not  
   used in high register 

 4)Dynamics - Good and practical, cresc & decresc. very good. Can  
   play all levels. 

 5) Number in Band - Usually at least two, better three. 
 6) Intonation - the lower the more careful a bass player must be. The  

   low notes have a tendency to be flat. 
 7)  Misc. Facts - Usually a transfer from a trumpet and the   

   embouchure is the major adjustment needed. The bass player  
   should learn to play the instrument in bass clef.  

 The Eb tuba, with three valves has a range from contra-octave A to 
first octave Eb. The BBb tuba has a range from contra-octave E to small octave Bb. 
Higher tones are possible. 

 The phrases written for tuba are seldom excessively long or 
technically difficult although it is possible to sustain a tone or to finer as rapidly as 
on other brass instruments. Breath control and a developed embouchure is 
required. The tuba may have a 4th valve used for intonation and this valve can 
extend the range a little.   

 
 

PERCUSSION 
 

Drums: Drums were known and used in ancient times by the Egyptians, 400 
to 3000 B. C. They had military drums shaped like small barrels, covered at both 
ends by tightly stretched skins, and struck on both ends by hands or drum sticks. 
Also included were tambourines, which are found in various sizes. Drums of several 
kinds were known in every age and country-except perhaps in Europe, where they 
appeared to have been introduced from the East at a comparatively late period. 

Kettle Drums: The kettle drums are really the only musical instrument of 
their class, because they can be tuned to fixed pitches; and therefore, used for 
harmony, and also for melody. The kettle drums  of present times are greatly 
improved in contrast with those of antiquity, is as much as they no longer serve 
merely for marking the rhythm. The  kettle drums  of present times, appear to have 
originated between the 10th and 12th centuries. 

  
 1) The percussion instruments speak immediately. Drums need to be  

   tuned and great volume is possible. Drummers often are  
   keyboard or string players but beginners all should learn to  
   read pitch. The most varied section as far as the mixture of  
   instruments available. Basic section includes: Snare, Bass,  
   cymbal, timpani and assorted percussive instruments   
 depending on the demands of the music. The director should    
 pay close attention to the percussion parts as many are very    
 poorly written. The percussion parts are most always written    
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 after the band arrangement is completed. Percussion should be   
 arranged not only for their value in keeping rhythm but in    
 their possibilities of tone color, for figurations, for     
 reinforcement of weak rhythm parts and at climatic parts. Edit   
 the drum parts before passing them out. 

 
BASS CLARINET: 
 
 Usually a transfer from the clarinet. Most problems are the same as to 

fingering with only a few exceptions as the bass clarinet may contain a lower key to 
extent the range a note. Finger positions, like the bassoon are further apart than 
clarinets and the bass usually plays a lower part. A looser embouchure is required 
and the upper register is thin and hard to control. Best to have two players on bass 
clarinet. The alto clarinet usually is not found (or needed) and only if special 
arrangements are written will it be useful. 

 The bass clarinet should be played with more pressure on the top of 
the mouthpiece then the regular clarinet. Most of the pressure extended the 
embouchure is on the top with the bottom just tight enough to stop any air from 
escaping. Also the large the mouthpiece the more the puckering muscles are used. 
When breathing, it takes a large amount of air but the column of air is slower. 
pronounce the syllable "ooo" when playing. Careful not to blow too fast. As a 
matter of fact, all clarinets are held in from with the bass clarinet a small stand will 
be of much help. To secure the correct pitch take the mouthpiece alone and sound 
"F" concert-4th line bass clef. 

 Fingering-half hole with lst finger plate for left hand. used by opening 
with lst finger held down for high register from C# to G. Covered on all other notes 
where the first finer is held down. Also a low Eb is available. Bass clarinetist should 
use a 1 and a half or 2 reed. strength. 

Use less pressure as you ascend into clarion and altissimo register. The 
mouthpiece should enter the mouth at about a 80 degree angle. Be sure to take 
enough mouthpiece as most clarinetist playing the bass clarinet do not take enough 
of the mouthpiece when they play. Intonation should be listened to carefully. Most 
fingerings are the same as the regular clarinet. The bass clarinet takes a similar part 
to the bassoon and often plays some counter -melody. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The forming of Musical ensembles 
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Before the 12th century popular music was almost entirely in the hands of 
the wandering or roving musicians, who, associated with actors and acrobats, led an 
unsettled life. On all special occasions, state or church festivals, large numbers of 
them flocked together for the exercise of their merry calling, but their associating 
together as a 'band' was a matter of mere momentary convenience, and their 
performances consisted only of playing the melodies of songs, dance tunes and 
marches. 

Bagpipes being favorite instruments in those bands, we can form an idea of 
the quality of the music. Trumpets and kettle drums were strictly forbidden to 
ordinary minstrels, being reserved for the exclusive use of Princes and people of 
high rank . It is said that King Henry VIII's band consisted of 14 trumpets, ten 
trombones and four drums, in connection with two viols, three rebecs (ancient 
stringed instruments) one bagpipe and 4 tambourines. Queen Elizabeth's band 
(1587) besides a small number of other instruments included 10 trumpets and 6 
trombones. The Elector of Saxony had in 1680 20 court trumpets and 3 pairs of 
kettle drums. 

 
Concerts - History 

 
Until the beginning of the 18th century musical performance took place in 

the churches, in the home of princes or wealthy people who could afford a private 
orchestra, or in closed circles, such as academic institutions and in dances and local 
village where mostly dance music was played. The church was one of the only places 
where the common people could hear well-prepared performances of good music. 
The first concerts open to the public for admission was organized by John Banister, 
a London violinist, in 1672. The first concert in America according to newspaper 
accounts was held in Boston in 1731. From this date many cities began having 
concerts. 

  
Music before the Renaissance-From Antiquity to the Christian Era 

 
Early music history is in a shield of mystery and darkness. This is due to the 

fact that virtually no music exist tangibly because of the absence of incapability's of 
the early notation systems. To find out about early music or any intangible subject 
scholars have various ways of uncovering the past. One way is to study the musical 
systems of the older countries of today much as China, India, etc. Other is the 
studying of primitive tribes of today as many tribes have not progressed since 
ancient times. Finally the uncovering and reconstruction of findings of pictures. 
drawings, actual instruments and fragments of old musical notation have provided 
some enlightenment on this difficult research. 

The origin of music seems to point to the rhythms of primitive 
communications on drums, connected with work rhythms, and connected very 
closely with emotional expression. It also is believed to be connected with the 
ceremonies, festivals, rituals, and war dances, From this  beginning we can safely 
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say that music was not developed as a separate art, and it always existed in 
primitive simplicity. 

The history of music closely parallels many other arts. Many times the styles 
and trends of music will exist side by side with the same styles in painting, sculpture, 
and architecture. For example, the ideas in music of Debussy were directly related 
to painting ideas by Pissarro, Renoir, etc. In literature, poetry and drama - these 
parallelisms are also apparent. Examples: Greek drama led to the opera, 
Shakespeare related to English Madrigals, Goethe and Schiller affected the music of 
the romantic composers. 

Church history has an important, direct relationship with music for it was 
the church, during the Middle Ages, that kept music alive and cultivated it. The 
Reformation also are had its impact and brought about the development of the 
chorale and organ literature, etc. 

Cultural developments are always influenced by social, economic, and 
political conditions. For Example: the feudal system engendered the Troubadour 
movement, the patronage of certain composers made living no problem as far as 
money was concerned. Wars often retarded musical progress. 

Also important is the biographical factors. One such fact is geographical 
location. Ex: In the 15th century depending where you lived would have affected 
your style of composition; If you lived in England you would use English discant, if 
on the continent you would think in different terms when you composed and the 
English discant became Fauxbourdon. Professional activities - Bach wrote church 
music because it was his job to. Circumstances of musical creation - A piece may be 
commissioned or for sentiment as a funeral march. Other factors such as health, 
love affairs, family, circle of friends, or any other unforeseen event may have direct 
bearing upon a composer's music or style of composition. 

The civilization of the Chinese, Egyptians, early Hebrew, and Greeks all had 
early forms of music. This music was oral and in the forms of unison singing, called 
chants. The Hebrew music had great influence on early Christian music. Greek 
musical style and theory had a greater influence on early music than any ancient 
system because they wrote about it. Roman music had little or no effect for the 
Romans mostly used the Greek musical style with the addition of brass instruments. 
This brings us to the Gregorian Chants. As one can see, early music history is very 
limited and there seems to be some connection between early Gregorian Chant and 
the style of the ancient Greeks or Hebrews. 

 
History From A. D. to 1450 

 
Early persecutions of the Christians ceased when Constantine made 

Christianity the state religion, in 324. The Roman Empire divided into the Eastern 
and Western empires, of which the former lasted into the 15th Century, and the 
latter, overrun by northern tribes, fell in 476. The Dark or Middle Ages, extended 
from the 5th to the 11th centuries, during which time learning was confined to the 
Church, whose popes attained immense power. The rise of the Feudal system 
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resulted in unceasing war and turmoil. The Saracens, under the influence of 
Mohammedanism, pushed their way into Spain in the 7th Century, but were driven 
from France in the 8th Century. The Northsmen, invading France and England in 
the 10th Century, obtained concessions in both countries. In the 11th Century 
struggles occurred between the popes and the powerful German emperors. The 
growing strength of monarchies and the formation of cities began to undermine 
feudalism, and the Crusades, begun in 1095, ushered in the epoch of chivalry. In the 
12th Century the German Empire broke up into separate states. Italian republics 
were formed, chivalry became strong, and a revival of learning commenced, under 
the leadership of the scholastic Philosophers, which was attended by the formation 
of universities. The Romanesque was superseded by the Gothic architecture. 

Increases of independence of spirit was shown in the 13th Century with such 
events as the signing of the Magna Charta in England, and the scientific researches 
of Roger Bacon and Albertos Magnus. The 14th Century witnessed a war between 
England and France. There were numerous inventions like those of the compass and 
of gunpowder.  Wycliffe translated the New Testament, and English literature 
began. The 15th Century found the Renaissance in full vigor, Printing was invented, 
Algebra introduced, and voyages of discovery opened new worlds. The capture of 
Constantinople by the Turks ended the Eastern Roman Empire. 

Spain was for a time the most powerful nation, attaining prominence under 
Charles I, afterward Charles V, emperor of Germany, who engaged in pierce wars 
against Francis I of France. The Reformation, under Luther and Calvin, was 
followed by the Protestant movement in England under Henry VIII. The Dutch 
Republic arose. In France, conflicts took place between Catholics and Huguenots, 
especially after the massacre of St. Bartholomew. The Renaissance painters - 
Michelangelo, Raphael, Titian, et. reached their greatest excellence. In England 
Elizabeth's reign induced much prosperity and glory. In America the period is 
merely one of discovery. 

 
Renaissance 1450 - 1600 

 
Music exists only when performed. In this way it is different from the other 

arts. Most of the music at this time was unpublished and much was not written 
down. Instrumental music was subordinated by choral music. There is a revival of 
this music but lack of knowledge as to notation and lack of understanding to the 
principles of rhythm meter, harmonic style, ignorance of the proper method of 
performance made this music hard to play artistically. 

Most characteristic features of its musical style is its polyphony. As secular 
influence made itself felt, a tendency toward a more harmonic style, with emphasis 
on the top most voice and less independence of the supporting melodic lines is 
evident. Modern key feelings of major and minor tend to replace harmony based on 
the old church modes. Tonally speaking it still remains rather vague to the modern 
era. It seems lacking in rhythmic color because of the over lapping style of 
counterpoint. Songs are short and accompaniments disappointing in dynamics and 
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in volume. Many instrumental forms were transcriptions of choral pieces and not 
much attempt to reach a high level of virtuosity on the instruments performing. 
Music was no longer a part of church services. The music is somewhat austere, 
lacking in tunefulness and surface emotional appeal. 

Although instrumental music is almost as old as vocal music, our knowledge 
of its earlier medieval phases is meager because such music was mostly improvised 
and seldom written out in notation. It was used to accompany vocal songs and unto 
its own with the development of the true "ACappella" style in the 16th 
century.(transcriptions known as: Ricercar, Canzone and Chansons. 

Dance music of this period had a more "modern" sound than instrumental 
music derived from the chanson and the madrigal. In earlier music recurrent 
patterns in duple and triple rhythm using modern major and minor scales may be 
found, but the church frowned upon this and much literature was not preserved 
because of this feeling. The Pavanne, was a stately dance in duple rhythm usually 
coupled with a more lively figure in triple time known as the Gaillarda. The Branle 
was a popular round dance in duple rhythm in which each couple imitated the 
figure executed by the leading couple. The German dances are very similar. 
Antiphonal effect later was used. 

 
Playing Renaissance Music 

 
Stress first beat only when there is a better reason for stress than mere 

position in the measure. (First time unit in a measure must never be marked unless 
the syllabification of the text, the movement of the harmony or the apex of an arisis 
demands underlining. This stressing of the first beat because of the bar line weakens 
the counterpoint feeling and one subconsciously reads temporal accents into phrases 
which falsify the polyphonic idiom. The conductor's indication of pulsations of the 
rhythm with diagrams of baton technique, often conveys the wrong impressions to 
players. Conduct more in the order of the medieval tactus style 

Consider long notes, especially if proceeded and followed by shorter ones, as 
conveying the impression of stress; therefore permit no dynamic underlining except 
in the manner recommended in # 3. Long tones are a species of agogic accent, not 
dynamic stress, and usually should be not given dynamic stress. At first young 
conductor should follow general rule of - decreasing volume on agogic notes. 

Evoke a slight crescendo from the first to the second note in tied couplets and 
from the first to the second half of a long note which overlaps the seconds and third 
beats in a 4/4/ measure. This precept aims at increasing the undulation in each part, 
eliciting hidden accents (sometimes in syncopation), and disclosing subtle patterns 
of criss/cross rhythm. procedure, soft, slight swell, soft. Dissonances require the 
primary note to develop enough intensity to regulate the tension of the discordant 
note, it will be noted that this precept assures adequate preparation of the primary 
for the advent of the secondary note. Actively discordant intervals were permissible, 
in polyphony, only on strong rhythmical beats. This manner of managing tied 
couplets and long middle notes prevents impact by voices entering at such junctures 
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as would completely obliterate the horizontal character of a whole episode. The 
horizontal line of counterpoint, and attack by impact are irreconcilable concepts. In 
every conflicts the line means instantaneous death. 

 
Baroque Period - 1600-1750 

 
The beginning data of this period is also the beginning of the development of 

the Opera, and the ending date is the crystallization of the symphony. The majority 
of the music that we hear today dates from the beginning of this period. We seldom 
have an opportunity to hear music from an earlier date. 

This period was the beginning of instrumental music as one of the most 
popular fields of music. Instrumental music really came unto its own during this 
period. It had many characteristics that set it off from its predecessor, the 
Renaissance. The melodic range of a composition was small, there was a limited use 
of dissonance (but still used dissonance). There was a lack of emotional emphasis 
with the emphasis more on strict form. There was little chromaticism, with many 
new instrumental styles and forms developing. In this period polyphonic music was 
at its height, with no later period to challenge this supremacy until the use of it by 
today's modern composers. Along with the development of new forms, new 
instruments were being used and invented, so there was no standard 
instrumentation for composers to write by, many writing for what may appear in 
the group they conducted or depending where they lived at the time of the 
composition. The present day tuning system was adopted. With the development of 
new and better instruments there was an added emphasis on instrumental 
virtuosity, although the rhythms still remained quite uncomplicated. In the course 
of a number one could detect a quietness of idiom, which was perhaps used to break 
the flow of one style within a movement. With the use of the Concerto Grossi 
technique (the alternation of a small group with that of a larger one, the dynamic 
levels were either soft or loud. No crescendos or gradual changes of levels can be 
found. The tempos were often not indicated and much of the music when actually 
performed was interpreted quite differently than the music suggested. The more 
famous composers were men like J. S. Bach, Handel, Scarlatti and Lully. This use 
the time of such famous men as Newton, Galilee,)scientists), famous painters like 
Rembrandt, Ruben, Van Dyck. It was the time of Milton and of Swift, with the 
colonial period in full swing only to come to a climax with the death of Bach and the 
beginning of the Classical Period of music and the independence of a country later 
to be known as the United States of America. 

 
Instrumental Forms 

 
Sonata De Chiesa, Sonata De Camera, instrumental suite (dance forms), 

Concerto Grosso, the Fugue, Solo concertos, Opera sinfonia or overtures, short 
pieces in free style - preludes, fantasias, toccatas, passacaglias. 
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Instrumental music was greatly extended and expanded in a literature now 
definitely emancipated from choral transcriptions. A purely instrumental style 
suitable to the artistic capabilities of the various instruments was evolved. 
Stradivari and Guarneri - violins makers replaced the sonorities of the viols. The 
orchestra for a time a miscellaneous collection of instruments varying with the 
composers' score. 

 
Modulation 

 
Baroque composers interested in modulation chiefly because of the direction 

which it gave to the music. Most of the forms based on succession of planned 
tonalities proceeding generally from starting key to nearest neighboring key and 
back again. Other modulations are made not to surprise, but to extend the length of 
the composition. All key relations are clear and seldom become clouded by 
incidental modulations. 

 
Harmony 

 
Highly seasoned chords for their own sake are used sparingly texture of 

much of music is polyphonic - momentum of music increased by simultaneous flow 
of several melodies. Seldom concerned with contrasting themes, but with a 
singleness of purpose, and generally only one idea goes ahead with irresistible 
forward motion. It is this insistent progress which provides its interest and 
excitement, for the crescendo is never used as a principle. forte and Piano passages 
appear in alternation for purpose of contrast, but are used in abrupt succession 
without graduation between them. 

 
Melodies 

 
Style of their own. We seldom find the simple phrase construction of the classic and 
romantic periods. The melodies tend toward longer periods and more elaborate 
organization. often ornamented and embellishments, trills and shakes are used to 
emphasize the accents of the rhythm. Sometimes they appear to be no melody at all, 
but merely a pattern of rhythmic figuration which will continue throughout an 
entire piece with little contrasting motion. A concentrated motive, except in the 
fugue, is seldom employed. I fugue no development except occasional modification 
of subject in aug. Dim, inversion, or stretto. Not much use of chromatics seldom 
employs keys of many sharps and flats. Many manuscripts give no indications of 
phrasing, leaving these matters, according to the custom of the times, to the musical 
understanding of performers. almost all modern editions supply phrasing and 
expression marks are editors and performer has right to disagree. 
 

History 
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In England the misrule of the Stuarts caused continual civil wars, interrupted by the 
period of the commonwealth, and only terminating the accession of William and 
Mary. The destructive 30 years War on the continent was a struggle between the 
two religious factions, resulting in a victory for religious independence and the 
shattering of the German Empire. France became mighty under Richelieu, and the 
brilliant reign of Louis XIV began. The method of inductive reasoning asserted by 
Bacon and Descartes led to important discoveries in science by Galileo, Newton, etc. 
The literature of wit flourished in England and the classic period of French 
literature was at its height. The Flemish and Spanish schools of painting were 
especially prominent. In America, colonization went on rapidly, interrupted by wars 
with the Indians. 
 

Comparison of Renaissance vs. Baroque Period 
 

Treatment of dissonance: 
 
Renaissance:  Used in passing on the weak beat or else as a suspension on the strong 
beat. The harmonic result of the combination of voices was conceived as a 
conjunction of intervals rather than as the unfolding of one chord. 
Baroque: Music chordally conceived. It was possible to introduce a dissonant 
note against the chord at any time, and it could resolve up or down as in the 
Renaissance where it resolved by descending motion. 
 ` 
 The treatment of dissonance in renaissance put severe restrictions on 
harmonic rhythm. In fast rhythm Renaissance composers could hardly use any 
dissonance, so all fast sections in triple time stood out for spareness of dissonance. In 
Baroque bass received more attention because it is where the harmony comes from. 
Baroque dissonance implies new melodic intervals, chromatic steps, and aug. and 
dim. progressions in early Baroque period. Many altered chords with 7th chords 
appears on the strong beat. Early Baroque music lacked tonality. In Renaissance 
writing governed by the melodic laws of part writing or chord progression. 
intervallic harmony of Renaissance music was directed by Modality-chordal 
harmony of late Baroque is by tonality. Rhythm in Renaissance even flow of beats 
or tactus. syncopation and accents were achieved by duration rather than by 
dynamic stress. Renaissance music founded upon part writing which embraced 
vocal and instrumental music, and didn't stress musical styles or idiomatic style for 
particular instruments and could be performed vocally or instrumentally. Baroque 
composers wrote for certain instruments. 
 
Phases of Baroque Period: 
1. 1580 to 1630 - early period 
2. 1630 to 1680 - middle period 
3. 1680 to 1730 - late period 
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Comparison of Renaissance and Baroque Music 
 

Renaissance: 
 
1. One practice - one style 
2. Restrained representation of the words - musica reservata and madrigalism 
3. All voices equally balanced 
4. Diatonic melody in small range 
5. Modal Counterpoint 
6. Intervalic harmony and dissonant treatment 
7. Chords are by-products of the part writing 
8. Chord progressions are governed by modality 
9. Evenly flowing rhythm regulated by the tactus 
10. No pronounced idioms, voice and instrumental idioms interchangeable 
 
Baroque: 
 
1. Two practices - Three styles 
2. Affective representation of words, textual absolution 
3. Polarity of the outer-most voices 
4. Diatonic and chromatic melody in wide range 
5. Tonal counterpoint 
6. Chordal harmony and chordal dissonant treatment 
7. Chords are self-contained entities 
8. Chord progressions governed by tonality 
9. Extremes of rhythms, free declamation and mechanical pulsations 
10. Vocal and instrumental idioms and they are interchangeable. 
 
 
 

Classic Period - 1750-1820 
 

Between the Baroque and Classical Periods of music the Rococo or Stile 
Gallant Period of music bridged the gap. This was not a period as much as it was 
movement. It placed emphasis on pleasantness and prettiness, with the forms a 
marked contrast to the impressive grandeur of the Baroque style. The dates: about 
1725-1775. Principle composers: Couperin, Telemann, D. Scarlatti, C.P.E. Bach. 
The feeling was to try to arrive at an expression of true and natural feelings 
anticipating to some extent the romanticism of the 19th Century (Empfi deamer 
Stil-sensitive style) Affectenlehre-Doctrine of Affections - chief aim of music is to 
portray certain typical emotions, such as the tender, the languid, the passionate. 
Philip Emanuel Bach paves the way for the free expressiveness of the Beethoven 
style. (J> Quantz-composer.) 
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The appearance of this new style indicated the change from the church to the 
salon, as the cultured center, from fugal treatment to accompanied melody, from 
architectural greatness to playful pettiness, and from Masses and Cantatas to 
amorous song. Style Gallant - profused use of decorations with grace notes and 
embellishments, light-footed elegance and light-hearted eroticism. So two branches 
of style developed from the Baroque period - the S. Bourgeois, of honest simplicity, 
with the stress on soul and sentiment known by the German word Empfindsamkeit 
(leading us to what we call classical Period music. This style dropped most 
embellishments except the appoggiatura.) 

The period following this dainty and playful tapering off of the Baroque, and 
the anticipation of the Romantic Period we call the Classical Period. It is 
characterized by a fine sense of roundness of form, equilibrium of means of 
expression and content, discipline of mind, and an absence of any vulgar or 
sensational effects, especially the over emphasis of emotional content later to be 
seen. This led theorist to say "Mozart's music is perfect." You could not take out 
one note nor add another. This was the feeling of the times. No extras are added but 
music should be formal and written for music sake only and should not be changed 
or improvised on. The classic composer builds and constructs with highly developed 
skill, but form is not over stressed. Economy was better in this period and music 
publishers became more important. Institution of public concerts and the rise of the 
instrumental vituoso. The patrons still were the nobility. 

All music of this period was influenced by the growth of the sonata from, the 
large architectural order of classicism. Biggest contribution to the musical style of 
this period; capable of great expansion. Chamber music and orchestra, music now 
separated. Change from harpsichord to hammer piano letting out many rhythmic 
and dynamic possibilities for musical expression. 

Chief difference from the earlier Baroque techniques is that the linear 
interest, the spinning out of motive figuration, is replaced by dramatic opposition of 
moods, themes, and tonalities, and by many-sided development of concentrated 
thematic materials. The texture is rarely polyphonic in the sense of uninterrupted 
contrapuntal progression, but excellent use is made by all the great classical masters 
of a free and applicable contrapuntal technique in the manipulation of their 
thematic material, especially in the development sections of their sonata 
construction. 

The period brought with it a standard of organization lacking in ensemble 
music for instruments. The continuo disappeared along with the harpsichord, and 
ensemble music was carefully part written for trios, quartets, quintets with various 
instruments used. The orchestral instrumentation was set. The instrumental suites 
of the Baroque was replaced by music known as the divertimento, serenade, or 
cassation. A growth of tone color for dramatic contrasts. The period shows a 
tendency toward enlargement and expansion of the length of the composition as well 
as subjectivity and expressiveness of all instrumental music. Orchestra lent itself 
naturally to creation of large mass effects, dramatic crescendos and varying tone 
colors. 
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Chamber Music 
 

Represents music in its most refined expression, calculated to appeal to out 
of sense of design rather than to overwhelm us with emotional and sonorous power. 
In the classic symphony the principle role is play by the strings and the woodwinds 
and brass are usually given the task of building up sonority in climax or sustaining 
the harmonic background, there still emerges the melodic possibilities and tone 
character of the flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, the horn, and other brass 
instruments. Trombones used occasionally used by Haydn and Beethoven (early 
Beethoven). Trumpets and horns are restricted to the overtone series and are 
therefore generally unsuited for melodic work. Valves had not been perfected as yet. 

 
Overture 

 
Designed for the theater, for opera or incidental music for plays. No 

standard form in opera overtures of Mozart. Beethoven form clearly that of lst 
movement of the symphony. Themes usually those from the Opera. 

 
History 

 
Chiefly noticeable is the growth of democratic ideas, promulgated especially 

by French writers like Voltaire, Rousseau, and Montesquieu, and culminating in the 
American and French revolutions. Scientific discoveries, like that of the steam 
engine and electricity, gave additional impetus to civilization. Prussia took a leading 
position under Frederick the Great, during whose reign the disastrous 7 years War 
was occurring. Russia also, under Peter the Great, started on its career as a world 
power. England prospered under Queen Anne and the 3 Georges, producing 
statesman, scientists, literature and artists. The end of the Century saw the U. S. 
established as a republic, and in France, Napoleon rising into prominence. 

 
Romantic period - 1820-1900 

 
The dates of any period of music are never exact and this period includes 

really the entire 19th century and extends to the very early years of the 20th century 
and could extend as far as the lst World War. Romanticism is a point of view and is 
found in most all music of even earlier period of music. The Composers of this 
period was an optimistic, adventurous spirit with a rapidly expanding musical 
language at this command with instruments of advanced expressive and technical 
possibilities, and with the opportunity to address himself to a most responsive and 
appreciative public. He was more conscious of the artistic merits of the past, and 
certainly more familiar with his music, but, as he accepted them as his models, but 
did not have their discipline and this unleashed his inspiration. The expressive side 
stressed at the expense of the former. larger public audiences from large industrial 
cities, more and more qualified performers, stimulus to the publishers, and the 
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spread of music in the general education. National consciousness gave birth to a new 
type of music. From each country music came to blend with Europe tradition new 
color and impetus. The composer was compelled to make living as performer, 
conductor and teacher. Technical possibilities of instruments exploited both in solo 
and ensemble writing. The development of the melodic changes of the cornet and 
horn with the adoption of the valve principle, heretofore restricted to certain basic 
tones, to use full chromatic scales. Orchestra virtuosity is dynamic and color effects 
became almost an end in itself. symphonic style of writing was largely replaced by 
emphasis upon the melodic and descriptive elements of music. Less concentration of 
thematic material, less clarity of development, and in general weakened structure, 
especially in the large forms. Counterpoint, replaced by an interest in the dramatic 
and expressive possibilities of harmony, was practically a lost art. chromatic scale 
not only influence upon melody but also upon harmony and the tonal foundations of 
music. Melody itself appears less often in simple, objective patterns but usually is 
burdened with an underlying emotionalism resulting in periodic climaxes and often 
times purely theatrical effect.  

 
Overture 

 
Form unchanged from the design by Beethoven but emerges as a concert 

piece and increasingly independent of the Opera, and get looser in form (Wagner 
called his preludes). Extra musical interest of composers led to a dilution of 
symphonic thought and their insistence upon melody, colorful orchestration, and 
harmony proved to be weakening rather than of benefit to the design - all in the 
shadow of Beethoven, Composers seemed to steer away from the challenge of 
comparison to the great master and were content to write in the lesser and smaller 
forms. Only Brahms and maybe Schubert could stand close to Beethoven and only 
in his shadow. 

 
History 

 
In the first part of the century the Napoleonic wars kept all Europe in a 

ferment. After napoleon's downfall France passed through several revolutions, until 
a republic was established in 1870. Italy finally threw off the Austrian yoke, 
becoming an independent kingdom, Germany became united by the formation of 
the German Confederation, and England during the long reign of Queen Victoria, 
enjoyed almost uninterrupted prosperity. The most important vent in the U.S. was 
the Civil Wart, which resulted in freeing the slaves and reuniting the country. The 
romantic movement, beginning early in the century affected all branches of art, 
overthrowing conventional ideals and proceeding to great lengths in the direction of 
impressionism. The most evident strides, however, were in the domain of science, 
resulting in inventions which have immensely facilitated intercourse between 
peoples, thrown open new regions and customs, and added to the luxuries of life. 
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Modern period - 1900 to 19?? 
 

Number of trends, passionately defended with all manner of artistic and 
scientific theories, some of them aimed at destroying each other, but all untied 
against Wagner, the common enemy. Many of these movements originated in Paris, 
to which the center of interest shifted at the turn of the century. First successful 
anti-romantic movement was impressionism under Debussy. There are a number of 
outgrowths in this period some of them getting their roots from the earliest possible 
examples. The primitives, under Stravinsky, Neo-classicism, under Schoenberg and 
the 12 tone row, Atonal music of Milhaud, makes the modern period one of 
experiment and unrest. Until history can judge more accurately the character of the 
20th century, our own age may be called the Modern or Contemporary Period. Its 
tendencies are complex and diversified, and sometimes appear to contradict each 
other. There are certain characteristics that can be pointed out. There is a search 
for new and different musical resources and modes of expression, some defiant of 
tradition, and some calling on the past for techniques and ideas. Many different 
ideas and theories have been tired such as 2 keys at once, the 12 tone system, odd 
and mixed rhythm. A great use of dissonance and the use of chromatics, and the 
adoption of old ideas in modern ways, with a severe, strict formalism. To students of 
the band it is particularly interesting because of the development of the modern 
band and the gradual evolution of a style and a literature that belongs authentically 
to the band. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Practicing 
 

The study of any instrument pre-supposes effective daily practice, as does 
that of any skill subject. It is unfair to expect a student to practice correctly if he 
does not know how to practice, why he should practice, or the goal toward which he 
is striving as a result of his practice. The following suggestions may be used to 
stimulate the student and to make his practicing effective or, in other words, to 
develop his direction and self-discipline 

 
Physical factors and information 

 
1. Practice in a quiet, well-ventilated, well-lighted room using music stand  

  and chair, best without a back. 
2. Use good playing position and posture at all times. 
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3. Practice at the same time each day if possible. (Schedule activities so they  
  do not compete with each other) 

4. Practice should be no less than thirty minutes per day 
5. Drill and repetition are absolutely necessary if the proper playing skills 

are   to be developed. 
6. A practice routine should be developed by each student and make a check  

  list. 
7. Make each practice time a challenge. As part of your practice, take a  

  different exercise each day and see if you can play it correctly 3 to 5  
  times in a row. 

8. Make sure you have a good library of music to use for practice. 
9. Always concentrate on what you are doing. Do not just put in your time. 
10. Bring the instrument to you and do not bow to it. 
11. Take care of details before practice time begins, such as having the  

  instrument ready to play, having the stand set correctly, having all  
  music ready. The pages marked and have pencil and paper handy. 

12. Make every sound the most beautiful sound possible. Do not get into bad  
  habits. 

13. Practice alone. 
 

What To Practice 
 

A simple answer can be given to the quest, "What is practice and what to 
practice." Practice is a routine and one should practice what needs to be practiced. 
This is different with each individual. Work on the most difficult techniques that 
need working on. Besides these obvious faults, many skills required need daily 
drilling and results will only be discovered after a long period of time. 

 
1. Long Tone Studies - Think of the attack, evenness of pitch, breathing, 

tone, dynamics and release. Play in all registers, at all dynamic levels with cresc. and 
decresc. Playing against a wall is good, being sure to listen carefully. Include slurs in 
long tones. 

2. The three melodic forms - Scales, intervals, and arpgeggios. Start this part 
with the chromatic scale and include major and minor scales starting at different 
steps of the scale. Use different dynamics, speeds, articulations, styles, keys, 
registers, with different accented notes. 

3. Tonguing - On some notes, on different notes, various rhythm patterns, 
speeds, dynamics, registers and different accented notes. 

4. Solo - Each person should have a solo that they should continue to work on 
for such things as perfecting a piece of music, using expression and feeling, and 
observing all musical indications. 

5. sight Reading - The mark of a good musician rest in his sight-reading 
ability. It must be practiced and worked on each day. How to sight read is an art. 
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6. New Music - Work on new music for your school ensemble or include in 
the above points certain passages that present problems. 

7. Memorizing - Memorize some small passage or song each day. 
8. Evaluation - After actual playing time is over evaluate your practice and 

give yourself a grade and mark down progress and where to begin next time, or that 
still needs work and what to concentrate on. 

9. Misc. - Besides actual playing the mind must begin to think musically. 
Read some books on theory. Know as much as you can about your instrument, 
about music fundamentals, music history and anything important to you (as the life 
of a musician). Listen to recordings and go to concerts, ask questions, always be on 
the alert for any information from any source. Anyone can learn from anyone else. 

10. Other instruments - Learn how other instruments work and be able to 
recognize some of their problems and capabilities, as you will be playing with other 
instruments and need to know this. 

 
How To Practice 

 
1. Make sure your instrument is in the best playing condition. 
2. Deliberately probe and expose your weaknesses when practicing. 
3. Warm-ups are used for: awakening the embouchure, reviewing   

  fundamentals of playing technique, emphasizing lip techniques as  
  opposed to finger technique, developing deep breathing, erecting a  
  beautiful tone, intonation, to learn to listen, and to warm the   
  instrument up. 

4. Analyze music. Check all points before playing, such as key, tempo,  
   dynamics, articulations, any unusual happenings, speed, etc. 
Also as    to melodic texture, phrasing, breathing places, and the 
form and style    of the music. 

5. Work on any troublesome in old and new music. Practice each difficulty  
  slowly with everything added and not just the notes. 

6. Practice everything that will be expected of you at rehearsal. There is no  
  reason to come to a rehearsal and not know the fingerings, rhythm,  
  etc of a piece of band music.  

7. Know your alternate fingerings and trill fingerings as this will add to  
  technique. Academic learning also helps technique. 

8. Practice the parts that give you trouble. Much time is lost just playing and  
  not practicing. 

9. When practicing a difficult passage, be sure to start a little before the  
  passage and stop a little beyond it. Practice this passage slowly at first, 
  then increase the tempo, until you can play it faster than you need to  
  play it. 

10. Use extremes when you practice, remembering that you do not  always  
  play the way you practice. 
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11. Endurance - One day's neglect on an instrument requires at least two  
  days work to bring the embouchure back to its former condition.  
  Playing every day will give you the endurance young players lack. 

Any time spent after the above points have been covered will benefit the 
student three times as much as the first 1/2 hour. Progress will be three times faster. 
Be sure to clean your instrument after practicing. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jazz and the Concert Band 
 

Early jazz influenced the classical and popular music scene in the 1920's. In 
today's concert band music we also begin to see its influence. Unfortunately there 
are only a small number of jazz arrangements that are worthy to be included in the 
repertoire of the concert band. School do have their "stage" band and jazz 
programs but many students are not included. With the importance and use of jazz 
elements in all types of music, all band students need to be exposed to jazz elements. 
I firmly believe that all students should be taught improvising, a major musical 
element in jazz, We find the roots of improvising in classical music of the past.  

While attending college many band directors are not trained in jazz or 
improvising but are often asked to direct a "stage" band in their school music 
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program. In this chapter will be given some ideas as to how to introduce a jazz 
program in your school that you can direct and train. The first step if you have not 
played jazz is to search out local jazz musicians and seek out if there are any groups 
that you can join as a player. If there is a 'big band' in your area, ask to sit in and 
get exposure to jazz rhythms and styles. In the recent past, jazz has not had the high 
standards it deserved. It is no longer a music of non-readers and 'fakers.' It is a 
musical art that requires a complete knowledge of your instrument and of music 
theory, which includes the art of improvising. However, jazz, since the early 1920's 
has been written down and there is literature available to include in your band 
library that will enable you, as a band director, to expose your students to this 
literature and style of playing. Jazz, from its beginning was dance music. The dance 
arrangements are a good place to start for introductions to jazz. They will give the 
young students experience in playing in a jazz style and feel comfortable in a steady 
jazz rhythm (much like that of a march). The march and the march form was an 
influence in early ragtime and jazz. As an example: the trio of the Original 
Dixieland Jazz Band's arrangement of "War Cloud," a name given to a published 
arrangement using the old jazz tune "Fidgety Feet," is one example. This section 
sounds very much like the trio of a march.  

Jazz rhythms are a challenge to concert band students. There is a large 
amount of rhythms using the element of syncopation and other more complex 
rhythms, rhythms that are as challenging as any found in concert band literature. 

I recommend this approach be inaugurated into the band program. Begin 
with simple arrangements of dance music in the form of the early dance styles: 
waltzes, the quadrille, some of the early cakewalks and rags. I have arranged some 
of the many available for concert band in the form of a dance suite for concert 
band. I would play these and then begin to construct small ensembles to play some 
other smaller instrumented arrangements to begin to gain the experience of playing 
dance music. This leads to the playing of jazz arrangements in the form of the larger 
"stage" band.  

During this assembling of small dance ensembles, the director should 
attempt to secure some string players from either the orchestra (if present) or find 
out if there is any student in the school that plays violin. Band students seldom get 
the opportunity of gaining musical experience with string players. The violin was an 
important instrument in early dance/jazz music and winds players need experience 
playing in small groups with string players as they will have many opportunities to 
broaden musical techniques demanded of wind players that are playing with strings 
cannot be acquired in the concert band situation or environment. 

Syncopation is another of the musical elements used extensively in dance/jazz 
music. Syncopation began in classical music as early as 1310 (Machaut's music) and 
in classical music (Schumann in particular carried it almost to excess). Jazz 
musicians are schooled in accenting this syncopation when playing. (Sic: See article 
"The Right Way and Wrong Way to Interpret Syncopation," in the July, 1931 
Etude in Appendix I.) Bar lines, like in counterpoint, are not to be accented as in the 
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playing of marches and other classical oriented music. In jazz certain rhythms are 
changed and given a jazz interpretation.  

I might mention at this point that the playing of contrapuntal music is a good 
introduction to jazz rhythms and a jazz feeling as bar lines in counterpoint should 
not be accented as in homophonic music. I would suggest the band director secure 
my arrangement of Bach's "Art of Fugue, #5" and expose the students to its 
material and techniques of playing in the concert band program. Students should 
understand the playing of linear music and jazz, as they are a large part of a 
necessary and needed part of their musical education. In the appendix I give a list of 
arrangements for concert band and a list of arrangements of early dance music that 
can be obtained from "Basin Street Press." They are not expensive and once being 
exposed to these arrangements the band director will find that the student's sense of 
rhythm and note value have been advanced to a high degree of understanding and 
performance. 

Training a school 'stage' band and playing jazz is expected of the band 
director and is one of the most difficult assignments facing the director in present 
day curriculums. The director is expected to be able to teach jazz phrasing, some 
improvising, some arranging and all the skills related to the teaching and playing of 
jazz. There are a number of jazz elements and technique that I have focused on that 
I hope will be of help. 

First: 
Ensemble Problems: 

 
Within the ensemble - When there is a tutti section in the music especially 

FF, use dynamic indications for the total volume only, except for the lead trumpet. 
The rest of the ensemble's volume should be relative to the lead trumpet. Don't 
overblow him. One might think of a triangle, the peak which is the lead trumpet and 
every other part supporting the tip underneath as the body of the triangle. 
Trombones should be especially careful in their balance in the ensemble. Check and 
see if the top trombone part is duplicating the trumpet. If so, balance this out or 
eliminate them the duplicating part.. 

 
 
 
Within the various sections of the jazz band: 
 
All players must listen to the lead instrument and not overblow him. Be 

conscious of the blend of volume and quality between all parts. Never allow players 
to play their maximum volume. "Underblowing will result in improved quality and 
intonation. Most professional players never exceed but 85 to 90% of their maximum 
volume. If the pp section are really low the FF sections will sound louder and this 
will create excitement in the band. 

 
Important Lines: 
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Make players aware of any important lines that should be brought out. 

Supporting parts should 'back off' and allow them to be heard. These important 
lines are not only found in the melody, but often occur at the ends of phrases. 

 
Tempo and Precision: 

 
Precision and phrasing often suffer as a result of playing a chart too fast. It is 

a good rule in all of music to set the tempo with the most difficult passage given. The 
band director should mark (perhaps with an arrow) the first note of each phrase 
group with other notes equally divided between the beats. Have the players think 
only of the first note of each group and its relation to the down beat. The tendency is 
to rush fast passages which causes lines to lose definition and clarity. It is a good 
practice to play a slight accent on the first note of each group. 

Precision is a necessary musical element of jazz bands and has to do with 
how well the jazz band executes attacks and releases together. Even one poorly 
placed attack can cause the jazz band to lose precision. Players must be as aware of 
the release as they are of the attack. Mark the parts so that the players know which 
up or down beat the note should end. 

 
Planning the rehearsal and marking the score 

 
Planning: Be sure to study the score, perhaps listen to a record of the piece. 

Decide how you want to attack the dynamics, articulations, phrasing and tempos. 
Mark your score as to these musical elements. After this, talk over with the band 
these markings. Have them mark their parts as you have yours, for marking parts 
in very important to consistent, accurate playing. Printed arrangements rarely come 
with parts marked as they should be. 

Part Marking: Marking parts is very important to consistent, accurate 
playing.  

 1. Indicate markings with an arrow to indicate attacks that should be  
   given special  attention. 

 2, Releases should be noted as necessary. Use a 'slash' or other   
   indication the precise down or up beat that the note should be  
   released on. 

 3. When playing fast passages that are syncopated indicate where up  
   and down beat occur to avoid dragging. 

 4. Use accents for notes to be emphasized, and cresc. and decresc. for  
   line contouring. 

 5. Have the student circle dynamic markings to emphasize their  
   importance. 

 6. Mark parts so the players know where to play softer or when they  
   should bring out their   
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 7. Make sure you establish a steady tempo from the very first note.  
   Often jazz bands do not have a steady tempo till the first,  
   second or even later measures.) 

 
The Rhythm Section 

 
The Drums: The drummer has the most important part in the ensemble. It is 

his job to keep the tempo steady and add excitement to the sound by backing up 
important parts and filling in gaps of sound. 

1. The first and most important job of the drummer is to keep time for the  
  group. 

 A. Avoid the constant jazz rhythm 

 
  and use more of a straight quarter note pattern with occasional  

  sixteenths. 
 B. Have the drummer emphasize the 2nd and 4th beat (hi-hat and  

   occasionally the left  hand on the snare). 
 C. Don't have the drummer use the same equipment and beat all the  

   time. Have him use a variety of different instruments he has,  
   (cymbals, snare, etc., and adding accents at  certain places 
   depending on the music. 

 D. The bass drum is not to be used as a time keeper It should be used  
   for various accents. 

 E. The hi-hat and ride cymbal keep regular time. 
  1. Hi-hat on beats two and four. 
  2. Ride cymbal plays straight four beats with embellishments. 
 F. A ride cymbal should be of a heavier type so the sound is not  

   sustained too long and should be of as high a pitch as possible. 
 G. The snare drum is usually used for embellishments and fillins. It  

   can be used more regularly when a heavy two and four is  
   desired. 

2. The drummer should mark his part using the 1st trumpet part as a guide. 
 A. Mark in all parts that help with punctuation of highlights of  

   arrangement, often with cymbal crashes. 
 B. Emphasize "push" figures - parts that move and emphasize the  

   arrangement.. 
 C. The drummer can help punctuate releases and place attacks as  

   shown in the remarks on phrasing, articulation and special  
   effects desired. 

3. Mark all dynamics in drummer's part. Too often drummers stay at the  
  same dynamic level. 
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4. The drummer should listen for "holes" to be filled (ends of phrases, etc.)  
  This helps the ensemble to play together (mark these spots.) 

5. Solo Sections 
 A. Listen for soloist and don't cover him up. 
 B. Keep filling in during solos (special effects, accents, etc.) 
 C. Play turnarounds. with rolls and other embellishments and you  

   may want to increase volume at end of chorus, etc. and then  
   come down, emphasize one of the new chorus. 

 D. Help the soloist. Listen and imitate the figures he plays, change  
   with him dynamically, and help to create excitement. 

 
Bass: The main function of the bassist is to keep time and outline the   

  harmony of the arrangement.  
1. A good bass line must have two basic ingredients: 
 a. Chordal arpeggiated lines with emphasis on root and fifth of  

   harmony 
 b. Scales and improvised lines. 
2. Use a quarter or eighth note line. Changes in bassist rhythm (syncopation,  

  etc.) should be used  very sparingly. 
3. When improvising, let the line rise and fall a great deal. 
4. Avoid playing in a one octave range. Work on the upper register ideas,  

  especially with a soloist. 
5. Most players play too long in the low end of their instrument.  
6. Mark parts dynamically to correspond with the band and/or soloist. 
7. Play past tunes with more treble, less bass and slow tunes with more bass  

  to sustain sound. 
8. Help drummer emphasize turnarounds by increasing volume at end of  

  chorus and coming down at the beginning of a new chorus. 
 
Piano: The pianist should not play time like the rest of the rhythm section. 

He should emphasize the chord changes. He can be very effective behind soloist by 
playing the chord changes strongly and emphasizing the turnarounds. 

1. Play percussive and rhythmic 
2. Use three or four notes chords in left hand and single notes and octave 

fills,   runs, and embellishments in the right hand. 
3. Do not play the bass line. 
 
Guitar: The guitarist is primarily concerned with time keeping. He should 

work closely with the bass. 
 1. Play the chord together, not arpeggiated. It should sound like a  

   piano chord. It should be short on medium to fast tunes. 
 2. Listen to the pianist, do not conflict with his chords. The pianist  

   and guitarist should work together. 
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 3. Accents can be placed on beats 2 and 4. Just don't play straight  
   constantly. 

 4. Avoid high, treble sounds. 
 5. Work with the soloist and other members of the rhythm section  

   with adjusting changes of volume for soloist, turnarounds and  
   changes to help create excitement. 

 6. At certain times it is good to double melodic lines of the trumpet  
   section. 

 7. It is okay to embellish and fill in, but avoid competing with the  
   piano. 

 
Phrasing, Articulations and Special Effects. 

 
It is impossible to cover every situation and to present set rules to cover this 

most important aspect of jazz playing. Rules should not be taken too literally as we 
are dealing with a style of music that is free in nature. Places that can use drum 
fillins should be first added as it is impossible to achieve the desired effects without 
them. 

1. Whole notes, dotted halves, half notes and dotted quarter notes receive a  
  full value. 

 a. The slower the tempo, or the greater the value due to ties, the more  
   that should be done  to add interest to the long notes, Perhaps  
   add cresc. and decrsc. 

 b. A passage of long notes in the background or in tutti passages  
   should receive a slight accent and be connected to one another. 

 c.  Long notes (depending on the tune) are often given a Fp and swell  
   to the release or new attack. 

2. Quarter notes, whether syncopated or on the beat are played short (unless  
  otherwise indicated) 

 a. The faster the tempo, the shorter the quarter. 
 b. In "laid back" tunes don't play quarter too short. Fill the space  

   between them with a eighth note rest: 
    Think 
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The following are some general statements regarding articulation and special 

effect used in playing jazz. 
1. A legato tongue should be used in all moving 8th and 16th note lines unless 

  otherwise noted. 
2. When playing "tightly" articulated phrases or isolated short FF notes, 

care   should be taken not to cut notes too short. Think of leaving the notes  
  open at the end. shutting notes off with the tongue is rare and only  
  effective in a few cases but often times the quality of the note   
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  suffers. Tight playing isn't always short playing, but rather "together  
  playing." 

3. tongue every note in an 8th note line when moving at fast tempos and an  
  accented effect is desired; 

 
 
 c. The Forte piano: The following considerations should be given  

   when playing the Fp: 
  1. on an Fp followed by a cresc, do not swell until shortly  

    before the release. The common fault is to swell too  
    soon. 
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  2. Drop to 'p' immediately after the attack. 
  3. Do not assume that every Fp is to be followed by a swell 
 d. The "Scoop": This effect is most commonly used by saxes and  

   trombones. When using it be sure that the "scoop" starts well  
  below the pitch and that it comes up quickly to the pitch (like a  
  grace note). This "nuance" is usually used on the upper notes   
  

 
 
 
 

Early Dance/Jazz Suite 
 

This potpourri of early dance music is arranged for the concert band in 
chronological order. It contains some of the early dances and early jazz songs. 
Through these selections one can see the influence of jazz as the years go by.  

 
The Selections in the Suite 
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We begin with the popular dance form of the 19th century, the waltz (Comus 
Waltz-1856).  

In and around the French city of New Orleans the dance orchestras played 
the most 'French" and popular dance, the French Quadrille ("Black Queen 
Quadrille-1886).  

Once Negro music became noticed by the young dancing public we find the 
Cakewalk becoming the most popular style in 1899 (Cotton Pickers Rag and 
Cakewalk-1899). 

Next, One of the most popular styles of dancing was the galop - a fast tempo 
dance. (Cresceus Galop-1902) We present the first part of this composition.  

The Original Dixieland Jazz Band, the first band to record jazz published an 
old tune (Fidgety Feet) and called it "War Cloud"-1918; Finally we end the suite 
with a piece by Louis Armstrong, the great jazz cornetist. It is entitled "New 
Orleans Stomp"-1924. 

Within the suite we find many of the musical elements that are common to 
jazz: syncopation, jazz sounds (such as the sliding trombone), a jazz tempo, jazz 
orchestration, and jazz rhythms. We do not find  improvising as they are the styles 
that were published in the jazz style so orchestras throughout the world could play 
jazz. Jazz is more than improvising and this jazz element became popular in the 
Chicago era with the great King Oliver Band and Louis Armstrong. Gradually 
musicians around the world heard the New Orleans musicians and the way that they 
improvised and began doing the same as we enter the jazz age of the middle and late 
20's with improvising becoming a main feature of dance/jazz bands. 

 
Songs used: 
 
Comus Waltz (1856) 
Black Queen Quadrille (1886) 
Cotton Pickers Rag and Cakewalk (1899) 
Cresceus Galop (1902) 
War cloud (1918) 
New Orleans Stomp (1924) 
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Playing Counterpoint 
 

In playing counterpoint a completely different concept must be understood. Probably for the first time 
the student is asked to listen to and play music, not for the harmony of the music, but for the horizontal or linear 
approach to listening. 

The parts usually are melodically and rhythmically independent with contrary motion very commonly 
used. As each part may be playing the same melody at different times, each part will be breathing at different 
times. If imitation, the answer should be exact imitation in regard to the same phrasing, note value, expression 
style, to differ only in dynamic intensity. The most important thing to remember when playing counterpoint is 
adjusting of the dynamic range to balance each part, for a good performance is made clear by the use of all the 
dynamic levels. The conductor will assign certain dynamics to each phrase, to each note within the phrase in 
regard to its position in the phrase, and its note value, and these levels should be played and maintained. The 
power impact is seldom used and bar lines are not indications of accents. The student should think in terms of 
an ever-flowing free melodic line not divided by measures or accents. 

The first attempt at polyphony by a young band must be a carefully planned one. Most young musicians' 
concepts and exposure to music are not in accordance with the linear concept of counterpoint. The only 
exposure they might have had would be in the form of singing canons or rounds. A good beginning would be 
the playing of some canons. Most of the playing techniques of good contrapuntal performance can be taught by 
the playing of these canons. The canon can be played first by the complete band and then entrances assigned. In 
a canon it is easy to find the contrapuntal line and design. The canon will give the young player a chance to 
notice the imitation of the melodic line, to notice the concepts of mixed note values, and the important dynamic 
adjustments that need to be made. By beginning the canon with the last entrance one can show the students 
what is meant by "successive" counterpoint. 

After exposure to linear canons, next some Bach chorales might be tried. There is a fine line of deviation 
between homophonic and polyphonic music. To Bach, the words harmony and counterpoint were almost 
synonymous. 

Bach's counterpoint had direction and purpose only in relation to a harmonic trend. To find the 
contrapuntal feeling of the Bach chorales one has only to play the voices individually to hear their individual 
conception in relation to the complete structure. Balance can be taught by showing that the top line is not 
always the prominent part and by bringing out an inner voice which gives the chorale a contrapuntal feeling. 
This chorale technique not only can be used as a bridge between the two types, but also in much homophonic 
music, for the majority of music published for band will contain both types of music within the texture of the 
composition. By making the players aware of this concept and feeling, many parts will be understood and begin 
to be heard for the first time. 

Along these same lines the audience also need to be educated. Musicologists will say that there are two 
ways to listen to polyphonic music: 1) by listening to the number as a whole without an effort to identify any 
voice line; and 2) by selecting a voice line and following it, not making any reference to the cohesive structure 
of the composition or the ensemble performing it. Most audiences at school concerts may not understand 
counterpoint and need to be briefly taught how to listen to it. 

 
Phrasing 

 
While the phrasing of counterpoint is much like that of homophonic music, there are some different 

techniques that should be pointed out. Unlike most homophonic music, phrasing can be different in each part. 
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Breaths are not usually taken together. Each part must be carefully planned regarding how to phrase and when 
to take a breath. The correct articulation will be the best aid to making the phrase design clear. All the rules of 
regular musical breathing also apply to playing counterpoint. If the phrasing is not clearly apparent, 
counterpoint will sound just like a number of notes being played one after another without any significance. 

Students have a bad habit of phrasing at the bar line, which of course creates a very bad horizontal 
feeling and destroys the desired linear feeling. The phrasing will dictate the breathing. Each part will breathe at 
different times, and many times there will be breathing or phrasing at different places within the same bar. 
Students must think in terms of phrasing and not bars. Each phrase and/or breath mark should be marked, and 
each phrase marked, e.g., phrase 1, phrase 2, etc. In this way the conductor can refer to phrase 3 instead of bar 
six and create a feeling of correct contrapuntal thinking. 

If the phrase is imitative this should be pointed out. Imitation is the repetition or re-statement in close 
succession of a theme or melody in different voices of a contrapuntal texture. This imitation usually is given to 
all voices in the composition and this journey must be recorded throughout. All imitation should be true 
imitation. The phrasing, articulation, and style must be the same. The voices coming in after the first entrance 
must listen to this entrance and imitate it. 

Besides true imitation there are a number of techniques that should be recognized. The subject can be 
written in a number of ways and must be brought out as the subject. It may be turned upside down in an 
inversion of the subject. 

Ex. 34  Canzona  Luzzaschi 
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Most contrapuntal compositions will have been written for the keyboard. The harpsichord is the basic 

instrument that counterpoint was written for in the early age, and the organ and piano in the years following the 
harpsichord.  The technique of each of these three keyboard instruments differs in regard to touch and 
sustaining ability. When playing a composition for organ transcribed for band the tempo must undergo a slight 
tempo change so that each note is understood. Having no sustaining pedal, the organ and the harpsichord on big 
melodic jumps will leave a gap in sound .This gap need not be in instrumental music. Also, having but one tone 
timbre at a time, these keyboard instruments will have different dynamic problems that need not exist in 
instrumental music. 

 
The feeling of speed will be generated from the quick or small note values, with the second 

announcement of the subject seemingly appearing to chase the subject and never quite able to catch it. The 
word "fugue" nears a flight. The tempo should not be so fast that the idea of this chase is lost in the contrapuntal 
texture. Tempos are not given in most pre-romantic or pre-classic contrapuntal forms. The tempo for them then 
must be studied very carefully, remembering the medium that the form was written for. The thickness of the 
texture will also have a bearing on the tempo as previously mentioned. All notes should be heard. In faster 
tempos or quicker note values spacing will be needed. The style here is similar to playing a march. Notes 
should be spaced so that acoustically they do not run together. The spacing will depend upon the thickness of 
the texture, the value of the notes, the acoustics, and the tempo selected. 

The rubato can be used to good effect in counterpoint to create even more life and excitement. The 
rubato is very effective in the counter-subject to create a feeling of the struggle to keep up with the entrance of a 
new line. For expressive purposes the tempo can be slightly slowed when a portion wants to be brought out, a 
good place would be in the dissonance of Renaissance music. 

 
Ex. 35  Art of Fugue #5  J. S. Bach 
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Tempo & Spacing 
 

The texture of the counterpoint will usually dictate the tempo. Tempos that are too fast will tend to 
destroy the melodic line, so the only criteria is to set a tempo that will best make the subject understandable. 
Pieces using contrapuntal texture such as minuets, and any dance forms should be taken at the usual tempos, for 
many times the type of music will dictate the tempo. 

The tempo overall need not be strict, with accelerandos and ritards being placed in places such as 
beginnings of episodes, second expositions, and strettos. All nuances should be effected within small 
dimensions, with all changes in tempos generated by the music itself as usually is felt when a sequential pattern 
is played. 

Renaissance counterpoint will be found written in longer note values but the tempo of Renaissance 
counterpoint is much the same as Baroque or Modern counterpoint. The tempo is determined more by the 
number of voices, the purpose of the composition (counterpoint written for church solemn services may be 
slow) and the thickness of the texture, than y the period of music it was written in. The place of performance 
will also need to be thought of with the echo of the group being taken into consideration. 

Although technical ability need not dictate any tempi, the tempo can be judged by taking the quickest 
note values and setting the tempo by them. It is important to find the underlying pulse of the composition and 
keep the pulse note value in mind, especially when playing the longer notes. 

 
Dynamics for Counterpoint 

 
When playing a polyphonic composition with only two voices the balancing of the parts is not too 

difficult. Usually the difference in timbres will help along this line. The only things to remember are not to play 
too loudly at the start of the piece and to get a little softer when the second voice enters. Now soft depends on 
what instrument is entering and the range of the part. So it is best to always listen when this crucial time comes 
and watch the conductor, for he will be cueing in the other instruments. This will also be a cue to adjust the 
dynamic level to help the entering voice join. So we can see that the entrance of a new voice should not be 
accented or played louder. When repeating a canon it is a good idea to take each repeat with a different 
instrumental timbre and at a different dynamic level to let the audience know that it has begun again. As the 
number of voices increases from two to more, the problems of balance become more difficult. The more voices, 
the lower the beginning dynamic level should be. Each voice should be in the same dynamic range of the 
prevailing level and not be out of balance with the tutti sound. The more voices in a canon the more careful the 
balancing should be. 

All contrapuntal forms will be similar in the beginning as far as the dynamic level is concerned. All 
should begin at a softer level so that a climax can be reached near the end. The fugue will need more 
consideration, being more complicated than the canon. The exposition should generally be established at a 
moderate dynamics level. The counter-subject is introduced at a lower level, then allowing it to adjust the 
volume after a few notes. Similarly, gauge the additional entering parts. There should be a contrast of dynamics 
between the exposition and counter-exposition, bringing out the counter-subject in the latter along with any 
imitative figures in any voice. The stretto should be regarded as the climax of the fugue. The relationship 
between the subject and the counter-subject is what gives the fugue its momentum. Each section of the fugue 
has to be understood by the listener as such, being called to his attention by either the dynamic level, tone color, 
tempo, or rhythm pattern presented. Accents will tend to take away the linear feeling of counterpoint and should 
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be used with much care. An increase in volume is not accompanied by an accent. More weight can be given a 
note without accenting it. 

A fugue and all music using fugal procedures require a very skillful application of the dynamic scale in 
each line making up the contrapuntal texture. The Ricercar is the best form to play before the fugue is 
attempted. The Ricercar is actually a fugal exposition. In a Ricercar one or more themes may be presented; in a 
fugue only one. The Ricercar, unlike the fugue, contains no episodes nor does it employ the stretto technique. 
Both the fugal exposition and the theme of the Ricercar should receive similar treatment. 

The episodes of a fugue should be played at a lower dynamic level than the next appearance of the 
subject. If the fugue subject modulates from the major to the minor, the dynamic level gets softer; vice versa, it 
gets louder as the new key feeling suggests a shift in the dynamic level. When the subject appears in diminution 
it needs some extra reinforcement from either the dynamic scale or added instruments, or it will be lost because 
the distance between each note is lengthened. When augmentation is used, it will be heard and more attention 
can be paid to the contrapuntal texture written against it. When the subject is in inversion or retrogression it 
must be noted as such and should be treated as the subject. 

The chorale prelude is perhaps the most varied form and therefore it must be studied very carefully. It 
first must be discovered which of the several types its construction follows. Next, one must find the chorale 
melody, or Cantus Firmus. This must always be in the foreground. By keeping it there you can always 
distinguish the counterpoint and secure the ultimate end the composer wants, that of contrast between the 
chorale and the developing counterpoint. When the chorale prelude is in the form of a canon, then the rules 
sated under canons will apply. 

Contrapuntal forms generate excitement. "The very essence of life is movement" said Jack London in 
The Sea Wolf. This saying can be readily applied to counterpoint. This excitement is created by the tempo, by 
applied expression, but he conflict of motion and mixed note value, and by the contrast of loud against soft. 

Below is an example of dynamic markings for each note with reference to its positioning the phrase, 
position within the texture, rhythmic values, melodic direction, instrumentation, importance to the composition 
as a whole, harmonic analysis in regard to the underlying harmonic progression, and musical sound with regard 
to consonance and dissonance and non-harmonic function. (Also, the dynamic level in regard to long notes, of 
weighted notes, and entrances, and the form in which it is written. 

 
Ex. 36   Sanctus  Palestrina 
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Dynamics numbers according to: Melodic direction, texture, rhythm and note value, instrumentation, 
dynamics marks, interval between parts, and importance to clarity. 
 

Expression 
 

Counterpoint is not cold mechanical music but warm, powerful, soulful music that should be played 
with much feeling and understanding. It is full of tension and dramatic climaxes that no other type of music can 
hope to duplicate, for counterpoint is movement and no excitement can be generated without motion. Each 
voice should be thought of as a never-ending flow of notes without bar lines to misplace accents or diversify 
movement. Playing the example below without bar lines will give a feeling of true phrasing and interpretation 
of contrapuntal music. Filling in the bar lines should not be necessary. 

 
All the articulation must be well defined for it is the added contrast that counterpoint feeds on. With the 

many types of articulation possible, counterpoint will serve as a valuable teaching aid. The natural laws of 
expression are still in effect though the repetition of a subject should contain the same basic expression. 

To set down certain rules that must be followed to insure that music is played with feeling would be 
destroying the very principles of the art of expression, but the art of self-expression in music can be cultivated 
be setting down some natural laws as a kind of beginning. These serve to illustrate what can be felt. Below are 
listed some laws that can be applied and then added to by the player as he learns to understand just what he 
wants the music to express. 

Within a given melody each note has a definite relationship to all other notes. Some will be more 
important to the melody while others seem to be more or less there to hold the basic melody together. Many 
things determine just what notes are important. It could be the complete contour of the melody, the duration of 
each note, the step of the scale it is on, whether it is a non-harmonic tone, and many other reasons. When the 
initial dynamic mark indicates the passage should be played forte, this does not mean that every note should be 
played forte. Likewise, the tempo marking does not mean to play in a strict time. The climax note of each 
phrase should be emphasized. Observing these few rules one can bring a piece of music to life and give it 
feeling. Other comments will be given under the section on dynamics. 

 
Ex. 38 
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Conducting 
 

When conducting counterpoint, one employs a different style. The techniques of performance, 
composition, and concepts are different in counterpoint and must be dealt with accordingly. The tempo will 
vary, but only slightly; so an exaggeration, either large or small, is dangerous. The tempo will usually be about 
andante. Coming down on the first beat of each measure will tend to make the group aware of the bar line and 
destroy the linear feeling. Conducting counterpoint is conducting phrasing. To come down heavy on each first 
beat of each measure is disastrous. many times it is the beginning of a phrase which may not fall on the first 
beat of a bar that is more important; or the climax note of a phrase may fall on other beats than the first. 

Cueing is very important in counterpoint and the conductor is responsible for adjusting the dynamic 
range at this time. Different instruments from various section of the band will be coming in together on some 
entrances. 

Cueing the third clarinets, the alto saxophone, and the third cornet together may not be possible because 
of seating positions. The cue may be to one of the three, the other two realizing that the cue is theirs also. It may 
be written "cue from third cornet here," one part; or they can tell from the music itself when to come in. 

The conductor is responsible for seeing that any imitation is accurate, remembering that imitation must 
be in a different part. If it is not, it is repetition or sequence. Imitation must be played in the same style, the 
same phrasing, the same articulations, and must resemble the imitated part so that it may be recognized as true 
imitation, if not otherwise indicated. The pitch of the imitating part, however, does not have to be exact and 
most times will not be, the imitating part being a fifth below or above. This type is called tonal imitation; if the 
imitating part is exact it is real imitation. 

Good contrapuntal performance is determined by: the right relationship of each note within the phrase, 
now the phrase is connected with the rest of the counterpoint, and by the effect that will result in these things 
coming to pass. 

It is apparent from the earlier analysis that counterpoint is a complex art form that requires careful study 
beforehand. Melodic lines must be clearly stated according to their place within the structure. One line may use 
a crescendo, one a decrescendo, and still another may maintain a constant dynamic level. It is difficult to 
conduct and interpret music that includes all these things at once. The conductor must study his score so that 
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contrapuntal activity is not smothered by its own texture. Counterpoint is made clear only through the use of the 
dynamic scale. All musical devices such as augmentation, diminution, inversion, retrogradation, etc., must be 
discovered when studying the score and should be carefully balanced, subdued, or brought out within the piece. 
Counterpoint involves tension, note against note, rhythm against rhythm, and crescendo against decrescendo. 

Whenever the Cantus Firmus is the core of the design, the counterpoint must acknowledge this and 
reduce its volume. The phrase must be conducted. When the phrase begins, it is best conducted with a downbeat 
to insure its entrance; but, there are no real downbeats except the beginning note and the first notes of the 
phrase. (Never play a polyphonic composition without first analyzing.) 
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